Chapter 1
Introduction
Energy plays a major role for the economic development and growth of any country.
In the twentieth century, the main source of energy was fossil fuel based resources.
Unfortunately, due to tremendous consumption of fossil fuel in industries and transport sector
the limited resources will be totally depleted after some time. In addition, their consumption
produces green house gases leading to environmental pollution, ozone layer depletion and
global warming [1, 2]. Keeping all these challenges in mind, there is an urgent need for nextgeneration energy sources that are renewable, sustainable, environment-friendly and
abundant. Hydrogen economy is considered as one of the most promising solution to address
these problems because of its high gravimetric energy density; about three times higher than
that of current fossil fuels (see Fig. 1.1). Moreover, hydrogen is light weight [3, 4] and
abundant in the sense that it can be produced from a large variety of sources such as water,
organic materials and biomass [1, 5]. It is relevant to mention here that hydrogen is not an
energy source rather it is an energy carrier because it does not occur naturally in its elemental
form. It has to be produced from some primary energy sources. Unlike fossil fuels, hydrogen
is regarded as a clean energy carrier because its by-product is only pure water. Nowadays
hydrogen gas is produced mostly from natural gas or higher hydrocarbon by steam reforming
method which releases green house gases in atmosphere [6].

way. This means the required electricity should be generated from some renewable sources
such as solar, wind, hydro-power etc. [7]. But the main concern in
volume density of gaseous hydrogen, namely 0.09 kg/m3 of
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H2 gas under ambient condition [8]. As a result unusual large space is required to store
hydrogen gas. The size of the hydrogen storage tank will be unrealistic for practical vehicular
application and
towards future hydrogen economy.

Fig. 1.1 Gravimetric (horizontal axis) and volumetric (vertical axis) energy densities for
selected materials. A hypothetical ideal energy storage system should appear in the
uppermost right-hand corner of the plot. (Source: Pascal Mickelson)

1.1 Hydrogen storage
In hydrogen economy, energy conversion of hydrogen fuel either in fuel cell (FC) or
in internal combustion engine (ICE) requires convenient means of on board hydrogen storage.
To be successor of conventional fossil fuels, the hydrogen storage material should have high
enough storage capacity so that it can drive at least 300 miles on a single charge [9]. Besides
storage capacity, an ideal hydrogen storage material should fulfill the criteria of safety,
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efficiency, cost etc. For the sake of focused research in the field of hydrogen storage, the US
Department of Energy (DOE) has set some targets for practical light duty vehicular
application.
Table 1.1 System targets for onboard hydrogen storage system for Light-Duty Fuel Cell
vehicles [10].
Storage parameters

Unit

2020 target

System gravimetric capacity

kWh/kg (wt.%)

1.8 (5.5)

System volumetric capacity

kWh/L (kg H2/L system)

1.3 (0.04)

Fuel cost

$ / kg H2

333

Min/Max delivery temperature

C

-40/85

Cycle life (1/4th tank to full)

Cycles

1500

Delivery pressure of storage system

bar

5-12

System fill time for 5 kg fill

Min

3.3

Toxicity

Meet or exceed applicable standards

Safety
Moreover, a practical hydrogen storage system should store hydrogen reversibly. At
present investigated techniques for storing hydrogen include conventional hydrogen
compression (applying high pressure) and hydrogen liquefaction as well as latest approaches
like chemical storage in solids and adsorption on high surface area materials. These methods
are briefly discussed in the following paragraphs. The chemistry of hydrogen being very
diverse, there can be a wide range of compounds with high potential for hydrogen storage
application. Hydrogen shows ambivalent behavior and can exist either as cation (H+) or anion
(H-) in ionic compounds. It can also form covalent bond with some elements such as carbon,
oxygen, nitrogen etc. It can even behave like a metal when interacts with alloys or
intermetallic compounds. Fig. 1.2 shows different types of systems investigated in this
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research area and their efficiencies in comparison to 2020 targets of DOE and its ultimate
targets. Unfortunately none of the studied systems meets all the goals of DOE at a time for
successful use in vehicular application.

Fig. 1.2 Volumetric and gravimetric hydrogen density of selected materials [11].

1.1.1 Compressed hydrogen gas
Hydrogen can be stored as compressed gas in specially designed storage tanks by
applying very high pressure. The critical temperature of hydrogen is very low (33 K) and due
to this special property hydrogen remains as gas whatever be the applied pressure down to 33
K.The most common storage tanks are of cylindrical shape to take care of stability aspect.
The high pressure gas cylinder should be made of a material which has high tensile strength,
low density, is immune to hydrogen. Furthermore, hydrogen should not diffuse through the
cylinder wall. Most of the pressure cylinders to date are made of stainless steel. But heavy
weight of steel cylinder leads to poor gravimetric hydrogen density of the overall storage
system containing the compressed gas. Lightweight cylinders have been designed from
composite materials (composite of aluminium and carbon fibre) that are much lighter than
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steel cylinders and thus provide better gravimetric storage capacity. These high performance
light-weight cylinders can withstand pressure upto 800 bar such that its volumetric storage
capacity reaches 36 kg/m3
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a mature technology it is not

so promising because of the drawbacks listed below:
1. There is always possibility of leakage from high pressure hydrogen gas cylinders
2. Compression of gas at very high pressure is an energy demanding process (theoretical
energy of isothermal compression of H2 gas from 1 bar to 800 bar is 2.21 kWh/kg of
H2 )
3. Cylinders are not compact, hence not practical for modern age light weight vehicles.

1.1.2 Cryogenic liquid hydrogen
Liquid hydrogen is another way of storing hydrogen where super-insulated tanks are
used to keep liquefied hydrogen at 20.3 K and ambient pressure. To minimize heat transfer,
these tanks are wrapped with multilayer super insulating material [12]. The heat of
vaporization for liquid hydrogen is very low and there is always some loss of hydrogen
isolation. The degree of boil-off depends also on the size of the tank. Larger the size of the
tank lesser is the extent of boil-off loss. As a result, use of liquid hydrogen as fuel for
automotive application does not seem to be practical whereas it is extensively used as fuel for
space shuttles. Again, the energy required for liquefaction of hydrogen is very high, almost
30% of energy of hydrogen combustion [13]. Moreover proper refrigeration is required to
maintain liquid H2 temperature which again adds up to its cost.
Liquid hydrogen has higher energy density compared to compressed hydrogen gas
and store hydrogen at comparatively lower pressure. But the above mentioned drawbacks like
energy requirements for liquefaction, boil-off losses, cost of maintaining cryogenic
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temperature and super-insulating tank fabrication still hinder its practical application in
transport sector.

1.1.3 Solid state hydrogen
Besides these two storage methods, hydrogen can also be stored in suitable solid state
materials and a thorough literature survey on different types of hydrogen storage materials
promising and diverse way of storing
hydrogen. There are two different ways by which hydrogen can interact with solids viz.,
chemisorption and physisorption. In case of chemisorption, hydrogen atoms interact with the
host material through strong chemical bonding. On the other hand, during physisorption
hydrogen remains in the molecular form and interacts with the material through weak van der
Waals interaction. Some external energy is required to release stored hydrogen in both the
cases and these accounts for the safety assured by solid state hydrogen storage materials.
However, both the strategies have their own advantages and disadvantages. Chemically
absorbed hydrogen can not be desorbed at ambient conditions and reversibility of absorptiondesorption process is often questionable. The advantage of physisorption process is fast
adsorption-desorption of hydrogen and the process is found almost reversible irrespective of
the adsorbent material. However, it is impossible to store reasonable amount of hydrogen at
ambient condition through physical adsorption and trapped hydrogen can retain only at lower
temperatures.
To overcome this problem several approaches have been tried such as spillover by
- H2 complexes (the Kubas interaction) [15]. Different
adsorbents have been explored for hydrogen storage studies such as porous carbon [16],
metal organic frameworks (MOFs) [17], zeolites [18], covalent organic frameworks (COFs)
[19], porous polymers [20] etc. Hydrogen adsorption by such type of porous materials is
mainly governed by specific surface area and pore characteristics of the materials.
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There is large number of candidates in the category of chemisorption materials and
some of the prominent candidates are metal hydrides [21], hydrides of alloys and
intermetallic compounds [2], complex hydrides [22], ammonia borane (chemical hydride) [23]
etc. In the following paragraphs the hydrides of metals, alloys and intermetallic compounds
are categorized as interstitial hydrides. The volumetric energy density found for interstitial
hydrides are remarkably higher compared to compressed hydrogen gas or cryogenic liquid
hydrogen and pictorially depicted in Fig. 1.3.

Fig. 1.3 Comparison of volumetric densities of different hydrogen storage technologies:
compressed hydrogen (GH2); liquid hydrogen (LH2); and interstitial hydrides [24].
Group I and II salts (lithium, sodium, beryllium, magnesium) of [AlH4]-, [BH4]- and
[NH2]-(alanates, borohydrides and amides) are usually referred as complex hydrides and
show high gravimetric density for hydrogen. All the complex hydrides are light weight and in
this class of hydrides hydrogen is covalently attached to the central atoms of complex anions.
Among them, Li based complex hydride, LiBH4 can store upto 18 wt.% of H2 at room
temperature. It is difficult to safely handle complex hydrides and in some cases they
decompose to highly stable elements. Thus, use of complex hydrides for vehicular application
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seems to be challenging due to their irreversible nature and kinetic limitation is also an
unavoidable obstacle. Like complex hydrides ammonia borane is also light weight hydrogen
storage material and has potential to store large amount of hydrogen (19.6 wt.%). But
efficient recycling of ammonia borane is the major hindrance to its practical use for onboard
hydrogen storage application.
Interstitial hydrides are formed from the reversible reaction of hydrogen gas with
metals, alloys or intermetallic compounds. Unlike complex and chemical hydrides, interstitial
hydrides offer several advantages such as inherent safety, ability to work at comparatively
lower temperature and pressure suitable for light duty fuel cell vehicles. Release of hydrogen
from interstitial hydrides occurs through endothermic reaction which accounts for the
associated safety with these systems. The volumetric hydrogen storage densities of interstitial
hydrides are comparable to those of complex and chemical hydrides as obvious from Fig. 1.2
whereas they suffer from poor gravimetric storage capacities. In the following sections of this
chapter hydrogen storage by physisorption and chemisorption processes have been discussed
briefly.

1.1.3.1 Hydrogen storage by physisorption
Physisorption of hydrogen is a surface phenomenon where hydrogen molecules
adhere to the surface of host materials by some physical forces (interplay of attractive and
repulsive forces). The interatomic potential resulting from these forces can be described by
Lennard-Jones potential which is represented as:

It can also be expressed as:
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where,

and

is the

interparticle distance where the potential is zero. The variation of potential energy ( ) with
interparticle distance (r) is shown in Fig. 1.4. The deeper the potential
the stronger is the interaction between two gas molecules.
To apply Lennard-Jones potential for adsorption of gas molecules on the surface of
solid, the adsorbent surface is assumed as individual atoms and the adsorbate gas as isolated
gas molecules. Now, the potential energy can be represented as:

Here, rmn
adsorbent. The potential energy,

of the
of the adsorbate gas molecule is expressed as a

function of distance. While approaching the adsorbate surface, a balance between attractive
and repulsive forces is established at a distance

where the potential energy becomes

minimum and physisorption occurs.

Fig. 1.4 Lennard-Jones potential as a function of interparticle distance [25].
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1.1.3.1.1 Adsorption isotherms
The gas uptake by a solid adsorbent depends on temperature (T), pressure (p) of the
adsorbed gas, and the characteristics of the solid and gas. If n is the quantity of gas
adsorbed, then for a particular solid-gas combination:

For a given temperature the equation becomes,

The characteristic adsorption isotherm of an adsorbate-adsorbent system is obtained
by plotting the amount of gas adsorbed on a solid absorbent as a function of pressure.
According to IUPAC there are six different types of adsorption isotherms which are
illustrated in Fig. 1.5.

Fig. 1.5 IUPAC classification of adsorption isotherms [25].
Type I isotherms occurs
plot of either type III or type V isotherm is convex to relative pressure axis and characteristic
of weak adsorbate-adsorbent interactions. Type III isotherms are generally found for nonporous adsorbents whereas mesoporous adsorbents having weak interaction with adsorbates
show type V isotherm. Type IV isotherms are typical for mesoporous adsorbents. Hysteresis
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loop is associated with both types IV and V isotherms and arises due to capillary
condensation. Type VI isotherms are obtained from layer-by-layer adsorption of gases on
extremely well-defined, homogeneous surfaces where the monolayer capacity corresponds to
the step height.
There are different models to interpret the experimental adsorption isotherms such as
Langmuir, Freundlich, Sips (Langmuir-Freundlich), Tóth, Dubinin-Radushkevich etc. among
which only the first two models are described here.
1.1.3.1.2 Langmuir and Freundlich models
Langmuir isotherm is based on the following assumptions
1. All the adsorbent sites are equivalent i.e. the surface is homogeneous.
2. Monolayer adsorption occurs at the surface i.e. the adsorption involves attachment of
only one layer of gaseous molecules to the surface of adsorbent.
3. Fixed number of adsorption sites is available on the surface of adsorbent.
4. Dynamic equilibrium exists between adsorbed gaseous molecules and the free
gaseous molecules.
5. There is no interaction between adjacent adsorbate molecules and the energy of
adsorption is independent of site occupancy
Langmuir adsorption isotherm is generally expressed as

where,

is the number of adsorbent sites occupied by gas molecules;

is the

Fig. 1.6 shows a general
representation of Langmuir isotherm where the surface coverage

is varied with pressure.

Unfortunately, no real adsorbate-adsorbent system has been found which can be characterized
by single Langmuir adsorption isotherm throughout the whole pressure range, rather it is
valid only at low pressure region. Where there are different types of adsorption sites (with
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Basically the isotherm represents variation of quantity of gas adsorbed by unit mass of
adsorbent with pressure and graphically shown in Fig. 1.7.

Fig. 1.7 Graphical representation of

Fig. 1.6 Graphical representation of

Freundlich isotherm.

Langmuir isotherm.

The valid pressure range for Freundlich isotherm varies from one adsorbate-adsorbent system
to another. However, the isotherm shows poor agreement at high pressures and low
pressure region [26]. This type
of isotherm has been extensively used for the interpretation of a wide range of heterogeneous
surfaces such as activated carbon, silica, polymers etc. [27-31].
1.1.3.1.3 Thermodynamics of adsorption
Adsorption is a spontaneous process; hence the total free energy of the adsorbateadsorbent system must decrease on adsorption and consequently it is characterized as an
exothermic process with positive value of entropy change. The isosteric enthalpy of
adsorption (enthalpy of adsorption at constant gas uptake) is the key thermodynamic
parameter to reveal information regarding adsorbate-adsorbent interaction. It is usually
derived from the condition of phase equilibrium between the free gas phase and adsorbed
phase. Phase equilibrium is reached when the chemical potential of the two phases become
equal. Qst can be calculated from the adsorption isotherms at different temperatures using the
Clausius-Clapeyron equation [32, 33],
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During calculation of isosteric enthalpy of adsorption only the adsorbate-adsorbent
interactions should be considered. This does not take care of the adsorbate-adsorbate
interactions that would occur at increased surface coverage. Hence, the isosteric heat of
adsorption is obtained from the low pressure regime of the adsorption isotherm i.e. the
adsorbate-adsorbent system.
The value of isosteric enthalpy of adsorption should be ~ 15 kJ mol-1 of H2 for significant
hydrogen adsorption at room temperature under moderate pressure [34].
1.1.3.1.4 Different physisorbed systems
Physisorption of hydrogen is largely correlated with surface area of the adsorbents
and hence high surface area materials are expected to be good for hydrogen storage
applications [35-37] as already mentioned in section 1.1.3. In the last two decades, a large
number of theoretical as well as experimental research works have been done on different
types of adsorbents to show their potential as hydrogen storage material and some of them are
listed below.
1.1.3.1.4.1 Carbon nanotubes
Carbon nanotubes were discovered by Iijima during synthesis of fullerene by arc
discharge method [38]. Three types of carbon nanotubes are available namely single-(SWNT),
double-(DWNT) and multi-walled (MWNT). SWNTs can be described as rolled up graphene
sheets in the form of cylindrical tubes as illustrated in Fig. 1.8. On the other hand there are
two and more than two concentric cylindrical walls in DWNTs and MWNTs, respectively
and the separation between adjacent walls is around 0.3 nm [39, 40]. The SWCNTs with
inner diameters of 0.6-0.7 nm are found to be thermodynamically favourable for
physisorption of molecular hydrogen [41]. For DWNTs and MWNTs both diameter and
inter-wall spacing have to be optimized for getting maximum hydrogen adsorption [42].
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Fig. 1.8 Representation of single walled CNT as a rolled up graphene sheet [44].
Dillon et al. [44] reported the first experimental hydrogen uptake by CNTs and suggested
that CNTs could store around 10 wt.% of hydrogen at room temperature. Soon after this work,
a large number of reports published showing high hydrogen storage capacities of CNTs [4547]. A few years later, reports showing very low hydrogen storage capacities of CNTs began
to emerge questioning the reproducibility of the previously reported values. It is now
scientifically justified that the ambiguity is mainly due to water impurities, metal impurities
or erroneous instrumentation [48-51]. Despite the ambiguity, significant extent of works is
going

on

regarding

the

hydrogen

storage

properties

of

CNTs

or

CNT-like

materials/functionalized CNTs [52-56].
1.1.3.1.4.2 Activated carbon
Activated carbons are known as good adsorbents since long back and they have a
wide range of applications such as removal of impurities from gases and water, metal
extraction and many others. They do have porous structures with large surface areas,
relatively low cost and well established methods for large scale production. As a result, they
are commercialized for so many applications. They can be produced from a variety of organic
feedstocks including wood, coconut shells and fibres, nut shells, rice husk, corncob,
sugarcane bagasse etc. [57-59]. It is worth mentioning here that the carbon filament used in
high resistance incandescent lamp by Thomas Edison was also made from biomass [60].
Synthesis of activated carbon involves two steps namely carbonization and activation [61].
Carbonization is done by heating the organic precursor at high temperature (usually in the
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range of 600 to 800 °C) and the carbon-rich product thus obtained is subjected to activation.
The activation can be carried out in two ways: (i) physical activation with suitable oxidizing
gases such as CO2, steam or their mixture and (ii) chemical activation via chemical reaction
between carbon rich product and KOH/ NaOH/ H3PO4/ ZnCl2 [62]. Among different
chemical reagents, KOH is mostly used because KOH activation leads to formation of
micropores (pore size as small as 0.3 nm) with very high surface area (> 3000 m 2 g-1) and
high pore volume (> 1 cm3 g-1) [63-67]. The mechanism of KOH activation is shown below:
2O
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Chemical activation is advantageous over the physical activation method because it (i)
requires lower pyrolysis temperature (ii) gives higher carbon yield with high surface area and
tailored porosity [62]. Xiao et al. [68] have prepared a series of activated carbons from
biomass resources, melaleucas bark and activated by KOH treatment. The maximum
hydrogen storage capacity is found to be 4.08 wt.% at 77 K and 10 bar pressure for the KOH
activated sample with BET surface area > 3000 m 2 g-1 and total pore volume > 1.5 cm3 g-1.
Nijkamp et al. [69] reported hydrogen uptake as high as 2.14 wt.% at 77 K under 1 bar of
pressure for activated carbon having surface area ~ 2000 m 2 g-1. Wang et al. [70] have
investigated hydrogen storage properties of KOH activated fungi-based porous carbons which
have surface areas in the range of 1600-2500 m2 g-1 and pore volumes varying from 0.8 to
1.56 cm3 g-1. The saturated hydrogen storage density reached 4.2-4.7 wt.% at 77 K for these
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fungi-based activated porous carbons under 35 bar of hydrogen pressure. Wang et al. [71]
applied a combination of physical and chemical activation method and one of the activated
carbon products exhibited surface area over 3100 m2 g-1. The activated carbon material can
store hydrogen upto 7.08 wt.% at 77 K and 20 bar which is one of the highest value of
gravimetric hydrogen storage capacities reported for porous carbons. The activated carbons
have disordered structure as shown in Fig. 1.9. The degree of disorder depends on the carbon
precursor and also on heat treatment.

Fig. 1.9 Schematic representation of activated carbon [72]
1.1.3.1.4.3 Templated carbon
Unlike the disordered structure of activated carbons, porous carbon with regular array
of pores can be produced using hard templating route. The highly ordered structure of
templated carbon is a replica of the long range order existing in inorganic templates. A wide
variety of inorganic frameworks including zeolites, clays, some silica sources etc. can be used
as templates. The synthesis of templated carbon involves following steps [73, 74]:
(i)

Incorporation of organic precursor into the pores/channels of the inorganic
template either by impregnation or chemical vapour deposition.

(ii)

Carbonization of the organic precursor.

(iii)

Removal of the inorganic template.
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The template carbonization route is attractive because it can control the structure of final
carbon products in terms of pore structure as well as microscopic morphology which play
important role in hydrogen adsorption.
Han et al. [75] obtained mesoporous carbon with surface area of 850 m2 g-1 and a pore
volume of 1.5 cm3 g-1 by using sodium silicate as hard template and sucrose as organic
precursor. Stadie et al. [76] successfully synthesized zeolite templated carbons (ZTC) with
surface area upto 3600 m2 g-1 starting from furfuryl alcohol and investigated their hydrogen
storage properties. The resultant ZTCs are mainly microporous and exhibited maximum
hydrogen storage capacity of 5.5 wt.% at 77 K and 24 bar. In addition, post synthesis
treatment can be carried out to introduce higher degree of graphitization in the template
carbon framework and sometimes to further enhance the surface area which will be beneficial
for adsorptive hydrogen storage [77].
1.1.3.1.4.4 Zeolite
Zeolites are crystalline aluminosilicate structures having lots of open micropores with
high

internal

surface

area.

Zeolites

are

represented

by

the

general

formula:

Mx/n[(AlO2)x(SiO2)y].mH2O, where M,
the negative charge of zeolite framework. Zeolites consist of tetrahedral building blocks and
depending on their assembly different types of zeolite frameworks are possible. A, X, Y, beta,
mordentite, ZSM-5 are some of the commercially available zeolites. Mainly two types of

Fig. 1.10.
[78] compared to the kinetic diameter
of hydrogen molecule making them inaccessible for hydrogen physisorption. Therefore, only
take part in adsorption of hydrogen molecules for zeolites X, Y and A. Langmi et. al.
[79] measured hydrogen adsorption of different types of zeolites and found a maximum
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hydrogen storage capacity of 2.19 wt.% at 77 K and 15 bar of hydrogen pressure for calcium
exchanged zeolite sample with surface area 669 m2 g-1. A theoretical study on storage of
hydrogen in zeolite framework suggests that the maximum hydrogen storage density of
zeolite is intrinsically limited to 2.86 wt.% which is much below the targets set by DOE for
vehicular application [80].

Fig. 1.10 Schematic representation of zeolite fra

].

1.1.3.1.4.5 Metal organic frameworks
Metal organic frameworks (MOFs) represent a new class of synthetic porous material
with extended framework structure of metal-oxide corner groups assembled together by
aromatic ligands. As an example, the single crystal structure of MOF-5 is represented in Fig.
1.11 which shows extended 3D cubic frameworks formed by joining Zn4O tetrahedra through
benzene carboxylate linkage [81]. Compared to conventional zeolites, MOFs offer flexibility
during designing just by changing the ligand linkages. They are characterized by
exceptionally high internal surface area and large pore volume. This makes MOFs attractive
for gas storage applications and in the last decades numerous studies have been performed to

enables researchers to tune the structure of MOFs as per requirement [82, 83]. Rosi et al. [84]
investigated the hydrogen storage properties of MOF material for the first time and reported a
maximum hydrogen uptake of 4.5 wt.% by MOF-5 at 78 K under 20 bar hydrogen pressure.
Subsequently, many researchers performed hydrogen storage studies on MOF-5 which
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revealed that hydrogen storage capacities of MOF-5s significantly differ depending on their
preparation method and handling [81, 85]. Moreover, these materials are susceptible to
decompose whilst exposed to air or water. Hence, to use high surface area MOF material for
vehicular application, its stability in general working condition has to be improved [86].
Recent studies show that zeolitic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs) have better chemical and
thermal stabilities compared to MOFs with metal carboxylate linkages. ZIF-8 is reported to
exhibit a maximum hydrogen uptake of 3.3 wt.% at 77 K and 30 bar [87]. To be a potential
hydrogen storage material there should be cost effective synthesis methods for highly stable
MOFs in bulk scale and they should be highly porous with very large surface area.
1.1.3.1.4.6 Porous organic polymer
Unlike MOFs porous organic polymers are chemically and thermally stable. Besides,
they offer attractive features such as low intrinsic density (consists of light atoms like C, H, N
and O), production reproducibility and chemical homogeneity [88, 89]. Polymers of intrinsic
microporosity (PIM) based on triptycene subunits are reported to store hydrogen upto 2.7 wt.%
at 77 K and 10 bar [90]. Among different types of porous organic polymers, PIMs show pore
size distributions typically in the micropore region (< 2 nm). The intrinsic porosity is due to
continuous network of interconnected intermolecular voids as shown in Fig. 1.12. Like other
porous materials (activated carbons, MOFs), the hydrogen uptake by PIMs vary almost
linearly with BET surface area and their hydrogen storage capacities are also comparable.
The highest hydrogen uptake of 3.94 wt.% was found for OFP-3 (surface area 1159 m2 g-1), a
class of PIM material under 10 bar of hydrogen pressure at 77 K [91].Research related to
porous organic polymers are rapidly growing (most of the research related to adsorptive
hydrogen storage on porous polymer were performed at temperatures as low as 77K),
however a drastic improvement is required for its practical application as hydrogen storage
material under ambient conditions.
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Fig. 1.12 Molecular model of PIM [92].

Fig. 1.11 Structure of MOF-5.

1.1.3.2 Hydrogen storage by chemisorption
Among different types of chemical storage systems, interstitial hydrides are well
known for providing safest approach to store hydrogen. The advantages of conventional
interstitial hydrides over other chemisorbed systems are already discussed in section 1.1.3.
This section deals with the basics of metal hydrogen interaction which occurs during
chemical storage of hydrogen. The overall process of interstitial hydride formation is
schematically represented in Fig. 1.13.

Fig. 1.13 Different steps involved in the formation of interstitial hydride.
At first the hydrogen molecules approach the metal (alloy/intermetallic compound)
surface and get adsorbed through weak van der Waals interaction as depicted in Fig 1.13 (a)
and (b). The physisorbed hydrogen molecules dissociate into individual hydrogen atoms and
get chemically absorbed at the surface (Fig 1.13 (c)) and this step is named as dissociative
chemisorption. In the next step, the hydrogen atoms diffuse into the bulk and go to the
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interstitial positions of the metal to form interstitial solid solution (Fig 1.13 (d)). This solid
d to that of
parent metal. Hydrogen atoms in the interstitial position may form hydride phase by trapping
more and more hydrogen atoms and crystal structure of the metal may change due to hydride

During dehydrogenation the reverse process is followed i.e. the
releases hydrogen atoms which diffuse from bulk to surface. At the surface the hydrogen
atoms recombine to form hydrogen molecule and desorbs as hydrogen gas.
1.1.3.2.1 Pressure composition isotherm (PCI)
The process of interstitial hydride formation could be best explained by pressure
composition isotherm (PCI) which is characteristic of a metal (alloy/intermetallic compound)
hydride system. A typical PCI diagram is shown in Fig 1.14 (a). The PCI diagram is obtained
by plotting hydrogen pressure against H/M at a fixed temperature, where H/M stands for
hydrogen to metal ratio. When hydrogen goes into interstices of metal/alloy/intermetallic

as indicated by initial steep region of the plot. With further increase in hydrogen pressure the

formation starts. During hydride phase formation the pressure remains constant as indicated
by the plateau region of the plot.

sharply with further absorption of hydrogen. The last steep portion of the plot corresponds to
interstiti
the amount of hydrogen that could be stored reversibly by a metal/alloy/intermetallic
compound. Like plateau width, position of the plateau (i.e. plateau pressure) also bears
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valuable information regarding stability of the metal hydride. Greater the stability of the
hydride higher is the temperature requirement to reach a certain plateau pressure.

Fig. 1.14 (a) Pressure composition isotherms at different temperatures and (b)
plot.
In many metal-hydrogen systems desorption does not follow the same path as
absorption and the equilibrium plateau pressure of desorption is usually lower than that of
absorption. The difference between absorption and desorption curves is known as hysteresis
which arises mainly due to irreversible plastic deformation caused by hydride formation.
1.1.3.2.2 Thermodynamics of interstitial hydride formation
The reaction between a metal (alloy/intermetallic compound) and hydrogen gas can
be represented by the following equation:

where, M stands for metal (alloy/intermetallic compound) and

indicates the molar ratio of

hydrogen to metal.
For the above reaction, the change in standard Gibbs free energy at equilibrium condition is
represented by,
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K is the equilibrium constant and given by,

where

denotes equilibrium plateau

pressure. Now, equation 1.22 can be written as,

We know from the definition of standard Gibbs free energy change that,

Hence, equation 1.24 can be rearranged as,

where,

are the change in enthalpy and entropy, respectively during hydrogenation

of metal. Equation 1.25 is known as

. Applying

two most important thermodynamic parameters

and

, the

can be determined from the

measurements of equilibrium plateau pressures at different temperatures. The effect of
temperature on plateau pressure is demonstrated in Fig. 1.14 (a). Generally, with increase in
temperature miscibility gap reduces resulting in smaller plateau width, however the plateau
pressure increases. At some critical temperature (Tc) plateau region totally disappears and
Fig. 1.14 (b) shows
the

plot which is obtained by plotting logarithm of pressure (

reciprocal temperature (
calculated.

). From the slope and intercept of the plot

and

versus
can be

varies widely for different metal-hydrogen systems whereas the entropy

change of almost all the systems is ~ 130 J K-1 mol-1 H2 which corresponds to loss of
translational degree of freedom upon hydrogen dissolution in solid matrix [2]. For practical
use, enthalpy of hydride formation should be as negative as ~ -39 kJ mol-1 H2.
1.1.3.2.3 Kinetics of interstitial hydride formation
Considering the hydride formation mechanism as described in section 1.1.3.2 the rate of
hydrogenation is governed by the following factors:
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(i)

The rate of physisorption of hydrogen molecule at metal surface.

(ii)

The rate of H2 dissociation and chemisorption at the surface.

(iii)

The rate at which hydrogen atoms diffuse through the bulk.

(iv)

The rate of nucleation

-phase hydride.

As the hydride formation reaction is controlled by a number of steps, it is really difficult
to numerically find out the rate constants following the conventional method. Moreover, it is
difficult to get enough information of each reaction step. Hence, there is a practice of using
mathematical models for identification of the rate limiting step and thereby determining the
rate constants. This is also true for dehydrogenation kinetics.
A kinetic model is actually mathematical description of experimental phenomena. When a
set of experimental kinetics data (applicable for both hydrogenation and dehydrogenation) is
fitted with a model (rate equation), it is assumed that the hydrogenation/dehydrogenation
follows the mechanism based on which the model was derived. There are several kinetic
models (g ( )) and some of them are listed in Table 1.2.
This section briefly describes the general procedure for finding rate constants and
activation energies using kinetic models.
The rate of a solid-gas reaction is generally expressed by,

where

is the reacted fraction at time t, k is rate constant, f ( ) is a function determining the

mechanism of reaction and g ( ) is the integral form of f ( ).

is given by
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where,

The kinetic model (equation) with largest co-relation coefficient (R2) is considered as
the best fitting model to describe the kinetics of hydrogen absorption/desorption. Using the
best fitting model, the rate constants

are determined at different temperatures and the

activation energy of hydrogen absorption/desorption is calculated using the Arrhenius
equation:

where,

is the rate constant, A is the pre-exponential factor, Ea in the activation energy, T is

the temperature and R is the universal gas constant.
Table 1.2 List of some of the kinetic models from literature.
Model

Kinetic Equation

Reference

Zero order chemical reaction

[93]

1st order chemical reaction

[93]

2nd order chemical reaction

[93]

One-dimensional diffusion

[94, 95]

2-D diffusion

[94, 95]

3-D

Ginsling-Braunshteinn model

[94, 96]

diffusion

Jander diffusion model

[95, 97]

Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami

[96, 98]

2-D contracting area

[93]

3-D contracting volume

[93]
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In order to be used as a practical hydrogen storage material, the hydrogenationdehydrogenation kinetics should be fast enough. Apart from enthalpy and kinetic criteria
some other requirements should be fulfilled by the interstitial hydride to meet DOE goals as
claimed by Ivey and Northwood [99]:
high hydrogen storage density
good cyclic stability
low hysteresis
resistance to surface poisoning by gaseous impurities
safety
low cost
Several types of alloys and intermetallic compounds have been investigated with the
purpose to improve their hydrogen storage properties, but none of them can satisfy all the
criteria. From literature survey it has been found that in most of the cases they contain at least
one stable hydride forming element and one non hydride forming element. Some of the major
interstitial hydride systems are discussed in the next section.
1.1.3.2.4 Interstitial hydride systems
Light weight Mg based hydrides
Magnesium is considered as one of the most promising hydrogen storage materials
due to its high hydrogen storage density (7.6 wt.%), high abundance and low cost. However,
there are some barriers which limit its practical use for vehicular application. The large
negative value of enthalpy of MgH2 formation (-75 kJ mol-1 H2) results in a desorption
temperature ~300°C at 1 bar of hydrogen pressure. Besides, the kinetics is inherently sluggish
because of slow dissociative chemisorption at the metallic Mg surface [100] and the diffusion
of hydrogen atoms through the growing MgH2 layer is also slow [101].
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To reduce the desorption temperature, Mg is usually alloyed with non hydride
forming elements viz. Fe, Co, Ni, Zn, Ag, Cd, In [102-107] etc. Alloying may also improve
hydrogenation-dehydrogenation kinetics. Addition of catalysts like Pd, Ni is known to
promote the hydrogenation-dehydrogenation kinetics either by decreasing the dissociation
barrier for molecular hydrogen or by reducing the activation energy for hydrogen desorption
[108-110]. Apart from metallic element, addition of some metal oxides (especially Nb2O5),
carbides, halides etc. are also known to accelerate the hydrogen absorption desorption
kinetics considerably [111].
Another approach to improve hydrogenation-dehydrogenation kinetics is through ball
milling which produces nanostructered magnesium with increased surface area and large
extent of defects [112-115]. By ball milling the grain size decreases and diffusion length for
hydrogen reduces which boost both hydrogen absorption and desorption kinetics. It is worth
mentioning that nanoconfinement of MgH2 within the mesoporous materials improves
desorption kinetics [116]. Bulk MgH2 ball milled with various types of carbon species [117120] is reported to show improved kinetics and better cyclic stability. This is due to the
conversion of carbon materials into graphene layers which encapsulate the MgH2
nanoparticles in successive hydrogen absorption desorption cycles and prevent grain growth.
This also provides a hydrogen transferring interface at the phase boundaries of carbon and
MgH2 making hydrogen diffusion easier and kinetics faster [121]. Plenty of research works
have been carried out but no reversible Mg-based hydride with suitable thermodynamics and
high hydrogen storage capacity has been found.
Classical intermetallic compounds
Over the years it is known that intermetallic compounds can be used for hydrogen
storage purposes. Among different types of intermetallic compounds, LaNi5 based systems
are well studied and are also employed for practical applications. Except the limitation of
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lower gravimetric catapacity (only 1.5 wt.%), it shows quite good other hydrogen storage
properties such as easy activation, fast hydrogen absorption desorption kinetics, low
hysteresis, tolerance towards gas impurities [122] etc. The advantage of these systems is that
the absorption desorption thermodynamics can be tuned simply by varying the composition
or by partial substitution with other elements like Ce (in La site), Al, Fe, Co, Mn etc. (in Ni
site) [122, 123]. Due to poor storage capacity they are not directly suited for vehicular
application but utilized as stationary energy storage systems.
FeTi is another well known hydrogen storage material which is the cheapest among
all reported intermetallic compounds. Unlike LaNi5, rigorous activation is required for FeTi
based systems prior to hydrogenation and they are highly sensitive to gas impurities [124].
The hydrogen storage capacity of FeTi is little higher (1.9 wt.%) compared to LaNi5 but it
suffers from intense hysteresis. Several approaches have been tried to improve hydrogen
absorption desorption performances of FeTi compound such as partial elemental substitution
of Fe or Ti, surface modification, mechanical alloying etc. Among all these approaches,
addition of Pd has been found to be most effective [125].
Intermetallic compounds with laves phase structure have also received considerable
interest in hydrogen storage research because of faster kinetics and better hydrogen storage
density (~ 2 wt.%) compared to LaNi5 based systems. They are represented by the general
formula AB2 where A = Ti or Zr and B = V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co. Proper elemental substitution
has been proven to improve the thermodynamic and kinetic properties of different hydrogen
storage materials in Laves phase group [126, 127].
Body centered cubic (BCC) phase alloys
Unlike the conventional intermetallic compounds described above the Ti-V based
BCC alloys have advantages of higher hydrogen storage capacities. It is reported that the
maximum gravimetric hydrogen storage density can reach ~ 4 wt.% at room temperature for
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Ti-V based alloys with BCC structure [128, 129] as can be seen from Fig. 1.15. Vanadium
being an expensive element adds cost penalty to these Ti-V based alloys which is one of the
major limitations for their practical automobile application. Substitution of V with much
cheaper Fe appears to be a fruitful remedy and a lot of research has been carried out with TiV-Fe ternary alloys [130, 131]. Ti-V based alloys are difficult to activate. Fe substitution
reduces the cost of the alloy, makes the activation easier and reduces hysteresis. All Ti-V
based BCC alloys such as Ti-V-Cr, Ti-V-Fe, Ti-V-Mn show fast hydrogenation kinetics at
ambient conditions [132].
Fig. 1.15 clearly shows that the hydrogen storage capacities of Ti-V based BCC alloys
are higher compared to other intermetallic compounds but they are far from the DOE 2020
targets for light duty vehicular application.

5
4
3
2
1
0

Fig. 1.15 Hydrogen storage capacities of different alloys and intermetallic compounds.
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1.2 State of art
Absorption-desorption studies
Hydrogen absorption desorption properties of different physisorbed systems have
been discussed in section 1.1.3.1.4. Hydrogen storage properties of chemisorbed systems
such as light weight Mg based hydrides, classical intermetallic compounds, body centered
cubic (BCC) phase alloys have been mentioned in section 1.1.3.2.4 under the heading

some of the complex hydrides with very high hydrogen storage capacities have been
discussed.
Sodium alanates
Sodium alanates are considered as potential solid state hydrogen storage material
since 1997. Bogdanovic and Schwickardi demonstrated that NaAlH4 can reversibly desorb
hydrogen with fast enough kinetics under moderate conditions by Ti doping [133]. Upon
heating, NaAlH4 releases hydrogen in three steps as shown below [134]:
NaAlH4

3AlH6 +

2/3 Al + H2 (3.7 wt.%)

Na3AlH6

H2
H2

(1.9 wt.%)

(1.8 wt.%)

The first decomposition step occurs in the temperature range from 185 and 230ºC, and the
decomposition temperature for second step is 260ºC. Finally, the complete decomposition of
NaH occurs above 400ºC. However the last decomposition step is not considered for practical
application. Moreover, regeneration of NaAlH4 from the end products adds further hurdles
towards the practical application of sodium alanate. Recent researches on NaAlH 4 show that
nano-confinement is effective in destabilizing the material [135]. NaAlH4 loaded in MOF
started hydrogen release at 70ºC and 80% of the theoretical hydrogen was released at
relatively lower temperature (155ºC) [136]. NaAlH4 loaded into ordered mesoporous silica
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was also found to desorb at lower temperature with faster kinetics compared to pristine
NaAlH4 [137].
Lithium boro-hydrides
Lithium boro-hydride (LiBH4) has received significant attention as potential solid
state hydrogen storage material due to its high gravimetric hydrogen density (18.5 wt.%).
Despite its high storage density, it faces some serious challenges such as air sensitivity, high
decomposition temperature (> 400ºC), lack of reversibility at ambient condition [138, 139].
Enormous efforts such as addition of different types of catalysts, nanoscaling, destabilization
were attempted to reduce their high thermal stability, enhance the reaction kinetics and
resolve the poor reversibility [140-143]. Like sodium alanate, lithium borohydride releases
hydrogen in different steps under different temperature regimes. Intially slight hydrogen
release (0.3 wt.%) occurs in between 100 to 200ºC. The first and second significant hydrogen
desorption occur at ~ 320ºC and 400ºC, respectively. The overall decomposition of LiBH 4
can be expressed by the following equation:
LiBH4

+ B + 3/2 H2

Around 13.8 wt.% hydrogen is released when it is heated upto 900ºC. The decomposition
product LiH contains rest 4.4 wt.% of hydrogen.
Amide-imide system
Since the discovery of reversible hydrogen storage in lithium nitride (Li 3N) by Chen
et al. [144] in 2002, lithium based amide-imide systems have attracted considerable attraction.
The chemical processes that occur during the hydrogenation and dehydrogenation of Li 3N are
represented by the following equation
Li3N+2H2

2NH+LiH+H2

2+2LiH

The above chemical processes offer very high value of hydrogen storage capacity (11.5
wt.%), theoretically. However, it suffers from various drawbacks such as high operational
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temperature (especially in terms of desorption), sluggish kinetics, and poor reversibility (only
the amide-imide inter-conversion is reversible at practical operating temperatures). Studies
revealed that addition of catalysts and reduction of particle size are effective in improving the
kinetics [145, 146]. Luo et al. have found that Li-Mg-N-Hsystem exhibits absorption and
desorption at much lower temperatures compared to Li-N-H system [147].
Kinetics of hydrogen absorption and desorption
Number of reports are available on hydrogen absorption desorption kinetics of
different chemisorbed systems including metal hydride, alanates, amino borane etc. A
detailed literature survey on the hydriding dehydriding kinetics of these systems is reported in
the following paragraphs.
Goodell et al. [148] studied hydrogen absorption desorption kinetics of LaNi5 based
systems and concluded that the rate of hydriding reaction is controlled by surface process and
bulk process (similar to diffusion) whereas the dehydriding reaction is only surface process
limited. Recently Briki et al [149] have investigated the effect of different experimental
conditions on the hydriding kinetics of LaNi5 alloy and found a strong dependence of reaction
rate on pressure and temperature. Lee et al. [150] experimentally studied the hydriding
kinetics of LaNi5 in the temperature range 293-333 K and obtained the activation energy of
20 kJ/mol of H2. They reported the dissociative chemisorption of hydrogen molecules on the
surface of LaNi5 as the rate limiting step. Han et al [151] have investigated hydrogen
absorption and desorption kinetics of MgH2 systems and found that the hydriding
dehydriding kinetics of MgH2 is remarkably enhanced in presence of MoS 2 and MoO2
catalysts. Zou et al. [152] studied hydrogen storage properties of Mg and showed that
hydriding kinetics of Mg powder can be significantly improved by addition of small amount
of rare earth materials such as Nd, Gd, Er to Mg. Li et al. have prepared nanocrystalline
Ni@C and shown the synergetic effect of Ni nanoparticle and carbon to enhance
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absorption/desorption kinetics of MgH2 by providing more H diffusion channels and active
catalytic sites. As already mentioned, with nanoconfinement of complex hydrides in porous
scaffolds, dehydrogenation-rehydrogenation has been achieved with faster kinetics at
comparatively milder conditions [153]. Metal based oxides, hydrides, chloride and fluoride
are the mostly used dopants for catalyzing de-/rehydrogenationof complex hydrides.
Cycle life
For practical applications it is crucial that the sorption characteristics such as storage
capacity, kinetics, reversibility, equilibrium plateau pressure etc. of the hydrogen storage
system remain almost constant during the whole life of the hydrogen storage device.
Different applications need different number of cycles but for most of the applications, the
number of cycles usually ranges from few hundreds to many thousands. Cycling life of a
hydrogen storage material depends on many factors [154, 155]. An important factor is
disproportionation of the alloy or intermetallic compound on repeated hydrogenation
dehydrogenation cycles [156]. Kim et al. [157] have suggested that the dislocations formed
during hydrogen cycling are responsible for the degradation of hydrogen storage capacity in
V based BCC alloys. Another reason for the reduction in cycle life is poisoning by impurities
in the hydrogen gas [158, 159]. A special way to improve cycling stability of alloy or
intermetallic compound is by elemental substitution. Lim et al. [160] have reported that the
partial substitution of La and Ni by Ce and Al, respectively is effective in improving the
cycle life of La-Mg-Ni based hydrogen storage alloy.
Thermo-physical properties
Any metal hydride formation reaction is associated with a certain amount of heat
release. The heat of reaction should be removed properly for providing optimal energy
efficiency and fast kinetics for hydrogen absorption/desorption process. For example, the
enthalpy of hydride formation is ~75 kJ mol-1 H2 for the formation of MgH2 from metallic
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Mg. Without proper heat removal, this heat will raise the temperature and as a consequence
the hydriding reaction will stop. However, common strategy for improving heat removal from
metal hydride (MH) bed is to increase the effective thermal conductivity. Good thermal
conductivity is also required for dehydrogenation process to promote the fast and uniform
heating of metal hydride fuel tank. The thermal conductivity can be improved by using
conductive matrices such as foams, fins or meshes of high conductivity materials such as Cu,
Al, Fe and Ni [161-163]. Suda et al. [164] have reported that the impregnation of porous
aluminium foam to the metal hydride bed is effective in increasing the thermal conductivity
by 9-10 times compared to that of unmodified hydride bed. Thermal conductivity can also be
increased by compacting metal hydride with graphite (e.g. graphite has a thermal
conductivity of 1390 Wm-1K-1 at 400 K). However, these additives increase the system
weight and thereby decrease the storage capacity. Therefore, accurate measurement of
thermal conductivity is required to optimize the amount of the additives. Moreover, pressed
metal hydrides are better compared to powder form due to their higher thermal conductivity.
In addition to thermal conductivity, specific heat capacity of metal hydride is another
important parameter for thermal management of the MH bed. It describes the ability of a
material to store thermal energy, and indicates the amount of thermal energy required to heat
the material to a specified temperature. The specific heat capacity of NaAlH4 is 86.24 J mol1

K-1 [165] whereas that of MgH2 is only 24.9 J mol-1K-1. Hence NaAlH4 decomposes at a

relatively lower temperature compared to MgH2.
Design and testing of lab scale and large scale hydrogen storage systems
Several theoretical and experimental studies have been carried out to optimize the
design parameters of metal hydride based hydrogen storage devices (MHHSD). It is
important to have a profound knowledge of heat and mass transfer of the metal hydride bed
for fabricating such MHHSD. Several investigations were performed to develop models for
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predicting heat and mass transfer characteristics of lab scale hydrogen storage systems.
Mayer et al [166] have evaluated heat and mass transfer behaviours of LaNi5 based systems
and suggested that factors like improved heat and mass transfer inside the metal hydride bed,
higher value of external heat transfer coefficient and better thermal contact between metal
hydride bed and the reactor wall increased the effective reaction rate. Numerical
investigations on MmNi4.6Al0.4
that 13.1 g hydrogen can be stored per kg of the alloy at 298 K under hydrogen pressure of 30
bar.
Muthukumar et al [167] have developed models for evaluating hydriding kinetics of
industrial scale metal hydride based hydrogen storage reactor with 48 embedded cooling
tubes and capacity of 120-150 kg of alloy (mainly MmNi4.6Al0.4 based) and shown that the
hydriding kinetics becomes faster compared to the reactor without cooling tubes. In order to
optimize heat and mass transfer properties of LaNi5 based MHHSD equipped with finned
spiral tube heat exchanger, Mellouli et al. [168] have developed a mathematical model and
studied the effect of pitch, length, thickness and arrangement of fins on the hydriding
performance of MHHSD. They have proposed that use of circular fins is effective to enhance
the heat transfer and to improve the reaction kinetics.
Reports are also available on the complex hydride based hydrogen storage tanks [169,
170]. Employing sodium alanate, Johnson et al. [171] developed and tested a vehicle-scale
hydrogen storage reactor. They have shown that the distribution of fluid flow plays a vital
role during the design of hydrogen storage reactor.
Literature Summary
Literature survey has been summarised in the following section
Both physisorbed and chemisorbed systems have their own advantages and
disadvantages with respect to hydrogen storage applications. The problem associated
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with physisorbed system is its extremely low hydrogen binding energy. In contrast,
most of the chemisorbed systems suffer from high value of M-H bond strength. They
have the disadvantage of relatively higher desorption temperature and suffers from
rigorous activation prior to hydrogenation. The complex hydrides show high
hydrogen storage capacities but suffer from poor reversibility, which means that they
cannot be used for long term hydrogen absorption-desorption cycles. The physisorbed
systems show good reversibility, rapid kinetics but suffer from poor gravimetric
storage capacity under ambient conditions. Unlike intermetallic compounds/alloys,
physisorbed systems do not require high energy for releasing the adsorbed hydrogen
gas. Further, recent advancement in the synthesis of high surface area materials has
made physisorptive hydrogen storage an attractive option.
Among various types of physisorbed systems, carbon based materials seems to be
prospective because of their high surface area, wide variety of possible structural
modifications, availability of many inexpensive synthesis methods, low density,
chemical stability and biocompatibility.
Different types of carbon based systems such as carbon nanotubes, activated carbons,
templated carbons etc. have been explored for hydrogen storage studies. Though some
of the previous works on carbon based physisorbed systems claim very high hydrogen
storage capacities, those are mainly due to methodological error during measurement.
Reported works on carbon based systems revealed that combination of proper
instrumentation and careful measurement (including volume correction for sample) is
essential for generating accurate hydrogen uptake data of carbonaceous materials.
This is one of the major gap areas which have been addressed in the present study.
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Hydrogen storage studies on carbon based systems is currently focused on
improvement of hydrogen uptake by surface functionalization, modification of pore
texture and improving surface area.
Hydrogen absorption desorption studies of different chemisorbed systems, such as,
MgH2, LaNi5, Ti/Zr based alloys have been widely reported. These previous reports
enlighten Ti based BCC alloys as very promising candidates for hydrogen storage
applications, because such alloys exhibit reasonable hydrogen uptake at ambient
conditions, fast hydrogen charging discharging and are easy to handle.
Earlier studies on hydrogen absorption desorption properties of Ti based BCC alloys
show that the desorption temperatures of these systems are relatively higher.
Worldwide research effort is going on to optimise the desorption temperature of such
alloys without significant reduction in storage capacity. This is another important
aspect which has been addressed in the present study.
Mechanistic aspects of hydriding reaction gives in-depth information regarding
hydrogen metal interaction and this aspect is very important to optimize the hydrogen
storage properties of Ti based BCC alloy systems. In the present thesis detailed
mechanistic studies were carried out on such alloys.
Based on the above literature summary, objectives of the present thesis are mentioned below.
Careful evaluation of the hydrogen storage properties of carbon based physisorbed
pe of set up (HTP1,
HidenIsochema, UK) which takes care of the sample volume.
To understand the effect of functionalization on the hydrogen storage properties of
carbon nanotubes.
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Explore the effect of pore structure and surface area on hydrogen storage performance
of turbostratic carbon prepared from sucrose, a readily available and cost effective
carbon precursor.
To develop Ti based BCC alloys with improved desorption behaviour (lowering the
desorption temperature below 100 ºC) for integrated hydrogen production and storage
test facility.
To investigate hydrogenation kinetics of Ti based alloy systems for predicting their
absorption mechanism.
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Chapter 2
Synthesis Methods and Experimental
Techniques
This chapter gives an overview of different synthesis methods used for preparing
various types of carbon based materials and alloys/intermetallic compounds. Different
techniques were employed for characterization of synthesized materials such as X-Ray
diffraction (XRD), Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS), Electron probe micro-analysis (EPMA), Transmission electron
microscopy (TEM), Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), Thermogravimetric analysis
(TGA), Differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) and Temperature programmed desorption
(TPD). Some of the spectroscopic techniques like Solid state nuclear magnetic resonance
(NMR), Mössbauer, Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) and Raman spectroscopy were also
used for characterization. The instrumental and experimental details of all these techniques
are provided in this chapter. This chapter also describes the methods for evaluating hydrogen
storage properties of these materials

.

2.1 Material preparation
2.1.1 Synthesis of carbon based materials
This section gives a brief account of different methods used to prepare various types of
carbonaceous materials. Two types of carbon based materials namely carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) and turbostratic carbons were explored in the present study for investigating their
hydrogen storage properties. CNTs were provided by the Rare Earth Development Section
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(REDS) of Bhabha Atomic Research Centre, Mumbai. The samples were synthesized by
chemical vapour deposition of acetylene diluted with nitrogen in a fixed bed reactor at 700oC.
Cobalt Formate dispersed over magnesia was used as catalyst [172]. This section presents the
general principles of two different techniques, namely wet impregnation and polyol methods,
through which Pd doping was achieved on CNTs. However, detailed description of these
techniques is presented in Chapter 3.

2.1.1.1 Wet Impregnation method
Wet impregnation is a well-known method for doping metal nanoparticles on CNTs. In
this method, impregnating metal precursor solution is added to the support (here CNT) and
thoroughly mixed. The metal precursor migrates progressively from solution into the pores of
support through diffusion process and the support becomes saturated. The driving force is the
concentration gradient between the bulk solution and the solution within the pores of the
wetted support. Finally, the metal precursor is reduced and the volatile component of the
solution is removed by drying.

2.1.1.2 Polyol method
Polyol method is a simple route to disperse fine metal nanoparticles on CNTs by reduction
of inorganic metal precursor in polyol (ethylene glycol, glycerol etc.). In this method, the
metal precursor is thoroughly mixed with polyol and the mixture is heated to reflux upto the
boiling point of the polyol. With increase in temperature, the reduction potential of the polyol
increases leading to nucleation of metal nanoparticles. The advantages of polyol methods are:
i.

Availability of large number of polyols with different boiling points and molecular
weights which offers flexibility and adaptability to the polyol process

ii.

The same polyol acts as solvent, reducing agent, capping agent thus implementing
possibility of continuous flow synthesis
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iii.

Polyols are water equivalent solvents thus allowing low-cost metal salts (e.g., halides,
nitrates, sulfates) to be used as precursor of metal nanoparticles

iv.

The same polyol acts as reducing agent beneficial for direct preparation of elemental
metals from metal precursor

v.

Due to chelating property, polyols can also act as capping agent and thus effective for
controlling particle nucleation and growth by preventing agglomeration of
nanoparticles.

Synthesis of turbostratic carbon samples is described in detail in the second part of Chapter
3.

2.1.2 Synthesis of alloys/intermetallic compounds
Arc melting was performed to prepare alloys/intermetallic compounds. High purity
constituent elements were weighed in the proper stoichiometric ratio and melted together in a
DC arc melting furnace in a water cooled copper hearth under Ar atmosphere. The ingots
were remelted 4-5 times to ensure alloy homogeneity. The detail of arc melting is presented
herein.

Arc melting setup
The basic principle of an electric arc melting furnace is transfer of electrical energy to
thermal energy in the form of an electric arc, generated in between the electrodes. In case of
direct current (DC) electric arc furnace, the current flows from non-consumable electrode,
which acts as cathode, to an anode embedded in the bottom of the furnace and act as a
metallic bath. The DC arc melting set up used in the present work is shown in Fig. 2.1.

form. The non-consumable cathode is made up of tungsten, a refractory electrically
conducting material. Before each arc melting the residual oxygen concentration in the arc
chamber is reduced by melting a Zr getter. The zone volume of generated arc depends on
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several factors. The zone volume can be increased either by decreasing Ar pressure or
increasing the current. The nature of inert gas also affects the arc zone volume. The arc zone
volume increases when inert gas of higher ionization potential is used. After melting, the
sample is cooled under Ar flow to room temperature before taking it out.

Fig. 2.1 The arc melting furnace used during present study; inset shows melted alloy in the
Cu hearth of the furnace.

2.2 Characterization techniques
2.2.1 X-Ray diffraction
X-ray diffraction (XRD) is the most popular characterization technique used for the
determination of crystal structures. In our present study, we used this technique to identify the
phase of alloys/intermetallic compounds and their corresponding hydrides. Palladium doped
carbon nanotubes and turbostratic carbon samples were also characterized using this
diffraction technique. The wavelength of X-rays (range from approximately 0.04 Å to 1000 Å)
being comparable to the size of atoms,

-ray for probing the

structural arrangement of atoms and molecules for a wide range of materials.
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The principle of X-ray diffraction is based on scattering of X-rays by a crystal consisting
of parallel arrays of atoms (equivalent to parallel lines of diffraction grating). When the Xrays are incident on a crystalline material, they are coherently/in-coherently scattered or
absorbed. The coherent scattering of X-rays can interfere with each other giving bright
(constructive interference) and dark (destructive interference) fringes. From the separation of
bright fringes, the inter-planar spacing of a crystalline material can be determined. The bright
fringes are obtained while the scattered rays interfere constructively at a particular angle so
that path difference between the two rays differs by an integral number of wavelength. The
classical Bragg condition for occurrence of such constructive diffraction is given by the
following equation:
n = 2d Sin
where

is wavelength of X-rays,

(2.1)
is glancing angle

inter-planar separations, and n is the order of diffraction. Each plane is characterized by
miller indices given by (hkl). A schematic representation of the X-ray diffraction from lattice
planes is given in Fig. 2.2.

Fig. 2.2 Schematic diagram of X-ray diffraction.
X-rays being electromagnetic radiations interact with electrons of the atom, which oscillate
with the same frequency as that of X-rays. These oscillating electrons act as source and reemit radiation of the same frequency. Thus, incident radiation appears to be scattered by the
atoms. Intensity of radiation of this coherently scattered X-rays is given by classical Thomson
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equation and called scattering power of an electron. Atom consists of many electrons and
thus the overall scattering factor of an atom is given by,

where f0 is the scattering factor of an atom when it is at rest and at 0 K,
X-ray,

is the wavelength of

is diffraction angle, B is a constant (usually called isotropic temperature factor,

which is related to the amplitude of atom vibration and is given by B = 8 2u2, where u2 is
mean square displacement of the atom from the mean position). The exponential term is
called Debye-Waller factor. A crystal lattice consists of 3D atomic planes, which are made of
numerous electrons. The scattering power of a particular plane in the crystal lattice is called
structure factor of that plane. The structure factor of a plane is represented by the equation

where Fhkl is amplitude of scattered radiation from (hkl) plane, fj is the scattering factor of jth
atom at a diffraction angle , (x,y,z) are the position coordinates of jth atom, N is the number
of atoms in the unit cell of crystal lattice. The total exponential factor is denoted as phase of
the wave. This structure factor is related to distribution of electron density in the unit cell,
which in turn represents atomic distribution in the crystal.
A typical powder X-ray diffractometer consists of X-ray source, sample holder and a
detector to pick up diffracted X-rays. A block sketch of typical powder diffractometer is
shown in Fig. 2.3. X-rays are generally produced by bombarding high-speed electrons on a
metal target in a sealed X-ray tube. During this process, a fraction of total electron energy is
used for generation of X-ray beam whereas the rest is lost by heating the target. Hence, the
target metal requires a continuous cooling. X-rays are produced in all directions and it is
allowed to escape from a particular direction through a beryllium (Be) window in a
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essentially have low absorption for the characteristic X-ray radiation. Hence, if Z is the
atomic number of the target metal then generally the filter is made of an element with atomic
number (Z-1). The details of X-ray generation and typical X-ray spectra are explained in
several monographs [173, 174].

Fig. 2.3 Ray diagram of a typical reflection mode diffractometer.
As seen from Fig. 2.3, X-ray beam passes through the soller and divergence slits and
then fall on the sample, which is spread uniformly over a glass slide. For better adhesion of
sample to the slide, certain binders such as collodion, grease or wax are used. X-rays
scattered (diffracted) from the sample pass though the receiving slits and soller slits and then
fall on a monochromator before detection. The monochromator separates out stray
wavelength radiation as well as any fluorescent radiation emitted by the sample. For detection
of X-rays, scintillation counters or gas filled tube are commonly used. The gas filled tubes
can either be a proportional counter or Geiger-Muller counter. Diffracted X-rays are scanned
by sweeping the detector from one angle to another. A sharp rise in intensity (peak) is

obtained as plot of intensity of diffracted X-rays versus angle (2 ). This plot is generally
termed as XRD pattern of the sample.
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A powder X-ray diffractometer is usually based on Bragg-Brentano geometry as
shown in Fig. 2.4. The X-ray source, specimen sample and detector are located on the
focusing circle making an angle . During measurements, the detector moves by angle 2
with respect to the sample, which is at the center of the measuring circle.

Fig. 2.4 Bragg-Brentano geometry.
The peaks (also called as reflections) in the XRD pattern correspond to a set of parallel
planes with inter-planar spacing dhkl. The position of the peaks is used to calculate d values. A
particular sample gives a characteristic set of d-values. Thus, these values generally act as
fingerprint for crystalline materials and they can be used for identification of the material.
The intensity distribution of reflections is governed by the nature and kind of distribution of
atoms in the unit cell. Absolute intensities of reflections depend on several factors like the
intensity of source, counting time, nature and kind of distribution of atoms in the unit cell.
In the present work, most of the X-ray diffraction experiments were carried out using
Ni filtered Cu K radiation on a computer controlled Philips PW1710 X-ray diffractometer,
with X-ray generator operated at 30 kV and 20 mA and a proportional counter (Argon filled)
as X-ray detector. The diffracted beam is monochromatized with a curved graphite single
crystal. Philips PW1710 diffractometer is based on the Bragg-Brentano reflection geometry.
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The data collection procedure often depends on specific requirements. In general, a

crystalline inorganic material. However, low symmetry samples and samples with poor X-ray
scattering power may need a slow scan. The scan time can be optimized for getting good
intensity peaks. Prior to data collection, goniometer needs to be properly aligned for correct
zero position. After proper alignment, instrument needs to be calibrated with standard known
material like silicon, for determining the accurate peak position. In the present study,
observed diffraction patterns were compared with JCPDS (Joint Committee on Powder
Diffraction Standards, 1974) files available for reported crystalline samples. Unit cell

[175].
Average crystallite size has been estimated from broadening of XRD peak by the
Scherrer formula (equation 2.4):

where

is the average crystallite size (in angstroms),

angstrom,

the Bragg angle (in radians) and

is the X-ray wavelength measured in

is the corrected line width of the XRD peak.

The corrected line width B is measured from the full width at half maxima (FWHM)
of the peak and is obtained from the Warren formula:
B2 = BM2

BS2

(2.5)

where BM is the measured peak width (in radians) at half peak height and BS is the
measured peak width of a peak of a standard material, mixed in the sample, having a
diffraction peak near to the relevant peak of the sample. There can be other factors like
microstrain etc. which also contributes to the peak broadening but these factors are not
considered here.
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2.2.2 Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive
X-ray spectroscopy (EDS)
Electron microscopy technique is widely used to determine morphology,
crystallographic defects, composition of phases and estimation of particle size etc. The
technique is based on interaction of a focused electron beam with matter. Several phenomena
occur when a focused beam of electrons interact with matter (specimen). They include
processes like (i) emission of secondary electrons (SE) (ii) back-scattering of electrons (BSE)
and (iii) transmission of electrons etc. Emissions of characteristic X-rays and absorption of
electrons also occur during the interaction of primary electrons with matter. All these
phenomena are illustrated in Fig 2.5.
In the present study, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) has been used to study
particle size and surface morphology of the hydrides of alloy samples using the instrument
SEM SERON INC, South Korea made, Model number ATS 2100.
In a typical scanning electron microscope, a well-focused electron beam is incident and
scanned over the sample surface by electro-magnetic deflection coils. Usually secondary
electrons (SE) and/or backscattered electrons (BSE) are collected by a detector and the
resulting signal is amplified and displayed on a cathode ray tube (CRT) screen [176]. Thus,
the specimen image on CRT screen gives a map of surface topography of the sample. The
CRT raster width divided by electron probe scanning width determines image magnification.
It can be used in wide range of magnifications. The best reported resolution is around 2 nm.
The main components of a typical SEM are (i) electron optical system, (ii) specimen stage,
(iii) display and recording system, and (iv) vacuum system.
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Fig. 2.5 Depiction of different phenomena occurring as a result of interaction of electron
beam with specimen.
For SEM measurements sample should be vacuum compatible. Since electrons are charged
particles they require vacuum environment for traversing without change in their number and
density. Further, the sample should also be electrically conducting; otherwise there is a
charge buildup due to accumulation of impinging electrons. This gives rise to jumping of
beam leading to its instability. The surfaces of non-conductive materials are made conductive
by coating with a thin film of gold, platinum or graphite.
The secondary electrons have low energies (typically below 50 eV), so only those
originating from the surface can be detected. During SEM measurements, elements present in
the sample also emit characteristic X-rays by excitation of inner shell electrons. These X-rays
can be separately detected using a silicon-lithium detector. The signal from the detector is
collected, amplified and corrected for absorption and other effects, for both qualitative and
quantitative analysis of the elements present in the sample. This technique is known as
energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS). In the present study, compositions of the
samples have been evaluated by EDS using the EDS instrument, made by Oxford
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Instrumentation, UK, Model Number INCAE350, attached to the SEM instrument mentioned
above.

2.2.3 Electron probe micro analyzer (EPMA)
The principle of EPMA is almost similar to SEM. Like SEM, EPMA also include an
electron optical column to produce a well-focused electron beam, a scanning system, one or
more electron detectors and a CRT display system. Differences arise from the fact that in
EPMA emphasis is given on micro chemical analysis while SEM is mainly used for
microscopic imaging [177]. In EPMA, micro chemical analysis is carried out with the aid of

through the relationship

velength, k is a constant for each spectral line series, Z is the
atomic number of the element from which Xwith atomic screening effects. Both qualitative and quantitative analyses are possible by
EPMA and involves normalizing the measured X-ray line intensities with pure elemental
standard intensities and correcting for atomic number (Z), absorption coefficient (A) and
fluorescence (F). The basic operating principles of EPMA instrument are depicted in Fig.2.6.
An electron beam is incident on the sample with sufficient energy to exceed the
excitation potential, leading to ejection of core electron from the atom. The process leaves a
vacancy, which is then filled by electron from higher energy state by electronic relaxation.
This is accompanied by simultaneous release of characteristic X-ray (energy corresponding to
difference between the orbital energy levels). .These X-rays are detected and characterized
either by means of an energy-dispersive spectrometer (EDS) or a wavelength-dispersive
spectrometer (WDS). In WDS, wave length distribution of emitted X-ray is measured by
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means of one or more crystal diffraction spectrometers. The basic principle of EDS is
explained in section 2.2.2.

Fig. 2.6 Schematic diagram of EPMA.
In the present study EPMA analyses of alloy samples have been carried out using the
CAMECA SX 100 electron probe micro-analyzer. In this instrument thoriated tungsten
filament is used as a source of electron beam. A potential difference of 20 keV is applied
between the filament (which acts as a cathode) and the anode, which is grounded.
Characterization of alloy samples by EPMA requires proper dressing of samples. The
intensity of spectral lines can be influenced by absorption of primary beam and also
absorption and enhancement of fluorescent radiation. This is mainly caused by surface
roughness of alloy sample. Hence the alloy surfaces are required to be polished upto 0.1
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1

micron level. The sample preparation is mainly divided into three parts namely (a) mounting,
(b) grinding/fine polishing, and (c) coating.

2.2.4 Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
Transmission Electron Microscopic (TEM) technique is used for determining morphology
of particles upto 1nm or even lower in case of High Resolution TEM. In TEM, a beam of
highly focused electrons is directed towards an ultra-thin sample specimen. Information is
obtained from both transmitted and diffracted electrons. The first type of electrons gives
image whereas the second type of electrons is responsible for diffraction mode in TEM. The
image mode provides information regarding micro-structural features whereas the diffraction
mode is used for obtaining crystallographic information.
A pin-shaped cathode is heated by passing current to produce ray of electrons which
travels through ultra-high vacuum towards anode under an applied high voltage. The
accelerated electron beam passes through a drill-hole in the anode. Condenser lenses focus
the ray of electrons and allow it to pass through object. The object consists of a thin (< 200
nm), electron transparent, evaporated carbon film containing sample. After passing through
the object, transmitted electrons are focused by an objective lens and subsequently lead to the
formation of an image. The image is enlarged by a projector lens system and is visualized on
a fluorescent screen placed at the bottom of the microscope. The image can be observed
directly by an operator or can be captured by an image recording system.
In the present study, TEM measurements have been used to get the morphology and
diameter of Pd nanoparticles, bare CNTs and Pd doped CNTs. The TEM studies were carried
out using Jeol 2000 FX instrument operating at 120 kV. The samples were prepared by
ultrasonication of finely ground samples in ethanol and then dispersing on a carbon film
supported on a Cu grid.
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2.2.5 Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS)
Small Angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is a powerful technique to probe
inhomogeneities or density fluctuations in a sample matrix, on a length scale ranging from
one nanometer upto one micron. The lower limit of length scale resolved by SAXS, overlaps
with the length scale of interest in crystallography while the upper limit coincides with the
length scale accessed by conventional microscope. The inhomogeneities are second phases in
an otherwise structure-less sample matrix. These may be precipitates in an otherwise
homogeneous material, pores in porous material, macromolecules in solvent etc. It involves
measurement of elastically scattered X-rays (wavelength 0.1nm to 0.2 nm) at very small
angles (typically 0.1-10°) [178, 179]. The technique is nondestructive and provides
information about size or size distribution, shape, dimensionality, inter-particle spatial
correlation etc. The technique also allows large specimen to be analyzed without any special
sample preparation. It can be used in almost all domains of science and technology including
metals, colloids, oil, polymers, cement, plastics, proteins, foods and pharmaceuticals for
fundamental research as well as for quality control. SAXS experiment can be performed
using a laboratory X-ray source or synchrotron light source (higher X-ray flux).
When a collimated beam of monochromatic X-rays is incident on an object, part of it
undergoes elastic scattering. The scattering intensity (or amplitude) is a function of scattering
angle

. The scattering vector is defined as difference between the

incident and scattered wave vector

and

. As the wave vectors

denotes the Plank constant), the scattering vector
transfer vector. For elastic scattering, | | = |
= | | =|

and

are proportional

denotes the momentum

| and the scattering vector can be described as

-
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is the scattering angle and

is the wavelength of incident X-ray. The strength of

number of an element. Hence heavier the element the more it scatters. In addition, X-ray
scattering length is always positive and for small angle scattering region it is almost
independent of

Fig. 2.7 Schematic representation of SAXS experimental set up.
Fig. 2.7 gives a schematic representation of an experimental set up for SAXS. A
typical laboratory based SAXS experimental setup consists of X-ray source, monochromator,
collimator, and detector. As 2 is small in SAXS, a longer sample to detector distance is
maintained to improve angular resolution. During SAXS experiment, the non-scattered beam
that travels through the sample must be blocked without blocking the closely adjacent
scattered radiation. Most of the available X-ray sources produce divergent beams and this
enhances the above mentioned problem. In principle, this can be overcome by making beam
parallel by a multilayer parabolic mirror (Gobble mirror) in conjunction with slit collimation.
In the present study, SAXS was used for investigating morphology, pore size and
surface area of carbon based materials. It gave an idea about the heterogeneity existing on the
surfaces of carbon based materials studied. SAXS measurements were carried out using a
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small angle goniometer mounted on the 12 kW Rigaku rotating anode X-ray generator.
Scattered X-ray intensity was measured by transmission method using a scintillation counter
with pulse height analyzer. Nickel filtered CuK radiation was used as the incident radiation.

2.2.6 Thermal analysis
Thermal analysis techniques evaluate heat and compositional changes associated with
chemical and physical processes. In the context of hydrogen storage studies, thermal analysis
is required mainly to get an idea about the desorption behavior of the hydrides and also to
determine the stability of carbon samples.

2.2.6.1 Thermo gravimetric analysis (TGA)
In TGA, sample is heated at a controlled uniform heating rate and the sample mass is
monitored as function of temperature/time [180]. In this technique, heating can be carried out
under nitrogen/argon (inert) or air (oxidative) atmosphere. Thermogravimetric data can be
presented either by plotting mass against temperature/time (TG curve) or by plotting rate of
change in mass with respect to temperature/time (DTG curve). In the present study, TGA has
been performed for carbon samples under air to know their oxidation temperatures using a
thermogravimetric analyzer (Setaram, France). Oxidation of carbon to CO2 appears as mass
loss in TG curve whereas in DTG curve it appears as a peak.
TGA instrument essentially consists of a micro-balance and during measurements
change in sample mass affects the equilibrium of the balance. This imbalance is fed back to a
force coil, which generates an additional electromagnetic force to regain equilibrium. The
additional electromagnetic force is proportional to change in mass. During heating process,
temperature of furnace inside the instrument may go as high as 1500 °C depending upon its
configuration.
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2.2.6.2 Differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)
Any transition occurring in the sample, which is associated with either absorption or
evolution of heat can be monitored by Differential scanning calorimetric technique. During
DSC experiment, the sample is placed in one pan, and a standard sample (like Al2O3) in the
other pan as shown in Fig. 2.8. During measurement, the sample and reference material are
simultaneously heated or cooled at a constant controlled heating rate inside a furnace [181].
In case of any exothermic/endothermic transition, the amount of heat flow from system to
sample and reference material varies in order to keep them at same temperature. In DSC
technique this difference in heat flow is recorded against temperature and time. This
technique is extensively used in the field of polymer science for determining thermal
transitions of polymer such as melting point and glass transition temperatures. Desorption of
hydrogen from hydride occurs by absorbing heat, hence it can be detected as an endothermic
peak during DSC scan.

Fig. 2.8 Schematic diagram of DSC.

2.2.6.3 Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)
Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) is an important technique for studying
the desorption behavior of hydrides by means of programmed heating. With help of this
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technique number of different hydrogen absorption sites and their relative stability can be
determined in a hydride sample [182]. In the present study, in situ TPD experiments of alloy
hydrides have been
section 2.3).
During TPD experiment a small amount of sample is placed in a sample holder that
can be heated by a furnace. An inert carrier gas (helium) is allowed to flow continuously over
the hydride sample. The desorption profile is recorded by heating the hydride sample at a
fixed heating rate under the controlled flow of helium. A mass flow controller (MFC) is used
to monitor change in hydrogen concentration with time. Initially, as temperature is low
(desorption can hardly occur) a steady baseline is obtained. With increase in temperature,
desorption process starts and the hydrogen concentration in effluent stream increases and this
is recorded by MFC. As the hydride is heated to higher temperature, desorption rate increases
and so does the signal intensity. The desorption rate goes through a maximum with increase
in temperature and then drops back to baseline when hydride desorption is complete from a
particular site. The sample is cooled after completion of the analysis. If desorption involves
different hydrogen binding sites in the hydride specimen, the TPD profile may contain more
than one peak.

2.2.7 Spectroscopic techniques
2.2.7.1 Vibrational spectroscopy
Vibrational spectroscopy is the most widely used spectroscopic technique for
structural characterization and in particular for identification of different linkages present in a
material. It is mainly based on interaction of electromagnetic radiation with different
vibrational energy levels in a molecule. The interaction can result in transition between
various quantized energy states. Depending on the absorption region of electromagnetic
radiation and energy state transition, different sorts of structural information can be obtained
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from such vibrational spectroscopy. Two types of vibrational techniques, namely IR and
Raman spectroscopy have been used in the present study and their principles are briefly
described below.
IR spectroscopy
The infrared region of the electromagnetic spectrum encompasses radiation with
wavelengths ranging from 1 to 1000 microns. This range is divided into three regions; Near
IR (12500

4000 cm-1), Mid IR (4000

200 cm-1) and Far IR (200

10 cm-1). Most of the

analytical applications are limited to a portion of the middle range extending from 4000 to
400 cm-1

When infrared (IR) radiation interacts with a molecule, transition

between vibrational (along with rotational) levels of the bond occurs by absorption of
equivalent energies. These absorptions appear as bands in IR spectra. Wave number
corresponding to absorption can be calculated by the harmonic oscillator model given below:

where, k is the force constant and µ is the reduced mass defined by

Therefore, wavenumber corresponding to absorption is related to force constant and
reduced mass. Since the force constant is directly related to chemical bond strength, the
groups with stronger chemical bond and smaller reduced mass show absorption band at
higher wavenumbers. Assuming molecule as a harmonic oscillator, energy of vibrational
levels can be expressed as:

The primary requirement for observing vibrational spectra from molecules is that
there should be change in electric dipole moment with absorption of radiation. The allowed
transitions in between vibrational levels are guided by selection rule
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= ±1.

Modern IR instruments are based on Fourier transformation (FT) method to improve
the signal to noise ratio. Unlike conventional IR instrument, in FTIR instrument, all the
frequencies are used simultaneously to excite all the vibrational modes of different types of
bonds/linkages present in the sample. This reduces experimental time and improves the signal
to noise ratio considerably.
In the present study, all infrared data were recorded using a Bomem MB102 FTIR
machine having a range of 200-4000 cm-1, with a resolution of 2 cm-1. IR radiation was
generated from globar source (silicon carbide rod). The instrument used CsI single crystal, as
the beam splitter and deuterated triglycine sulphate (DTGS) as a detector. Prior to IR
measurements, the samples were ground thoroughly by mixing with dry KBr powder, pressed
to form a thin pellet and introduced into the sample chamber of the instrument.
Raman spectroscopy
Raman spectroscopy is based on interaction of monochromatic light with electron
cloud and bonds present in a molecule. Usually, the source of light is a laser in the visible,
near infrared, or near ultraviolet region. During interaction with light, a part of the incident
photon energy is absorbed by the molecule and this leads to excitation of molecule to a
virtual energy state. As the molecule cannot remain within this virtual state, it relaxes to
ground state by emission of a photon whose energy is same as that of the exciting radiation,
and the phenomenon is known as Rayleigh scattering and is schematically shown in Fig. 2.9.
There is no frequency change in the emitted photon for Rayleigh scattering with respect to

levels then the frequency of scattered light is different from that of incident light (inelastic
scattering). This process is called Raman scattering. If the frequency of scattered light is
higher than that of incident light, anti Stoke lines (peaks) are observed. Scattered light with
lower frequency than that of incident light leads to appearance of Stokes lines. Primary
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requirement for observing Raman spectra is that there should be change in polarizability of
the molecules/bonds upon interaction with an incident radiation [183, 184].
According to group theory, if a molecule has a center of symmetry, vibrations that are
Raman active will be IR inactive and vice versa. Since there are fewer molecules in upper
vibrational state than in the lower one, intensity of anti-Stokes line is much less than that of
Stokes line. Both Stokes and anti Stokes lines are extremely weak compared to intensity of
the Rayleigh scattered light and is 10 -7 times less than that of the intensity of incident light
[185].
Raman spectroscopy is widely used to investigate vibrational, rotational, and other
low-frequency modes in different compounds. In the present study, the technique was used
for studying the structure of carbon based materials. Home-made Raman spectrometer was
used for these studies. A diode pumped solid state laser with an output wavelength of 532nm
was used for excitation of the carbon samples. Rayleigh scattered light from the samples is
removed by placing a holographic edge or notch filter. Raman spectra are recorded using
liquid nitrogen cooled CCD detector with atypical spectral resolution of 4 cm-1.

Fig. 2.9 Schematic representation of Raman scattering.
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2.2.7.2 Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy
NMR is a spectroscopic technique that is used for structure elucidation in Chemistry,
Biology, Material Science etc. The technique is non-destructive and does not require
elaborate sample preparation. In NMR, nuclear magnetic properties of atomic nuclei are
exploited to get valuable information about the structure, dynamics and chemical
environment around a particular nucleus in a molecule/lattice.

The chemical shift of any nucleus is defined as the difference between its resonance
frequency and the resonance frequency of the same nuclei in a reference sample. It is given
by:

(2.11)

0

represent resonance frequencies of nuclei in a sample and in the reference,

monitor the structural changes taking place around a particular nucleus.
Chemical shielding
This quantity is directly related to Chemical shift. In NMR chemical shielding arises
because of the polarization effect of electron cloud around the nuclei. Hence, the effective
magnetic field felt by nucleius is different from the applied magnetic field. Chemical shift in
NMR is an anisotropic parameter i.e. it has a directional dependence. In terms of Hamiltonian
chemical shift can be written as [147]:
(2.12)
where
11

22

33

are the corresponding

diagonal components. The isotropic component of chemical shift tensor can be expressed as:
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(2.13)

The symmetry parameter is defined as:

(2.14)

Due to the presence of chemical shielding anisotropy, the nuclear precession
frequency depends on the orientation of principal axis system with respect to the external
applied magnetic field and can be expressed by the relation [186]:
(2.15)
where,

relation:
(2.16)
2

-1) becomes zero and the dependence of chemical shielding

anisotropy term on Larmor frequency gets averaged out to a very small value.
In solution NMR spectroscopy, dipolar interactions and anisotropic effects are
averaged out by the molecular motion, but this does not happen in case of solid state NMR
spectroscopy. NMR spectra of solids tend to be broadened because of
a. magnetic interactions of nuclei with the surrounding electron cloud (chemical
shielding interaction)
b. magnetic dipole-dipole interactions among nuclei
c. interactions between electric quadrupole moment of nuclei and surrounding electric
field gradient.
Hence it is too difficult to get any meaningful information from such NMR patterns.
However, the interactions can be averaged out by using suitable experimental strategies. One
such technique used to get high resolution solid state NMR pattern in solids is the magic
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angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR) technique which is briefly described
below.
Magic angle spinning nuclear magnetic resonance (MAS NMR)
MAS NMR technique involves rotating powder samples at high speeds, about an axis
oriented at 54.74° (magic angle) with respect to the applied magnetic field direction. When
=54.7°, the term (3cos2 -1) becomes unity as already mentioned and anisotropic interactions
get averaged out in time during fast spinning. This is schematically shown in Fig. 2.10.

Fig. 2.10 Principle of MAS NMR experiment.
Thus, MAS NMR technique simplifies solid state NMR patterns, giving rise to sharp
peaks and facilitates assignment of chemical shift values of different peaks to variation in
local environments [186, 187]. Although, MAS is an efficient technique used for obtaining
high resolution NMR patterns from solid samples, in many cases, due to spinning, side bands
appear along with central isotropic peak for nuclei having wide range of chemical shift.
These side-bands are mirror images of the isotropic peak and spread from the isotropic peak
by integer multiples of spinning frequency. For nuclei with spin value ½, side-band pattern is
a measure of chemical shift anisotropy and valuable information regarding symmetry of
electronic environment around a probe nucleus can be obtained from intensity distribution of
side-bands. However, in presence of large number of isotropic peaks, number of side-bands
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also increases, and there can be overlap between side-bands and isotropic peaks, which
makes MAS NMR pattern complicated.
In the present study,

13

C CP MAS NMR (cross polarization magic angle spinning

nuclear magnetic resonance) patterns were recorded using a Bruker Avance 400 machine
having a standard bore MAS accessory at a basic frequency of 100.5 MHz for

13

C nuclei. A

90° pulse width of 5 s, a contact time of 10 ms with a relaxation time of 15 s were employed
for recording the NMR patterns. Samples were spun at a frequency of 10 kHz. All chemical
shift values are expressed with respect to tetra-methyl silane as the reference material.

2.2.7.3 Mössbauer spectroscopy
Mössbauer spectroscopy is used to probe minute changes in energy levels of an
atomic nucleus in response to its surrounding environment. It is based on recoilless emission
and resonance absorption of gamma rays by identical nuclei bound in a solid matrix [188].
This phenomenon (Mössbauer effect) was first observed by Rudolph Mössbauer in 1957 in
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Ir and due to this invention he won 1961 Nobel Prize in Physics. When the atoms are

within a solid matrix, effective mass of nucleus is very much high. In this situation, the
recoiling mass is effectively the mass of whole system, so if gamma-ray energy is small
enough, recoil of nucleus is too low to be transmitted as a phonon giving rise to recoil-free
event. The relative number of recoil-free events (and hence the strength of signal) strongly
depend upon gamma-ray energy and hence the Mössbauer effect is detected only in those
isotopes with very low lying excited states. The resolution of this technique is largely
dependent upon lifetime of excited state. These two factors limit the number of isotopes that
can be used successfully in Mössbauer spectroscopy. For Mössbauer spectroscopy
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Fe

isotope is most commonly used because it has a very low energy gamma-ray as well as longlived excited state. A simple Mössbauer spectrum from identical source and absorber is
shown in Fig. 2.11.
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Absorber Nucleus
-ray

-ray
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Fig. 2.11 Schematic representation of Mössbauer effect.
Isomer shift (Electrical monopole interaction).
Isomer shift is an important parameter in Mössbauer spectroscopy which arises due to
the difference in chemical environments around emitting and absorbing nuclei. It describes
the monopole interaction of the electronic charge density (especially s-electron density) over
non-zero volume of the nucleus leading to alteration in nuclear energy level. Thus any
difference in the s-electron environment between source and absorber results in a shift of the
resonance energy of transition. Larger the isomer shift the more sensitive will be the
Mössbauer nuclei to small differences in chemical environments. As the shift cannot be
measured directly it is quoted relative to a known absorber. For example,
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Fe Mössbauer

spectra will often be quoted relative to -iron at room temperature. The isomer shift value is
defined by the following equation:
(2.17)
Here Ze represents positive charge of the nucleus, R g and Rex are the effective radii of
ground and excited nuclear states, respectively. The factor C in equation 2.17 depends on the
shape of nuclear charge distribution.
The isomer shift is very sensitive to differences in valence states. Electron charge
density at the nucleus is affected directly by change in number of bonding electrons in s
orbitals, and indirectly by screening of s-electrons by p or d electrons. Hence, information
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regarding valence states, ligand bonding states, extents of electron shielding and electron
drawing power of electronegative groups can be obatined from isomer shift value in
Mossbauer spectrum. In the present study, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy has been used to see
the effect of hydrogenation on the structural properties Fe containing alloys. Upon
hydrogenation, these alloys show an increased isomer shift.
Quadrupole splitting (Electrical quadrupole interaction)
Quadrupole splitting arises due to electrical quadrupole interaction for all nuclei with
I>1/2 (I is angular momentum quantum number). For these nuclei, nuclear charge distribution
is not spherically symmetric producing nuclear quadrupole moment. This nuclear quadrupole
moment interacts with asymmetrical electric field (

Electric

Field Gradient characteristic of electronic charge distribution) and splits the nuclear energy
states.
For example,
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Fe is having I = 3/2 for its first nuclear excited state and is split into

two substates with mI= ±1/2 and mI= ±3/2 due to electrical quadrupole interaction. This is
shown in Fig. 2.12 as a two lines spectrum or doublet.

Fig. 2.12 Quadrupole splitting in 57Fe.
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The extent of the splitting depends on asymmetry in electronic charge distribution.
For 57Fe the magnitude of the quadrupole splitting is given by
(2.18)
where qZZ is the principal component of EFG

and value of QS is

highly sensitive to charge state (high spin and low spin) as well as the nearest neighbour
environment of the probe atom.
Magnetic hyperfine interaction
Nuclear magnetic moment experiences dipolar interaction with the applied magnetic
field leading to further splitting of nuclear levels (Zeeman splitting). The source of magnetic
field experienced by the nucleus may be external or internal. The internal magnetic field is
generated by local magnetic moments of

s own unpaired electrons.

This magnetic field removes nuclear degeneracy and splits nuclear levels with a spin
of I into (2I+1) substates, and can be expressed by the relation
Eml = -gn nmIHeff
where gn

n

(2.19)

is the nuclear Bohr magneton, mI is the component of

nuclear spin I, Heff is the effective magnetic field at the nucleus. Transitions between the
excited state and ground state can occur only when I = 1, mI = 0, ±1. This selection rule
leads to hyperfine splitting and appearance of sextet for 57Fe as illustrated in Fig. 2.13, with
line spacing being proportional to Heff.
The positions of sextet lines are related to the splitting of the nuclear energy levels
whereas their intensities are related to the angle between the Mössbauer -ray and the nuclear
magnetic moment. Hence a pure polycrystalline iron metal gives a symmetric sextet with
intensities in the ratio 3:2:1:1:2:3 and the line separation is a measure of hyperfine field
strength at the nucleus. The interactions mentioned above i.e. isomer shift, quadrupole
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splitting and magnetic splitting alone or in combination are used to analyse Mossbauer
spectra and correlate them to structural features.

Fig. 2.13 Magnetic splitting of the nuclear energy levels.
In the present study, Room temperature 57Fe Mössbauer spectra were recorded using a
Mössbauer spectrometer (Nucleonix Systems Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad, India) operated in
constant acceleration mode (triangular wave) in transmission geometry. 57Co embedded in Rh
matrix was used as the monochromatic source of gamma ray. The spectrometer was
-Fe and the isomer shift values given in this study ar

-Fe.

2.3
Initial

hydrogen

charging-discharging

of

metals/alloys/intermetallic

compounds/carbon based materials have been carried out in an indigenously developed
al hydrogen storage data has been verified

Hiden Isochema, UK, model HTP1) and reported here. The hydrogen uptake by any sample
is determined

ple [189]. In the home made set up all the necessary
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calculations are done manually whereas these tedious jobs are performed automatically in the
IMI analyzer. The photographs of both the systems are given in Fig 2.14 ((a) and (b),
respectively). The schem
shown in Fig. 2.15.

Fig 2.14

(a) indigenously developed, and (b) fully automated.

i.

A high-pressure manifold connected to the pressure transducer

ii.

Vacuum line

iii.

Hydriding reactor

Fig. 2.15 Schematic diagram of indigenously developed Sievert type set up.
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The indigenously developed setup is made up of SS316 so that it can withstand high
temperature and pressure. The reactor is of cylindrical shape with inner and outer diameters
of ~24 mm and ~37 mm, respectively. The height of the reactor is ~210 mm. The sample
holder is of 20 mm diameter and 39 mm height. It is placed inside the reactor and a spacer
rod is placed above the sample holder to reduce the excess volume. The reactor is connected
with the manifold through
externally by passing water through the Cu coil to prevent damage at high temperature. A
filter with 200 mesh size is put in the line which connects reactor and manifold, to avoid the
contamination of the system with fine hydride particles. An on-off valve (V1) is placed in
between the reactor chamber and manifold and this is used to expose the sample to hydrogen
atmosphere. In order to carry out initial activation of samples under high temperatures and
hydrogen absorption-desorption studies at elevated temperatures, the reactor is inserted
partially into a tubular furnace. A chromel-alumel thermocouple, attached with the reactor, is
used for temperature measurement. The manifold is connected to the vacuum system (rotary
and diffusion pump) through valve V2. The set-up has been tested carefully in high vacuum
(10-6 mbar) and high pressure (60 bar.). Volume calibration for different parts of the setup has
been carried out using gas law.
Volume Calibration:
The volumes of importance during the experiment are mainly (a) the manifold volume
and (b) the reactor volume. The manifold includes the space between valves V1, V2, V3 and
V4. The volumes of manifold and reactor are denoted as VM and VR, respectively. The entire
system is evacuated to 10-6 mbar. By operating appropriate valves, hydrogen from the
cylinder is admitted into the manifold with volume VM. By operating the valve V1 the gas is
expanded into the reactor with volume VR. Thus the gas with volume VM and pressure P1 is
expanded into a volume of (VM + VR) and pressure P2. This can be expressed as:
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VM P1 = (VM + VR) P2
The above experiment of expanding the hydrogen gas is repeated after placing the spacer rod
(of volume Vc) inside the reactor of volume VR. Let the initial pressure of hydrogen gas in
volume VM be P1 before expansion and the total volume after expansion be (VM + VR - Vc).
After expansion the final pressure is P2 Thus we get,
VM P1 = (VM + VR- Vc) P2
By solving the above two equations, in which P1, P1

2, P2

Vc are known quantities, the

volume of the manifold (VM) and the volume of the reactor (VR) can be calculated. A series
of calculations for evaluating the volumes VM and VR are carried out over a large range of
hydrogen pressures and a calibration chart has been made which has been used during
experimental work. In the automated Sieverts type set up volume calibration is done
automatically by a mass flow controller (MFC) using helium gas.
Prior to the experiment, the whole setup was evacuated under a diffusion vacuum of
10-6 mbar. For most of the alloy/intermetallic compounds, rigorous activation is required
which involves heating the sample under diffusion vacuum for 2 hours at 673 K. After
activation, the sample is allowed to come down to the working temperature under vacuum
and hydrogen gas is introduced into the reaction chamber. Sufficient time is given to
equilibrate hydrogen gas between reactor and manifold and the equilibrium pressure is
considered as the final pressure. From the final pressure of the system, the amount of
hydrogen uptake by the sample can be calculated using the known volume of reactor,
manifold and total volume (obtained from prior calibration). During desorption study, the
measurement steps that are followed are opposite to absorption steps. The amount of
desorbed hydrogen is calculated from the increase in equilibrium pressure. To get the
pressure composition isotherm, the equilibrium pressure is plotted against the amount of
hydrogen absorbed/desorbed. For carrying out the hydrogenation kinetics at a particular
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experimental temperature, the alloy/intermetallic compound is kept at a certain initial
pressure, and the amount of hydrogen absorbed with respect to time is recorded by
monitoring the pressure drop. The hydride samples were surface poisoned by air exposure at
liquid nitrogen temperature before taking it out from reactor.
The homei.

The transducer used in this instrument can not measure pressure below 0.02 atm.

ii.

The instrument has not been tested beyond 60 atm pressure.

iii.

It does not take care of sample volume during calculation of absorbed hydrogen.

iv.

The thermocouple is placed outside the instrument, thus it needs larger time for
equilibration of temperature

Our home-made set up in its present form cannot be used for studying the hydrogen
storage properties of carbon based materials with desired accuracy due to their large volume.
As there are many erroneous reports of very high hydrogen uptake by CNTs, we were
concerned about the accuracy of hydrogen adsorption data of carbon based physisorbed
systems. The reactor of the automated set up was copper made, gold coated and having a
volume of 10 cc. The IMI analyzer ruled out the methodological errors during measurement
of hydrogen uptake and this was done by proper assessment of sample volume. The
instrument used helium pycnometric method to determine the volume of sample and the
hydrogen uptake data were automatically corrected for buoyancy using sample volume.
Moreover, the instrument covers a wide range of temperature (-150 oC to 500 oC) and
pressure (0.1 mbar to 100 bar). In addition, the instrument also provides facility for carrying
out in situ desorption studies of hydride samples as already mentioned in Section 2.2.6.3. We
also took care of equilibration time, another likely source of error, during the measurement of
sorption data with both the instruments.
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Chapter 3
Hydrogen Storage Properties of Carbon Based
Materials
In the context of solid state hydrogen storage by physisorption route, carbon based
structures have attracted significant interest due to their high surface area, wide variety of
possible structural modifications, many inexpensive synthesis methods available from a
broad range of low-cost precursors, light weight, chemical stability and biocompatibility
[190-194]. Besides, technological importance of carbon based systems has been recognized
by some of the premier scientific awards such as 1996 Nobel Prize in Chemistry (fullerenes),
the 2008 Kavli Prize in Nanoscience (carbon nanotubes), and the 2010 Nobel Prize in Physics
(graphene). Early experimental reports of hydrogen storage on carbon based nano-materials
showed very promising results [44, 195] and evoked many researchers to carry out
hydrogenation experiments on different types of carbon based materials such as carbon
nanotubes, graphite, graphene, activated carbon etc. A brief description of various carbon
based physisorbed systems has been given in Chapter 1. Adsorbed hydrogen does not form
any chemical bond, rather they interact with the adsorbent surface through weak van der
Waals forces. As a consequence, these carbonaceous adsorbents suffer from poor hydrogen
uptake at ambient condition. Carbon nanotubes (CNT), discovered by Iijima in 1991, [38] are
one of the best known allotrope of carbonaceous material for gas adsorption by virtue of its
very high surface area. Though there were some initial overstated or overestimated claims [44,
195], later it was proved that significant amount of hydrogen may not be possible to store in
bare CNTs (see Fig. 3.1). The variation of hydrogen storage capacities in different reports is
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mainly due to the presence of metallic impurities in CNTs, presence of amorphous carbon
and also due to the difference in sensitivity of hydrogen storage apparatus [196, 197].
Recently Broom et al. [198] published an excellent review article regarding irreproducibilities
encountered in hydrogen storage material research and shed light on controversial hydrogen
storage results of nanostructured carbons.

Fig. 3.1 Publication year-wise hydrogen storage capacities of CNTs [199].

Fig. 3.2 Hydrogen storage in CNTs as obtained from grand canonical Monte Carlo
simulations under 100 bar pressure at 77 K (left), 175 K (middle), and 293 K (right) [197].
Carbon nanotubes can store hydrogen only at very low temperatures as pictorially
depicted in Fig. 3.2. This is due to low interaction energy between H2 and the CNTs like all
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other physisorbed systems, which is approximately 5-10 kJ/mol. For hydrogen storage
application, modification of bare CNTs is required to increase binding energy of hydrogen on
CNT surface. It can be done by creating defects on CNT. Defects can be made in several
ways: (i) creating a vacancy, (ii) adsorption of an adatom (impurity), and (iii) substitution of
C by other metal or non-metal elements. In some of the recent reports metal doped CNTs
have been studied extensively for their hydrogen storage properties and the results show that
depending upon the experimental condition and preparation methods, hydrogen storage
capacities vary. Suttisawat et al. has impregnated Pd on CNTs by refluxing method and
achieved hydrogen storage capacity of 0.37 wt.% at 196 ºC and 68 bar. Under similar
condition, V deposited CNTs exhibited hydrogen uptake of 0.4 wt.% [55]. The maximum
reversible hydrogen storage capacity exhibited by Pt-Pd alloy decorated MWCNTs is 2 wt.%
at 298 K and 20 atm. Hydrogen storage capacity was found to be 0.18 wt.% for ~ 14% Pd
doped CNTs at 298 K and pressures over the range of 1.67-2.2 MPa. In another report,
hydrogen storage capacity was evaluated for Ni-CNTs and for the sample containing
optimum concentration of Ni, hydrogen storage capacity was found to be 1.02 wt.% (at 6.89
MPa and 25 °C). Until now various elements have been doped in CNTs and their hydrogen
storage properties have been evaluated [200-202]. Among them, palladium is found to be
quite promising mainly because of its high stability and good spillover efficiency.
The present chapter not only focuses on the study of hydrogen storage behavior of Pd
doped carbon nanotubes, furthermore it explores the hydrogenation properties of
comparatively less studied turbostratic carbon system. Turbostratic carbon is an unique class
of carbon having structural ordering in between that of amorphous carbon phase and
crystalline graphite phase. Amorphous carbon phase generally contains varying amounts of
sp3 hybridized carbon atoms whereas graphite phase contains sp2 hybridized carbon atoms
-like layered
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structure but in this case, there is no stacking between the layers and the layers are bent.
Generally turbostratic carbon samples are prepared by mechanical milling of graphite for
long durations [203, 204], which is a very energy intensive process. Annealing of turbostratic
carbon products at very high temperature leads to formation of highly ordered graphitic
carbon phase as it is thermodynamically more stable form of carbon. Previous studies by
different groups [205-209] have shown that in spite of having an extended electron cloud
around the carbon atoms, graphite show low hydrogen storage capacity. This is probably due
to the strong interaction among the graphene layers that inhibits the hydrogen gas molecules
to enter into these interlayer spaces. On the other hand, turbostratic carbon phase is expected
to have interesting hydrogen storage properties due to their short range structural ordering.
Here, short range order implies lack of extended ordered arrangement of carbon atoms in the
sample. Such discontinuity in the carbon network is thought to facilitate hydrogen storage.
The present chapter of this thesis has been divided into three sections
3.1 Hydrogen adsorption on Pd doped carbon nanotubes
3.2 Hydrogen storage behavior of turbostratic carbon system
3.3 Conclusion

3.1 Hydrogen adsorption on Pd doped carbon nanotubes
This section deals with hydrogen storage studies on multiwalled carbon nanotubes
(MW-CNTs) which were prepared using chemical vapor deposition method by our
colleagues in Rare Earth Development Section (REDS), BARC. Pd doped CNTs have been
prepared by two different routes, namely, wet impregnation and polyol methods. The samples
were characterized by techniques like X-ray diffraction (XRD), Energy dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy (EDS) and Infrared spectroscopy (IR). The Pd doped CNTs prepared by wet
impregnation and polyol methods were subjected to detailed hydrogen adsorption studies at
variable temperatures and pressures. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) and Thermo
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Gravimetric Analysis (TGA) were carried out to get further insight regarding Pd-CNT
interaction existing in the samples.

3.1.1. Experimental
3.1.1.1 Sample preparation
Multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MW-CNTs) were synthesized by chemical vapour
deposition of acetylene diluted with nitrogen in a fixed bed reactor at 700 oC. The details
regarding the experimental set up and procedure can be found elsewhere [172]. CNTs were
purified by treating with hydrochloric acid for two hours. Finally they were rinsed with
deionized water to remove traces of acid. The purified product was characterized by TEM
(JEOL 2000FX).
Preparation of Pd doped CNTs was done in two steps which is shown pictorially in Fig. 3.3.
1. Functionalization of CNT support by acid treatment
2. Attachment of Pd nanoparticles

Fig. 3.3 Dispersion of Pd nano particle on the activated carbon (a) Pristine CNT (b)
Activated CNT (c) Pd dispersed CNT.
Carbon nanotubes are hydrophobic in nature. For Pd2+ or Pd species to interact with
CNT surface it needs to be made hydrophilic by appropriate functionalization of the surface.
The functionalization (activation) of MW-CNT surface was done by refluxing the MW-CNT
with 70% HNO3 at 100oC for 12 hrs. The product was washed repeatedly with deionized
water, dried in an oven at 80oC for 12 hrs. Pd was dispersed on activated MW-CNT by two
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different routes viz. wet impregnation and polyol method. In the wet impregnation route
PdCl2 solution was added to 2 gm of the activated CNT and the solution was stirred overnight
followed by vacuum drying. The resulting product was heated in 8% hydrogen in Ar at 623 K
(flow rate 60 ml/min) for 2 hrs to reduce the Pd precursor to Pd metal. Hence forth this
sample will be referred as Pd-WI. The alternative way which has been adopted for Pd
dispersion on the MW-CNT is the polyol method. Around 2 gm of activated CNT was
dispersed in ethylene glycol by treating in an ultrasonic bath for 60 mins. PdCl 2 solution was
added to this dispersed suspension and the pH was adjusted to 6 by adding few drops of 0.1
M NaOH solution and heated subsequently to reduce PdCl2 to Pd. The resulting mixture was
filtered and washed with distilled water and acetone. The solid was dried in a vacuum oven at
80-100oC to obtain the supported Pd catalyst powder. This sample will be referred as Pd-PM
henceforth.

3.1.1.2 Characterization of the samples
The Pd doped CNTs were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) (INEL France
make, EQUINOX) using Cr K

= 2.29

). The morphology and diameter of

MW-CNTs and Pd nanoparticles were determined using a Transmission electron microscope
(Jeol 2000 Fx). Elemental composition of the MW-CNTs was determined by EDS (Oxford
instrument, Model: INCAE350) technique. The FT-IR spectra were recorded using Bomem
MB 102 FTIR with a resolution of 2 cm-1. The samples were mixed with dry KBr powder and
made into a thin pellet and mounted inside the sample chamber of FTIR machine, prior to the
recording of FTIR patterns.
Thermogravimetry (TG) was performed to investigate MW-CNT yield by heating the
samples in a thermobalance (Setaram Setsys Evolution 1750-TG-DTA) in air up to 750oC at a
heating rate of 5 K/min. The weight loss of the sample with time and temperature was
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recorded. Same experiment was repeated for the Pd doped samples also to see the interaction
between CNT and Pd.

3.1.1.3 Hydrogen storage property measurements
Hydrogen adsorption isotherms were recorded at different temperatures using IMI
analyzer (Hiden Isochema, UK). Known weight of the sample was loaded in the sample
holder and sealed using a metallic gasket. Before hydrogen adsorption, helium pycnometric
measurement was done to correct for the sample volume. Prior to recording adsorption
isotherms, the sample was degassed under turbo vacuum at a temperature of 120 oC with a
heating rate of 5 K/min. The isothermal measurements were done at different temperatures up
to a hydrogen pressure of 50 atm.

3.1.2. Results
3.1.2.1 Phase characterization by powder XRD
Fig. 3.4 shows the powder X-ray diffraction pattern of Pd doped CNT samples. Due
to the intrinsic nature of multiwalled carbon nanotubes, X-ray diffraction pattern is similar to
that of graphite. A graphite like peak (002) can be seen at an angle of 39.03o.
(b) Pd-PM
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Fig. 3.4 X-ray diffraction profiles of Pd doped CNTs prepared by different routes.
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In Pd-PM sample the main Pd peak is exactly matching with the reported value
(JCPDS card no 7440-05-3). The most intense peak due to (111) plane appears at 61.05o. The
less intense peak at 71.81o is due to (200) plane. For Pd-WI sample, there is a shift in the peak

the preparation, the PdCl2 impregnated CNT was heated under hydrogen atmosphere and
during this process Pd hydride was formed. Formation of palladium hydride and subsequent
expansion of Pd lattices responsible for shift in the diffraction peaks to lower 2 values.
EDS analysis was employed to determine elemental composition of Pd doped MWCNTs and representative elemental composition curves are shown in Fig. 3.5(a) and 3.5(b).
From the area under the peaks, Pd concentration is found to be ~ 5 wt. % in both the samples.
The amount of Pd doping was also checked with ICP-AES technique and found to be in
conformity with EDS results.

(a)

(b)
Fig 3.5 EDS curves for (a) Pd-WI and (b) Pd-PM samples.
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3.1.2.2 FTIR results
FT-IR spectroscopy is extensively used for evaluation of functional groups of
chemically modified carbon nanotubes. Fig. 3.6 shows FT-IR spectra of pristine and activated
MW-CNT samples. Based on previous FTIR studies [210, 211], the peak observed ~ 1561
cm-1, is attributed to the graphite like Eu mode of vibration, also known as the G band
originating from sp2 hybridized carbon. In the pristine MW-CNT spectrum absorptions at
2848 cm-1 and 2920 cm-1, correspond to symmetrical stretching of C-H bonds in CH3 and
CH2 groups, respectively. In both the spectra, the absorptions at 1638 cm -1 and 1022 cm-1
correspond to C=C stretching and C-C skeleton vibrations, respectively. The peak at 1384
cm-1 corresponds to C-C stretching of the nanotube. Also, in the pristine sample, the C O
asymmetric stretching bands at 1151 cm

1

and 1080 cm 1, which are associated with ether

type linkages, can be clearly seen. The broad adsorption band at 3439 cm-1 corresponds to
OH stretching vibrations. However, the mechanisms behind the introduction of these oxygen
containing functionalities in the prepared multiwalled carbon nanotubes are still unknown.
The activated MW-CNT shows quite similar FT-IR spectra as the pristine CNT. In the
asCH3

asCH2

bands has

decreased slightly due to treatment in highly oxidizing environment. Fig. 3.7 shows the FTIR
spectra of Pd-WI and Pd-PM samples. In the wet impregnation route PdCl2 was reduced to Pd
by heating the sample in hydrogen atmosphere. During this time some of the hydrogen goes
into CNT network. As a result there is an increase in the intensity of bands at 2846 cm -1 and
2920 cm-1, which corresponds to the symmetrical stretching of C-H linkage in CH3 and CH2
groups, respectively. For Pd doped CNTs synthesized by the polyol method these two bands
are less intense. Further there is a decrease in the intensity of all the bands corresponding to
the CNT skeleton (1642 cm-1 & 1030 cm-1). This is because for Pd-PM sample the extent of
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dispersion of the Pd metals (and subsequent interaction with carbon network) is higher
compared to the other sample and as a result the aromatic character of the CNT decreases.
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Fig 3.7 FTIR spectra of Pd-WI and Pd-PM.

Fig 3.6 FTIR spectra of pristine and
activated carbon nanotube.

3.1.2.3 Hydrogen storage properties
The hydrogen uptake of synthesized palladium nanoparticles was measured on Hiden
HTP volumetric system upto 40 bar at 289 K. Pd shows a very fast hydrogen uptake under 1
bar of hydrogen pressure and after that the storage capacity remains almost constant upto 50
bar indicating the saturation of hydrogen uptake [212]. The total hydrogen storage capacity
was found to be 0.68 wt.% which is close to the literature value. The result can be considered
as the standard for further hydrogen storage experiments on Pd doped CNTs. Hydrogen
storage properties of pristine MW-CNT were also investigated at different temperatures to
serve as a base line for the doped samples [Fig. 3.8]. The hydrogen uptake at room
temperature in MWCNTs is found to be very low and vary almost linearly with change in
pressure. The uptake was 0.056 wt.% at 50 bar for MWCNT and this relatively low value is
due to very low surface physisorption at room temperature which is also in conformity with
the earlier studies [212]. The hydrogen storage properties of Pd doped CNT prepared by wet
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impregnation route and polyol method measured in the temperature range of 123-333 K and
upto 50 bar hydrogen pressures are discussed in the following paragraph.

Fig. 3.8 Hydrogen storage in MWCNT.
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Fig. 3.9 Hydrogen storage in (a) Pd-WI and (b) Pd-PM.
The hydrogen adsorption isotherms obtained by the volumetric method at 123, 273,
307 and 333 K upto a hydrogen pressure of 50 bar is shown in Fig. 3.9. For the Pd-WI sample
the maximum hydrogen storage capacities are found to be 0.05, 0.09, 0.20 and 0.40 wt.% at
333, 307, 273, and 123 K, respectively. The decrease in storage capacity with increase in
temperature is quite expected as the amount of adsorbed hydrogen depends profoundly on
temperature due to increase of kinetic energy of hydrogen molecule with increase in
temperature. From interpolation of obtained data, hydrogen storage capacities at higher
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pressure can also be found out. The hydrogen storage capacities of the Pd-PM sample was
found to be 0.29, 0.45 0.6 and 0.7 wt. % at 333, 307, 273, and 123 K, respectively.

3.1.3. Discussions
Hydrogen adsorption study reveals that the Pd-PM sample shows better hydrogen
storage capacities compared to the Pd-WI sample. To understand this, samples were further
characterized by TEM and TGA (thermo-gravimetric analysis) techniques. Fig. 3.10 (a)
shows TEM images of as prepared CNT after leaching the catalyst using HCl. The undoped
CNTs have diameter of about 20-30 nm and a length of several micrometers as can be seen
from the TEM image (Fig. 3.10 (a)).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 3.10 TEM images of (a) Pristine CNT (b) Pd nanoparticle (c) Pd-WI (d) Pd-PM.
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TEM images corresponding to Pd nanoparticles are shown in Fig. 3.10 (b). Pd
particles are found to have size in the range of 5-20 nm with average size around 10 nm as
can be seen from Fig. 3.10 (b). TEM images of Pd-CNT sample prepared through wet
impregnation method are shown in Fig. 3.10 (c). From the image it is seen that along with
smaller Pd nanoparticles there exists bigger size particles also, which may be generated due
to the agglomeration of Pd nanoparticles on the outer side of the carbon nanotube wall. This
is further confirmed by taking enlarged image of Pd doped CNT (lower inset of Fig 3.10 (c)).
The Pd nanoparticles can get attached both on inner and outer walls of the nanotubes and the
ones at the outer walls can grow further in size. In the selected area electron diffraction
(SAED) pattern (upper inset of Fig. 3.10 (c)) sharp and clear diffraction rings are observed
characteristic of single crystalline Pd nanoparticles. The rings correspond to (111), (200) and
(220) lattice planes of single crystalline Pd with FCC structure. From the diffraction rings
lattice parameter has been calculated and found to be 4.02 Å, which is higher than Pd metal
(3.89 Å) as here the Pd metal remains in the hydrogenated form as discussed earlier. TEM
image of the sample prepared by polyol method is shown in Fig 3.10 (d). From the image it is
clear that Pd nanoparticles are much better dispersed in Pd-PM sample compared to the
sample prepared by wet impregnation route. This is because in polyol method, reduction of
Pd2+ is taking place at low temperature in the reaction medium.
Unlike Pdnot observed in Pd-PM sample. Possible reason for this could be that ethylene glycol acts as
capping agent in ployol method of sample preparation and thus preventing agglomeration of
Pd nanoparticles on CNT surface. CNTs are hydrophobic in nature and hence the dispersion
of Pd by wet impregnation route is less effective; even though reports show that activation of
CNT improves metal dispersion [211]. In polyol method, ethylene glycol molecule can
diffuse readily through the CNTs, and under such conditions effective atomic scale mixing of
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Pd and CNT results, leading to a very fine dispersion Pd on CNTs. Liang and coworkers [213]
reported similar observation for the Pt doped CNT, where they have shown that Pt dispersed
on CNT prepared by polyol method shows more homogenous dispersion as well as lower
particle size distributions.
Pd metal acts as a catalyst to dissociate H2 molecule to hydrogen atoms. Due to the
better dispersion of Pd metals on CNT surface in Pd-PM sample Pd nanoparticles can more
effectively dissociate hydrogen molecule. The H atoms thus generated can migrate on the
carbon nanotube support and can diffuse further into different surfaces of multiwalled carbon
nanotube support and get adsorbed at CNT surfaces. The whole mechanism is called spillover
mechanism which increases hydrogen storage capacities of the Pd dispersed CNT compared
to the physical mixture of Pd nanoparticle and multiwalled CNT. The mechanism has been
schematically shown in Fig. 3.11.

Fig. 3.11 Hydrogen spillover mechanism of Pd doped CNT.
The extent of spillover can be calculated approximately in a very simple way. If we
consider only the physical mixture of 5% Pd nanoparticle and 95% MW-CNT, the total
hydrogen storage capacity should be (0.95X0.056+0.05X0.68 =) 0.086 wt.% at room
temperature. But due to interaction between Pd nanoparticle and CNTs, the spill-over
mechanism comes into picture and the hydrogen storage capacity increases. The increase in
the hydrogen storage capacity can be quantified by the spillover of hydrogen to carbon
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nanotube. In Pd-WI sample the extent of spill-over is almost zero, where as for Pd-PM it is
0.364 at room temperature. The main factors responsible for the efficient spillover
mechanism in case of Pd-PM sample are the high dispersion of Pd nanoparticles on MWCNT and also the strong binding between Pd nanoparticles and carbon nanotube. To get
insight about the interaction of Pd on the CNT surface, thermogravimetric analysis was done
on the pristine MW-CNT, activated MW-CNT, and Pd doped MW-CNT.
Fig. 3.12 presents thermogravimetric (TG) curves for MW-CNTs in presence of air.
For the pristine MW-CNT sample, up to 475 oC, there is a weight loss of 4.51 wt. %, which is
due to burning of disordered carbon. The total weight loss upto 475 oC is very less which
suggests that the amount of disordered carbon within the MW-CNT sample of present study
is very low. A rapid and sharp weight loss between 475 to 625 oC can be attributed to the
oxidation of carbon nanotubes resulting into CO2. The residue found after complete oxidation
of carbon species is 0.8 wt. % of the original sample indicating that the sample is quite pure.
The remaining 0.8 wt. % is due the presence of catalyst impurity used while preparing CNTs.
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Fig. 3.12 Thermogravimetric analysis of CNT, activated CNT, Pd-WI, Pd-PM.
Activated CNT shows slightly lower desorption temperature as compared to the
untreated CNT due to incorporation of the functional groups on the carbon nanotube surface
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and creation of defects. There is a significant decrease in the weight loss temperature in Pd

the Pd doped activated CNT prepared by the wet impregnation route, the weight loss starts
around 400oC and it continues till the value reaches 91% up to a temperature of 550oC. The
residue is due to the presence of Pd and calculating the difference between the weight loss of
the activated CNT and Pd doped activated CNT, it is found that there is 6.5 wt. % Pd present
in the sample. The Pd doped CNT sample prepared by polyol method shows slightly different
nature of thermo-gravimetric curve. There is an additional weight loss around 150oC which is
due to the combustion of ethylene glycol moiety attached with the sample. The major weight
loss peak due to the combustion of the carbon nanotube appears at 350oC which is lesser than
the undoped activated CNT as well as Pd-WI. This is because the oxidation of MW-CNTs is
catalyzed by metal doping [214]. In the Polyol method the dispersion of the Pd particles are
much better compared to the wet impregnation route and the particle sizes are lower when
compared with that of Pd-WI sample. This accounts for the fact that oxidation process starts
at much lower temperature in Pd-PM sample compared to the Pd-WI sample. Interaction of
Pd on CNT can lead to defects on the CNT and also can alter the electronic structure of CNT
which in turn can modify the hydrogen storage capacity. The present research shows by
modifying the synthesis procedure same doping element can behave differently on the carbon
nanotube surface and thus can favourably alter the hydrogen storage capacities.

3.1.4. Summary
Pd doped multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MW-CNTs) has been prepared using
chemical vapor deposition technique in presence of catalyst, and Pd nanoparticles were
dispersed on it by wet impregnation and polyol methods. The hydrogen absorption study
confirmed that Pd doped MW-
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hydrogen storage capacity than samples prepared by conventional wet impregnation method.
The hydrogen adsorption results have been correlated with the extent of dispersion of the Pd
nanoparticles on the CNT surfaces. TEM images shows that the polyol route gives much
better dispersion of Pd nanoparticles on the MW-CNT with smaller Pd nanoparticles size
distribution. The thermogravimetric studies have confirmed the improved interaction between
-PM sample compared to Pd-WI sample. The
results prove that better dispersion of Pd nanoparticles improves the spillover of hydrogen
thus increases the hydrogen storage capacity.

3.2 Hydrogen storage behavior of turbostratic carbon
system
The present section of this chapter represents the synthesis method of turbostratic
carbon sample from a commonly available material, sucrose, using zeolite-Y as template. Asprepared samples were annealed at different temperatures and the structural evolution
occurring in both microscopic and macroscopic levels have been investigated in detail using
small angle x-ray scattering, solid state NMR and Raman spectroscopic techniques.
Hydrogen storage properties of these samples have also been investigated at various
temperatures. This is the first time that structural evolution of such samples and its
implications in hydrogen storage properties are being investigated as a function of annealing
temperatures.

3.2.1. Experimental
3.2.1.1 Sample preparation
The carbon samples were synthesized by using zeolite-Y (SiO2:Al2O3 = 5:1) as
template and sucrose as carbon precursor. The chemicals, sucrose (Thomas Baker Pvt. Ltd.)
and HF (Merck) were used as received without any further treatment and zeolite-Y (Aldrich)
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was dried completely by heating at 150ºC in an oven. The sucrose solution was soaked in
zeolite-Y and then reacted with con. H2SO4. The sucrose zeolite composite was then placed
in a drying oven and the temperature was slowly increased up to 100ºC over a period of 2 hrs
and maintained at this temperature for 5 hrs. The sample turned dark brown during the heat
treatment in the oven. The composite was then annealed by slowly increasing the temperature
up to 700ºC with a heating rate of 5 K/min in Ar flow for 5 hrs to obtain carbon zeolite
composite. The carbon-zeolite composite was treated in excess amount of 40% aqueous HF
solution at room temperature for 24 hrs to remove the template. The obtained carbon was
filtered and washed with deionized water for several times to ensure complete removal of HF
from the sample. It was dried at 150ºC for 6 hrs. Two more sets of templated carbon were
prepared following the same procedure, but annealing temperature was increased to 800ºC
and 900ºC. The samples were named as TC-700, TC-800 and TC-900 respectively. Fig. 3.13
shows the schematic of turbostratic carbon preparation.

Fig. 3.13 Schematic of turbostratic carbon preparation.

3.2.1.2 Characterization of the samples
X-Ray Diffraction (XRD) studies on the samples were performed using a Philips
powder X-ray diffractometer (model PW 1071) with monochromatic CuK
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range of 20o to 70o. Thermogravimetric study was performed on a thermal analyzer (Setaram
Setsys Evolution 1750-TG-DTA) under oxygen flow with a heating rate of 10 oC /min. SAXS
measurements were carried out using a Rigaku small angle goniometer mounted on rotating
anode x-ray generator. Scattered x-ray intensity I (q) was recorded using a scintillation
counter with pulse height analyzer by varying the scattering angle 2 , where q is the
scattering vector given by 4 .sin ( ) /

and

is the wavelength of incident (Cu-K ) X-rays.

The intensities were corrected for sample absorption and smearing effects of collimating slits
[215]. Raman spectra were recorded using 532 nm laser on a home-made spectrometer
equipped with N2 cooled CCD.

13

C CP MAS NMR (cross polarization magic angle spinning

nuclear magnetic resonance) experiments were recorded using a Bruker Avance 400 machine
having a standard bore MAS accessory at a basic frequency of 100.5 MHz for

13

C nuclei. A

90° pulse width of 5 s, a contact time of 10 ms with a relaxation time of 15 s were employed
for recording the NMR patterns. Samples were spun at a frequency of 10 kHz. All chemical
shift values are expressed with respect to tetra-methyl silane as the reference material.

3.2.1.3 Hydrogen storage property measurements
The hydrogen storage properties of turbostratic carbon samples were evaluated
based on the same procedure and instrument described earlier in section 3.1.1.3.

3.2.2. Results and discussions
XRD patterns of carbon samples TC-700, TC-800 and TC-900 are shown in Fig. 3.14.
o

TC-

and 44o,

indicating poorly crystalline nature of the sample. These broad peaks at 20 o and 44o
correspond to (002) and (101) planes of turbostratic form of carbon. The shift of peak
corresponding to (002) reflection towards lower diffraction angle (as compared to that of
o

) indicates increased interlayer spacing (between adjacent graphene

layers) in turbostratic carbon [216]. On increasing the annealing temperature from 700oC to
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800oC and then to 900oC, the peaks become more prominent and (002) peak shifts towards
higher diffraction angle. The shift in the peak position suggests decreased inter layer distance
[217] and enhanced intensity corresponds to increased translational ordering in the carbon
sample annealed at relatively higher temperatures. These results were further substantiated by
derivative thermogravimetric (DTG) studies, which showed a combustion temperature of
485°C, 515°C and 520°C for TC-700, TC-800 and TC-900 (Fig. 3.15) respectively. It may be
noted that the combustion temperatures are in between that of amorphous and graphitic
carbon [218]. Observation of DTG peaks at relatively higher temperatures also supports the
enhanced ordering and associated increase in the extent of inter layer interactions as well as
bond strengthening with increase in annealing temperature.
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Fig. 3.14 XRD patterns for (a) TC-700, (b)

Fig. 3.15 Derivative thermogravimetric

TC-800 and (c) TC-900.

patterns for TC-700, TC-800 and TC-900.

Fig. 3.16 shows the SAXS data for TC-700, TC-800 and TC-900 plotted on log-log
scale. The SAXS profiles were analyzed based on the structural model of pores in solid
carbon matrix. It may be noticed that the scattering profiles of TC-700 and TC-800 vary
linearly over wider q-range, indicating a power-law behavior, I (q) ~ q- , for the intensity. In
such a case, the value of 4 for
non-integer value for

indicates smooth surface of scattering objects, whereas a

indicates a fractal nature of the structural morphology. For mass
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fractals with dimension Dm,
(6-Ds) > 3 and 2

Ds

= Dm

3, whereas for surface fractals with dimension Ds,

=

3. Thus, the slope of the scattering curve on log-log scale indicates

the type of the fractal. Usually, the power-law scattering is observed in a limited q-range
determined by upper and lower cutoff of length scales between which the structure is fractal
type. A detailed discussion on the functionality of I (q) for fractal systems is discussed in
literature [219].

Fig. 3.16 Small angle x-ray scattering

Fig. 3.17 Plot of ln (I.q4) vs q2 used to

profiles. Lines are guide to the eye.

evaluate

specific

surface

area

and

interface thickness. Line is guide to the eye.
In this study, for TC-700 and TC-800 samples

is 3.45, indicating the surface fractal

nature of particles with rough particle-pore interfaces. The fractal dimension Ds is 2.55 which
is in good agreement with that for coal samples [220-223]. The radius of basic particles is of
the order r1

/q1 where q1 is the lower cut-off of the fractal regime. The parameters

obtained from the SXAS data are given in Table 3.1. For TC-900 sample, the SAXS curve
shows change of slope of the linearity at two regions indicating the presence of two different
structures. For q < q1,

is 3.95 indicating large size carbon clusters of radius r2 with nearly

smooth surfaces. For q > q1,

is 2.84 suggesting mass fractal aggregates of smaller carbon

particles with fractal dimension (Dm), an indicator of compactness of 2.84. Such coexistence
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of two different structural morphologies on different length scales in carbon materials has
been observed in earlier studies also [221]. Thus, the temperature 900°C seems to be the
threshold temperature at which the structural morphology of the carbon sample undergoes
significant changesFor a two-phase material with an interfacial thickness ( ), the scattering
intensity can be expressed as

(3.1)
-region
(3.2)

where k is the Porod constant. Hence from the plot of q2 vs ln(q4.I(q)) the values of

and k

can be obtained [221, 223-226]. Fig. 3.17 shows typical plot for TC-700 sample. From these
parameters, the specific surface area (S/V) can be estimated using the formula
where

is the Porod invariant which is given by
(3.3)

The average micro-pore radius can be calculated using the relation,
(3.4)
The parameters obtained using the above formalisms are included in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Structural parameters obtained from SAXS data. Symbols are as described in text.
Sample

Ds

Dm

(nm)

S.S.A

r1 (nm)

r2 (nm)

(m2/gm)

Average Pore
radius (nm)

TC-700

2.52

0.36

111

2.4

17.3

TC-800

2.56

0.39

121

2.6

16.5

TC-900

2.06

0.36

413

2.8

2.84

31.4

4.8

It may be noted that the thickness of the pore-particle interface remains unchanged
with heating temperature. The specific surface area of the particles in the samples TC-700
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and TC-800 are nearly same. However, a steep rise in the value is noticed upon increase in
the temperature to 900°C. Similarly, the effective pore radius is nearly same for TC-700 and
TC-800 but it decreases significantly for TC-900. Such changes in morphology, surface area
and pore size can have significant affect on the hydrogen adsorption characteristics of the
samples. To investigate these aspects,

13

C MAS NMR, Raman spectroscopic and hydrogen

adsorption studies were carried out on the samples and the results are described below.
Fig. 3.18 shows the

13

the purpose of comparison,

13

C CP MAS NMR patterns of turbostratic carbon samples. For
C CP MAS NMR pattern of standard graphite powder is also

shown in the same figure. The TC-700 sample is characterized by a sharp peak around 110
ppm superimposed over a broad peak around 123 ppm. Based on previous

13

C NMR studies

[218, 227], it is inferred that the sharp peak around 110 ppm is due to the residual hydroxy
species on the surface whereas the broad peak at 123 ppm (with an FWHM of 25 ppm)
originates from sp2 hybridized carbon [228]. With increase in annealing temperature to
800°C, the sharp peak disappears and line width of the broad peak increases to 29 ppm.
However, the chemical shift value is found to remain same as that for TC-700. The
disappearance of 110 ppm peak indicates removal of hydroxy species from the surface with
heat treatment, whereas increase in line width indicates an increase in chemical shift
anisotropy around carbon atoms. Such an increase in chemical shift anisotropy is possible
only when discrete sp2 carbon atoms (structural units) undergo clustering, leading to
increased inter-electronic interactions. On further increasing the annealing temperature to
900°C (for TC-900 sample), line width increases to a value of 42 ppm while the chemical
shift value remains nearly unchanged. Thus, NMR results confirm that for TC-900, there is
an increase in the extent of clustering and associated increase in the interaction of 2pz orbital
of sp2 carbon atoms constituting the cluster.
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Fig. 3.18

13

C CP MAS NMR patterns of (a)

TC-700, (b) TC-800, (c) TC-900 and (d)

Fig. 3.19 (a) Raman spectrum of TC-700,

graphite.

TC-800 and TC-900 showing D and Gbands (top). Inset shows higher order
Raman spectra (2D, 2LO and D+G). Fig
3.19 (b) Shows G-band fitted with BWF and
Lorentzian line shape profiles.
The graphite sample has higher extent of lateral overlapping of 2p z orbital compared

to the samples of present study. This should give rise to a much broader NMR spectrum for
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the graphite sample. It is indeed seen that the NMR spectrum for graphite is quite broad with
a line width of around 141 ppm as (Fig. 3.18(d)). As the graphite sample is highly conducting,
the extent of penetration of radio frequency waves in the sample is very less. This accounts
for the poor signal to noise ratio in the corresponding NMR pattern. Thus from SAXS and
NMR studies it is confirmed that, upon increasing the annealing temperature from 700°C to
900°C, small clusters of sp2 carbon become larger in size with smoother surface.
Fig. 3.19 (a) shows Raman spectrum from samples TC-700, TC-800 and TC-900.
These spectra show well defined G-peak and D-peak, typical of aromatic sp2 bonded carbon.
The position of G-band and D-band, do not change appreciably with heat treatment
temperature and appears around 1588 and 1344 cm-1 respectively. The D band can be fitted
by a Lorentzian line shape, and is known to be arising due to the disorder in graphene layers.
The turbostratic carbon has various kinds of surface imperfections e.g. edge terminations and
defects, due to which these samples have intense D-band. The G band on the other hand is
due to in plane symmetric vibrations of carbon atoms in aromatic graphene ring brought
about by the lateral overlapping of 2pz orbital of C atoms. Perfect crystalline graphite without
any defect should contain only this band. From the above composite spectrum, G-band is deconvoluted by first fitting D-band with a Lorentzian line shape and then subtracting the
intensity of D band from the overall spectrum. The intensity, I, of G- band thus obtained is
finally fitted to the sum of a Lorentz and a Breit Wigner Fano (BWF) line shape (see Fig.
3.19 (b)), represented in the following form:
,
represents the broadening parameter,

, where
R

BWF

represents the central frequency,

represents the reduced Raman frequency and 1/Q

represents the asymmetry of the peak and is a representative of the interaction between
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discrete vibrational levels and electronic continuum arising due to metallic nature of the
sample [229]. The fitted parameters for different samples are listed in Table 3.2. Position of
the Lorentzian is found to be in the range of 1509 to 1520 cm -1, and is attributed to residual
intensity due to D band affecting the line shape profile of G-band. Although contribution due
to this Lorentzian is very low compared to the contribution due to BWF line, its presence is
required to have proper BWF profile line parameters. Depending on strength of interaction
(1/ Q value) the position of G-peak and its width is affected. Breit-Wigner line shape arises
only when electronic density of states at Fermi level has a finite value i.e. when the sample is
having metallic nature. It is observed that G peak of TC-900 sample is more asymmetric with
higher value of 1/Q compared to that of TC-700 and TC-800 (1/Q for TC-700, TC-800 and
TC-900 are -0.07, -0.093 and -0.128 respectively). Also, the broadening parameter and
central peak position (i.e.

BWF)

increases consistently with increase in temperature, as

depicted clearly in Table 3.2. The increased extent of overlapping of the 2p z orbitals of C
atoms as well as the removal of hydroxy groups in TC-900 sample (as mentioned above),
lead to increased electronic density of states and associated increase in the electron-phonon
interaction. It is worthwhile to mention here that electric field dependent Raman
Spectroscopic studies [230] have revealed that injection of charge carriers in graphene sheets
results in increased

BWF

position. Further, increase in the value of 1/Q indicates increased

electron density of states at Fermi level [230] and hence also increased metallic behaviour. In
the present study, increase in electron density occurs as a result of improved extent of lateral
overlapping of 2pz orbital as well as removal of hydroxy groups as confirmed from NMR
studies.
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The band appearing in the range of 2300 to 3200 cm-1 has a large width (~ 480 cm-1),
and is characteristic of turbostratic carbon (inset of Fig. 3.19 (a)). It is composed of three
peaks, with peak maxima around 2730 cm-1, 2875 cm-1, 2915 cm-1 (indicated in the

and D+G mode, respectively. The peak at 2730 cm-1 is the most dominant peak and is very
broad in nature. The other peaks are sharp, but not so dominant. The observed band is
different from other carbonaceous materials e.g. graphene, graphite, carbon nano-tubes etc.,
which have sharp bands. In case of amorphous carbon these peaks are merged into each other,
while in perfect graphene sheet one observes sharp peaks at these positions. Splitting of this
band (inset of Fig. 3.19 (a)) is a clear indication of onset of c axis ordering.
Table 3.2 G-band fitting parameters obtained by a sum of Lorentzian and a Breit Wigner
Fano line shape analysis.
Sample

TC-700

TC-800

TC-900

Lorentzian

Lorentzian

Lorentzian

Position

1518

1520

1509

Width

84

64

95

Weight

18

16

13

BWF

BWF

BWF

1590.6

1594

1598

-0.07

-0.093

-0.128

38

37

42

BWF

1/Q

Raman results clearly demonstrate that the central peak position of G band (

BWF)

and the 1/Q parameter systematically increases with increase in annealing temperature. This
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can be explained based on the clustering effect of C atoms and associated increase in the
extent of overlapping of 2pz orbital of carbon atoms. This also increases the extent of long
range ordering with increase in annealing temperature. Such effects increase the bond
strength and favours improved electron phonon interaction. The results are in concurrence
with the inferences derived from SAXS studies.
It will be interesting to know the hydrogen adsorption properties of these samples and
their variation with annealing temperature. Fig. 3.20 (a, b and c) represents the hydrogen
adsorption isotherms of TC-700, TC-800 and TC-900 samples measured over the
temperature range 123 K to 303 K and hydrogen pressures up to 45 bar. Hydrogen uptake
decreases with increase in temperature for all the samples as evident from the figure. The
decreasing trend of hydrogen adsorption capacity with temperature is in agreement with other
studies [231]. It is noticed that the experimental isotherms at lower temperature (123 K)
show two distinct sections. At very low pressures (up to 3 bar), the isotherms are too steep,
beyond which nearly flat region, characteristic of saturated hydrogen adsorption is observed.
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Fig. 3.20 Volumetric hydrogen adsorption isotherms of (a) TC-700, (b) TC-800 and (c) TC900.
The isotherms for all the samples can be fitted well with Freundlich model. From the
fitted isotherms, maximum hydrogen uptakes are found to be 0.131 H/M, 0.133 H/M and
0.152 H/M (where H/M represents number of hydrogen atoms per atomic weight of carbon)
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for TC-700, TC-800, TC-900, respectively at 123 K and 45 bar. This results in hydrogen
storage capacities of 1.08, 1.1 and 1.25 wt.% for TC-700, TC-800, TC-900, respectively.
These results are in line with the findings of Wu et al. who obtained hydrogen storage
capacity of 1.5 wt.% under a pressure of 10 bar at 77 K for as-produced turbostratic carbon
nanofiber [232]. Rashidi et al. investigated hydrogen storage capacities of single walled
carbon nanotubes (SWNT) with different purity and found a maximum adsorption capacity
of 0.8 wt.% for SWNTs with 95% purity [233]. Kajiura et al. [50] reported maximum
hydrogen uptake of 0.43 wt.% by SWNT at 298 K and 80 bar pressure. Gravimetric
hydrogen storage capacity of 0.075 wt.% was reported by Rather et al. [234] for pristine CNT
whereas that of TiO2 functionalized CNT was found to be 0.4 wt.% at 298 K and 18 atm
pressure. Further, the hydrogen storage ability of unmodified MWNTs was claimed to be
0.71 wt.% by Huang et al. [235] under ambient pressure and moderate temperature. Thus, the
turbostratic carbon samples in the present study show better hydrogen storage behavior
compared to that of MWCNTs. Wang et al. [236] studied the hydrogen storage properties of
chemically activated fungi-based porous carbons and found maximum hydrogen uptake ~4.5
wt.% at 77 K and 35 bar pressure. Chen et al. reported quite high hydrogen storage ability of
porous carbon material fabricated from rice hull as 7.7 wt.% at 77 K and 12 bar pressure
[237]. From the comparative evaluation it is clear that hydrogen storage capacity of
turbostratic carbon samples are better than that of CNTs and functionalized CNTs. However
it is found to be lower than that of activated carbon and porous carbon materials. It is known
that the increase in surface area and an optimum pore size in carbon based materials facilitate
higher hydrogen adsorption [73, 238]. Hence, the higher hydrogen storage capacity of TC-
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900 sample compared to other turbostratic carbons can be explained based on higher specific
surface area and reduced pore size, as determined from SAXS study.
To further understand the observed variation in hydrogen adsorption capacity of the
samples, the isosteric heat of adsorption, Qst values, (heat of adsorption at constant hydrogen
uptake) has been calculated from hydrogen sorption isotherms at different temperatures using
the Clausius-Clapeyron equation (Equation 3.5),

adsorption.
The variation of the isosteric heat of adsorption Qst as a function of hydrogen uptake
(H/M) is shown in Fig. 3.21 for all the samples. For TC-700 and TC-800 samples, Qst
decreases exponentially with increase in hydrogen uptake, whereas for TC-900 sample, the
value remains almost constant. Multi-exponential behavior observed for TC-700 and TC-800
samples, indicate the heterogeneity present on their surfaces. This agrees well with the
existence of rough surfaces present in these samples as confirmed by SAXS results. Constant
Qst values observed for TC-900 suggests that the sample is having energetically homogenous
adsorption sites, characteristic of smooth surface for the particles.
The Qst values are nearly same (~ 10 kJ/mol) at lower hydrogen uptake (0.005 H/M;
mples. At lower hydrogen uptake, H2 - H2 interaction
is negligible making each hydrogen molecule accessible to the whole carbon surface.
Moreover, at this low coverage region, hydrogen will preferably interact with carbon surface
through the strong binding sites which are thermodynamically favorable. Hence, the
interaction energy of hydrogen gas molecules with the carbon samples is maximum in
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surface also take part in carbon-H2 interaction, particularly for TC-700 and TC-800 samples,
as the sample surface is more heterogeneous. The surface being more homogeneous in TC900 sample, the Qst values remain almost same with hydrogen uptake.
12
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Fig. 3.21 Qst as a function of hydrogen uptake for TC-700, TC-800 and TC-900.

3.2.3. Summary
Turbostratic carbon samples have been prepared from sucrose using zeolite as hard
template. Upon increasing the annealing temperature from 700°C to 900°C, carbon clusters
which are surface fractal in nature with rough surfaces become larger in size with smooth
surfaces. Simultaneously, much smaller particles agglomerate to mass fractal aggregates.
Based on structural analysis, it is confirmed that with increase in annealing temperatures, the
extent of sp2 carbon network formation increases. This is followed by a decrease in the extent
of discontinuous regions, as revealed by increase in chemical shift anisotropy (indicated from
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NMR) and improved electron phonon interaction (indicated from Raman scattering).
Isosteric heat of adsorption involved in hydrogen adsorption further confirmed the smooth
and homogenous surface existing for the sample annealed at 900°C as compared to those
annealed at 700°C and 800°C. Increased surface area and reduced pore size observed for the
900°C heated sample is responsible for its better hydrogen adsorption properties.

3.3. Conclusion
The hydrogen storage behavior of pristine and Pd doped carbon nanotubes is reported
in this chapter. CNTs were doped with Pd nanoparticles by wet impregnation method as well
as by polyol route. The room temperature hydrogen uptake of bare CNT is only 0.056 wt.%
at 50 bar of hydrogen pressure and this hydrogen storage capacity is remarkably improved
for Pd doped CNT by polyol route. However Pd doped CNT prepared by wet impregnation
route shows poor hydrogen uptake like bare CNT. In this chapter, the role of spill over
mechanism has been nicely depicted to explain the observed increase in storage capacity of
Pd-PM sample. The dispersion of Pd nanoparticle on the CNT is much better for the sample
prepared by polyol route and this leads to enhanced interaction between Pd nanoparticles and
CNT. The metal-support interaction is good enough to account for the superior hydrogen
storage behavior of Pd-PM sample. Even after doping with Pd nanoparticles, the storage
capacity of CNT does not exceed 1 wt.%. On the other hand, turbostratic carbons prepared
from easily available sucrose can store 1.25 wt.% of hydrogen at 123 K and 45 bar of
hydrogen pressure. The isosteric heat of hydrogen adsorption is ~10 kJ/mol for such type of
turbostratic carbon without any metal doping or functionalization.
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Chapter 4
Hydrogen Storage Properties of Ti-Nb Based
Alloys
Over the last few decades, metals and alloys have been extensively investigated as
hydrogen storage materials because of their chemical reactivity towards hydrogen gas at
moderate temperature and pressure leading to metal hydride formation (chemisorption of
hydrogen). The pioneering work of Libowitz et al. [239-242

-titanium alloys

have better prospects for higher hydrogen storage density than other metal based alloys
(conventional AB2 and AB5 types, where A is good hydride forming metals such as Ce, Zr,
La, and B forms unstable hydride like Fe, Co, Ni, Cr). Titanium (Ti) has two allotropes
-Ti) has hexagonal closed packed
(HCP) crystal structure.

Fig. 4.1

-phase (HCP) and -phase (BCC) titanium (Ti) [251].

The difference in the atomic volume between Ti and Nb is only about 2%, which results in a
-isomorphous system with a body-centered cubic structure [252]. The results of the work by
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Lee et al. [253] indicate that in Ti-Nb binary system, microstructure is greatly affected by
relative amount of Ti and Nb. For Ti-Nb alloys, the relative stability of BCC-based structure

study that only w

t entirely preserved.

The binary Ti-Nb phase diagram predicted by Lee et al. does not differ much from the
equilibrium phase diagram proposed by Murray [254] as shown in Fig. 4.2.
In the present study hydrogen absorption properties have been evaluated for
Ti0.67Nb0.33 (Ti-49 wt.% Nb) alloy, which exists in BCC structure. From the Ellingham
diagram, it is confirmed that oxygen partial pressure needed to form Ti and Nb oxides are
very low, as a result they have high affinity towards oxygen. Due to the formation of oxide
layer on the alloy surface, hydrogen absorption rate is slow [255, 256]. Nedyakha et al. [257]
have shown that, when Fe is added as an additional element to Ti-Nb alloy, its oxidation
resistance is greatly improved. Studies by Maeland et al. [241] have shown that addition of
Ge, Ni, Fe and Si lead to an enhancement in hydrogen absorption kinetics of Ti-Nb based
BCC alloys. Based on these inferences, it is thought that an effective way to improve
hydrogenation behavior of Ti0.67Nb0.33 alloy can be incorporation of Fe as third element.
Keeping this in mind, Ti-Nb alloys containing different amounts of Fe have been
prepared and their crystal structure, hydrogen absorption behavior and hydriding kinetics
have been investigated. Detailed kinetic study has been carried out only on Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20
alloy as it showed optimum hydrogen absorption capacity and kinetics among the alloys
studied. The role of Fe in improving hydrogen absorption properties of Ti-Nb alloy, although
Fe is a non-hydride forming element (enthalpy of hydride formation for Fe is +14 kJ/mol of
H2), is discussed in this chapter. In addition to hydrogen absorption studies, 57Fe Mössbauer
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spectroscopic study of Fe containing alloys and their corresponding hydrides have been
carried out to know the effect of Fe substitution as well as hydrogenation on the electronic
structure of the alloys.

Fig. 4.2 Phase diagram of Ti-Nb system according to Murray [254].

4.1 Experimental
The alloys Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex (x = 0.00, 0.13, 0.20) were prepared by arc melting
suitable proportions of high purity (>99.99%) Ti, Nb, and Fe in a water cooled copper hearth
under argon atmosphere. The sample buttons were turned over and re-melted several times to
ensure homogeneity. Phase characterization of as cast alloys and their hydrides was carried
out by X-ray diffraction (XRD) using monochromatic CuK radiation. Compositional
analysis of the alloys was done using Energy dispersive X-ray spectrometer (Oxford
instrument Inc, UK made (Model INCA E350)). EDS data represent the bulk elemental
composition which arises from electron beam interaction volume formed within the sample.
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Electron energy used for measurements was maintained at 20 keV. As prepared alloy buttons
were cut and polished prior to loading in SEM chamber for EDS analysis.
The alloys were charged with hydrogen gas to form corresponding hydrides using a
home-made

already described in Chapter 2. Prior to hydrogen

charging, the alloys needed activation which involved heating the sample under diffusion
vacuum (10-6 mbar) for 2 h at 673 K. After activation, the sample was cooled to working
temperature under vacuum, followed by introduction of hydrogen gas into the reaction
chamber. Hydriding of the samples were carried out over a pressure range of 0.02-25 atm. at
298 K. Hydrogen absorption kinetics data of the samples were recorded after one absorptiondesorption cycle, by following the change in pressure at constant temperature as a function of
time. The hydride samples were surface poisoned at liquid nitrogen temperature using air
before being taken out. Hydrogen storage capacities of Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex (x = 0.00, 0.13, 0.20)
alloys were determined using a hydrogen estimation set up as shown in Fig. 4.3.

Fig. 4.3 Schematic diagram of hydrogen estimation set up used in this study.
Around 25 mg of hydride sample was introduced into the sample holder of the
calibrated estimation set up and heated to 1473 K using an induction heater. From fall in
mercury level the volume of H2 released was calculated and subsequently the H/M value.
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The apparatus mainly consists of glass manifold with a mercury manometer for pressure
measurement. One end of manifold is connected to a vacuum system and the other end to a
quartz chamber. The apparatus was calibrated by decomposition of calcium carbonate
(CaCO3) inside it. Known amount of CaCO3 was heated at high temperature leading to
evolution of known amount of CO2 gas. Now by observing the pressure change in the
mercury level, volume of the cell and manifold can be calibrated.
Morphological characterization of the alloy hydrides was carried out with SEM,
Model ATS2100, SERON INC, South Korea.
Mössbauer spectra were recorded at room temperature using a Mössbauer
spectrometer (Nucleonix Systems Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad, India) operated in constant
acceleration mode (transmission geometry). Mössbauer spectra were recorded at three
different velocities, at a maximum velocity of ±10.5 mm/s, ±6.5 mm/s and ±2.5 mm/s. The
wide scale of velocity was applied to check for additional lines, apart from the contribution
of narrow central lines. Mössbauer spectra were fitted using the WinNormos fit programme.

4.2 Results and Discussions
4.2.1 Composition analysis by EDS
To verify the elemental composition of the alloys, energy dispersive spectroscopic
(EDS) analysis was carried out at different positions on the alloys. Fig. 4.4 shows EDS
mapping of the alloys. Average composition of the alloys, both in terms of weight% and
atom%, are given in Table 4.1 and the theoretical values are mentioned in parenthesis. EDS
analysis confirmed the compositions of constituent elements in all the three alloys (match
well with the amounts initially taken for the preparation of the alloys).
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Fig. 4.4 EDS mappings of (a) Ti0.67Nb0.33, (b) Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 and (c) Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloys.
Table 4.1 Relative concentrations of different elements present in the alloys obtained from
EDS analysis. The theoretical weight% and atom% are given in parenthesis.
Alloys

Elements
Ti

Ti0.67Nb0.33

Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13

Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20

Nb

Fe

Weight%

Atom%

Weight%

Atom%

Weight%

48.95

65.86

51.05

34.15

-

(50.75)

(66.67)

(49.25)

(33.33)

-

57.26

67.14

29.16

19.45

13.58

13.42

(55.08)

(66.67)

(32.07)

(20.00)

(12.85)

(13.33)

56.45

66.09

24.53

14.81

19.02

19.10

(57.53)

(66.67)

(22.33)

(13.33)

(20.14)

(20.00)
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Atom%

4.2.2 Crystal structure
XRD patterns of Ti0.67Nb0.33, Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 and Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloys are shown
in Fig. 4.5. Ti0.67Nb0.33 is found to exist in BCC structure, with a lattice parameter of 3.283 Å,
which is in good agreement with the earlier reported values [258].

Fig. 4.5 XRD patterns of Ti0.67Nb0.33, Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 and Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloys.
For Ti0.67Nb0.33 alloy, the peak corresponding to atomic plane (110) occ
38.78°. The vertical line drawn near 38.78° clearly indicates shift in the peak position with
increase in iron content. When niobium is substituted by 40 and 60 at.% iron, this peak shifts
to 39.99° and 40.17°, respectively, indicating that the lattice parameter decreases with
increase in Fe substitution. The lattice parameters of these two alloys Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 and
Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 are found to be 3.189 and 3.174 Å, respectively (Table 4.2). The reduction
of lattice parameter with increasing Fe content is due to smaller atomic radius (r) of Fe as
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compared to that of Ti and Nb [r(Ti) ~ r(Nb) > r(Fe)]. The results imply that iron gets
dissolved in the Ti0.67Nb0.33 matrix, without changing the crystal structure, and hence the
lattice parameter decreases.

4.2.3 Hydrogen absorption studies
Absorbed hydrogen concentrations and maximum hydrogen absorption capacities of
the alloys after one activation cycle are listed in Table 4.2. The table shows that Ti0.67Nb0.33
can absorb a maximum of 1.12 H atoms/formula unit (H/M) forming a hydride with a
composition of Ti0.67Nb0.33H1.12 at room temperature and 21 atm. of hydrogen pressure. The
H/M value obtained was less than the theoretical value [259, 260], though further studies
showed that with increase in activation cycles the hydrogen storage capacity increases. Fe
substituted alloy Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 is found to absorb a maximum of 1.21 H/M to form
hydride with formula Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13H1.21 at room temperature. This implies that maximum
hydrogen absorption capacity of Ti0.67Nb0.33 alloy does not increase appreciably by 40 atom%
Fe substitution. The higher Fe substituted alloy Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 absorbed a maximum of
1.49 H/M leading to formation of Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20H1.49. In case of Fe substituted alloys,
hydrogen storage capacity increases due to better activation of the sample on heating at 673
K under diffusion vacuum. In ideal experimental case (sufficient activation, temperature), the
capacity of the compound Ti0.67Nb0.33 should be higher than that of Fe substituted samples.
From H/M value, the maximum hydrogen absorption capacity of Ti0.67Nb0.33 alloy was
calculated to be 1.76 wt.%. Due to lower molecular weight of Fe and enhanced H/M value
with increase in Fe content, the gravimetric hydrogen storage densities of the alloys are
expected to follow the same trend as H/M values. The maximum hydrogen absorption
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capacities of iron substituted alloys are found to be 2.06 and 2.62 wt.%, respectively at room
temperature.
Table 4.2 Values of lattice parameters, unit cell volumes, absorbed hydrogen concentrations
and maximum hydrogen storage capacities of alloys along with their crystal structures. The
theoretical values of hydrogen storage capacities (H/M and wt.%) are given in parenthesis.
Alloy composition Phases

Lattice

Unit

Hydrogen

Maximum

parameter

cell

concentration

hydrogen

(Å)

volume

(H atoms/

storage capacity

(Å3)

formula unit)

(wt. %)

2.00

4.01

1.12 (2)

1.76 (3.08)

Ti [Ref. 259]

BCC

3.306

36.133

Ti0.67Nb0.33

BCC

3.283

Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13

BCC

3.189

32.431

1.21 (1.74)

2.06 (2.91)

Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20

BCC

3.174

31.976

1.49 (1.6)

2.62 (2.80)

Nb [Ref. 259]

BCC

3.299

35.904

2.00

2.07

35.385

Fig. 4.6 shows SEM images of Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex alloys after hydrogenation. The
average particle size of the hydride of Ti0.67Nb0.33 alloy is about 100-450 µm. The decrease in
the particle size is due to pulverization induced by hydrogenation. The fractures observed in
Fig. 4.6 at 5000x magnification are caused by enormous internal strain developed by volume
expansion during hydrogenation process. The large difference in cell volume between
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strain. The alloys become brittle and get pulverized into small particles. Due to decrease in
particle size the surface area increases, which is beneficial for hydrogen absorption [261].
Based on the SEM images, average particle size of hydrides of other two alloys,
Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 and Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 after one complete cycle of hydrogen absorptiondesorption are 50-250 µm and 25-100 µm, respectively. The SEM images confirms that
hydrogen induced pulverization is more prominent in alloys with increasing concentration of
Fe.

Fig. 4.6 SEM images of hydrides of (a)

Fig. 4.7 XRD patterns for saturated hydrides

Ti0.67Nb0.33, (b) Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 and (c)

of (a) Ti0.67Nb0.33, (b) Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 and

Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 recorded at 100x and

(c)

Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20.

5000x magnifications.
To know the effect of hydrogen absorption on the structural properties of the
hydrogenated alloys their XRD patterns were recorded and shown in Fig. 4.7. Upon
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hydrogenation, each of the three alloys undergoes structural change from BCC to FCC. The
lattice parameters and unit cell volumes of the hydrides have been calculated and given in Table
4.3.
Table 4.3 Values of lattice parameters and unit cell volumes of the hydrides.
Hydride

Unit cell volume(Å3)

Phases

Lattice parameter(Å)

TiH2 [Ref. 259]

FCC

4.44

Ti0.67Nb0.33H1.12

FCC

4.497

90.941

Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13H1.21

FCC

4.421

86.425

Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20H1.49

FCC

4.408

85.659

NbH2 [Ref. 259]

FCC

4.562

94.943

composition

87.528

4.2.4 Hydrogen absorption kinetics of Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex alloys
Kinetics of hydrogen absorption for Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex (x = 0.00, 0.13, 0.20) alloys has
perature and 25 atm. pressure after one
absorption-desorption cycle. The rate of hydrogen absorption is shown as change of reacted

It is clear from qualitative behavior of the kinetic plots that the reaction starts
immediately without any incubation period for all the three alloys in Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex series and
the hydrogen absorption kinetics are found to be quite fast. Ti0.67Nb0.33 alloy reaches 76.8% of
containing alloys,
Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 and Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20
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respectively. The results indicate that iron substitution for niobium facilitates kinetics of
hydrogen absorption. This is also clear from the extent of pulverization seen from SEM images
in Section 4.2.3. Incorporation of Fe in the alloy induces more pulverization upon hydrogenation,
which favors faster hydrogen absorption kinetics.

1.0
0.8

Ti0.67Nb0.33 [
at t = 2 min]
Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 [
at t = 2 min]
Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 [ = 0.892 at t = 2min]

0.6
0.4
0.2

t = 2 min

0.0
0

2

4

6

8

10

12

Time (min)

14

16

18

20

22

Fig. 4.8 Kinetics of hydrogen absorption for Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex (x = 0.00, 0.13, 0.20) alloys at room
temperature.
Maeland et al. [241] have noted that substitution by smaller atoms in group 5 metals (V,
Nb, Ta) or group 5 metal stabilized BCC titanium alloys promote kinetics of hydrogen
absorption. They have explained this in terms of trapping energy at subsurface sites. Bonding of
trapped hydrogen at subsurface sites of some group 5 metals (Nb, Ta) is known to be stronger
than chemisorption, and hydrogen becomes tightly bound below the first few layers leading to
slow diffusion of hydrogen into bulk. This is reflected as poor hydrogen absorption kinetics.

found that with increasing concentration of Fe in ternary Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex alloys, kinetics of
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hydrogenation reaction becomes faster. This accelerated reaction kinetics can be attributed to
substitution of Nb by smaller size Fe atom in Ti-Nb BCC alloy. The associated strain in the
by reducing the subsurface trapping energy.

4.2.5 Detailed hydrogen absorption kinetics study of Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20
alloy
In Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex series, Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 shows maximum hydrogen absorption capacity
and fastest absorption kinetics. In this section hydrogenation kinetics of this alloy is discussed in
detail. From earlier studies [262-264], it is known that hydriding reaction of metal or metallic
alloy proceeds via different mechanisms. The processes (mainly surface processes)
corresponding to

-phase solid solution take place within a very short time, hence should not

be considered as rate limiting step. In the next stage of hydrogenation, the hydride phase starts
growing by chemical reaction. When the -phase hydride is formed completely, hydrogen atoms
are redistributed in hydride phase and diffusion of hydrogen in -phase seems to be the ratedetermining step [265, 266]. Therefore the entire hydrogenation rate can be envisaged as
combination of a chemical reaction rate and a diffusion rate. Typically, in (

) mixed phase

region, the process is chemical reaction rate limited; but at the later stage, the hydrogenation rate
goes through a transition where it is increasingly dominated by diffusion of hydrogen in -phase
hydride.
In Fig. 4.9 the reacted fraction of Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloy has been plotted as a function of
time. It has been found that the alloy requires 1 minute for the reacted fraction to reach 0.75, 0.90,
0.91 and 0.93 of hydrogen absorption at 298, 373, 423 and 473 K, respectively. This also
confirms the fact, that with increase in temperature, the hydrogen absorption rate increases. To
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analyze the hydrogen-alloy reaction mechanism, the kinetic data has been fitted with models
which give mathematical description of what is occurring experimentally.
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Fig. 4.9 Kinetics of hydrogen absorption for Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloy over the temperature range
of 298-473
figure.
It has been found that, the experimental data can be fitted reasonably well using two
models. In other words, hydrogen absorption kinetics involves two different rate controlling

temperatures from 298 to 473 K can be fitted with good accuracy (Fig. 4.10) by chemical
1

1] = kt [93], where k is the rate constant. From the above

result it is inferred that second order chemical reaction progresses homogeneously throughout the
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(

) phase region and is the rate controlling step in the short time range during hydriding of

the alloy.

Fig. 4.10

1

1] versus time for hydrogenation of Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20

phase region at different temperatures (298 K-423 K).
The experimental data for Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20
diffusion model which is based on the assumption of spherical solid particles. Here the
hydrogenation kinetics can be expressed by the parabolic type of rate equation, [1 (1

1/3 2

] = kt

[93, 267, 268]. This indicates that the rate-limiting step of hydrogen absorption process is threedimensional diffusion of hydrogen in the -phase (Fig. 4.11).
The rate constants (k) of two different processes at different temperatures can be found
out from slope of the curves and are summarized in Table 4.4. The other parameters like
correlation-coefficient ( ) along with corresponding kinetic equations and rate determining steps
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(rds) are also given in Table 4.4. It can be clearly seen from the tabulated values of correlationcoefficients, that all are very close to 1, indicating that the fitting is good with corresponding rate
equations and the calculated activation energies of the two processes based on the k values are
reliable. Activation energy Ea, for both the regions is obtained from slope of the Arrhenius plot
(ln(k) vs. 1/T) as shown in Fig. 4.12.

Fig. 4.11

1/3 2

] versus time for hydrogenation of Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20

-phase

region at different temperatures (298 K-423 K).
The calculated activation energies are found to be 7.34 kJ/mol for (
and 15.1 kJ/mol for -phase region. The activation energy in (

)-phase region

)-phase region is smaller than

that in -phase region. It is obvious that smaller the activation energy faster the reaction rate is.
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Hence it can be concluded that the rate of f hydrogen absorption is faster in (

)-phase region

compared to that in -phase region over the temperature range 298 K to 473 K.

(

-2

-phase
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-phase
-10
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0.0035

-1
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Fig.4.12 Arrhenius plots for the hydrogenation of Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20
-phase region.
Table 4.4 Kinetic parameters, best fitting equations and activation energies (Ea) for hydrogen
absorption of Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloy.
Stages
Temp.

298K

373K
1

Equation
k (sec 1)

rds
Ea (kJ/mol)

423K

0.085

473K

298K

1] = kt

373K

423K

473K

1/3 2

[1 (1

] = kt

0.172

0.219

0.248

0.00005

.000133

.000233

.000467

0.9913 0.9968

0.9930

0.9937

0.9731

0.9978

0.9952

0.9958

Chemical Reaction

Three dimensional diffusion

7.34

15.1

4.2.6 Mössbauer Study
The influence of Fe substitution and hydrogenation on electronic and structural properties
of Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex alloys has been probed with
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57

Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy. The results

obtained from the analysis of Mössbauer spectra are given in Table 4.5. Mössbauer spectra for
Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex alloys (x = 0.13, 0.20) are fitted with one singlet and one symmetric doublet
respectively (Fig. 4.13 (a, b)).

Fig. 4.13 Room temperature 57Fe Mössbauer spectra of Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex alloys with (a) x = 0.13
and (b) x = 0.20. Corresponding spectrum from Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFexHy sample with x =0.13, y = 1.21
and x = 0.20, y = 1.49 are shown in Fig. 4.13(c) and (d) respectively.
The values of quadrupole moment (eQ = 0) and electric field gradient (EFG ~ 0) are zero
for singlet, it means that the nucleus is fully spherical (I

I is the nuclear spin quantum

number) and sample possesses fully cubic symmetry. Doublet arises due to electric quadrupole
interaction between nuclear quadrupole moment (eQ
field (

I > ½) and inhomogeneous electric

) as already discussed in Chapter 2. For the doublet, the electric quadrupole

interaction splits the first nuclear excited state (I = 3/2) of 57Fe into two sub levels. In Mössbauer
spectrum, quadrupole splitting ( EQ) for doublet is equal to the difference between two lines
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Q=

line 2

line 1) in mm/s.
Q

Q

= 0) for Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13

= 0.122 mm/s for the alloy Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20, indicating absence of electric

field gradient (EFG) in the former sample (x = 0.13). This is understandable as EFG increases
with increase in Fe content in the sample. This, in turn, reveals that the nuclei of Fe atoms
remain spherical in Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 alloy and it losses the symmetry in Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloy
[269]. The value of isomer shift (

-Fe metal foil) is found to be

0.1502(5) mm/s for Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 alloy whereas, for Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloy,

-

- 0.1388(6)

mm/s. It indicates that the electron charge density around Fe nucleus changes with change in the
extent of Fe substitution. Further both the alloys (x = 0.13, 0.20) show
indicating higher charge density at the Fe nucleus [270]
mm/s). I

-

-Fe
- 0.1388(6) mm/s) is due to decrease

in electronic charge density at the Fe nucleus for higher Fe containing alloy Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20.
This is in accordance with the explanation of 57Fe isomer shift values given by Walker et al [270].
In Fe substituted Ti0.67Nb0.33 alloys, as Fe (3d64s2) concentration increases at the expense of Nb
(3d104s24d45s1), the overall number of d electrons decreases causing an expansion of s electron
wave function. This reduces the sexpected to increase upon Fe substitution for Nb [269, 271, 272]. Similar type of paramagnetic
Mössbauer spectra were observed by Singh et al. for FeTi and Fe46Ti50Mn4 alloys [272]. Here
also the isomer shift was found to be negative (-0.228 and -0.57 mm/s, respectively) at room
-Fe. Mössbauer spectra of hydrides also show similar trend; larger
isomer shifts for the hydride of higher Fe containing alloy, Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20H1.49 compared to
Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13H1.21. Mössbauer spectra of the hydrides Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex (x = 0.13, 0.20; y =
1.21, 1.49) are shown in Fig. 4.13 (c and d, respectively). To ensure the paramagnetic nature of
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the alloys with x = 0.13, 0.20, their Mössbauer spectra were recorded at higher velocity (±6.5
mm/s). The higher velocity Mössbauer spectra of Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex (x = 0.13, 0.20) alloys are
shown in inset of Fig. 4.13 (a and b, respectively). The spectra do not show magnetic hyperfine
splitting (Zeeman splitting/sextet) assuring both samples are paramagnetic at room temperature
and there is no unalloyed Fe left. This is also evident from XRD patterns that show only BCC
phase and no peak due to iron.
Table 4.5 Mössbauer parameters extracted from room temperature Mössbauer spectra for
Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex (x = 0.13, 0.20) alloys and Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFexHy (x = 0.13, 0.20; y = 1.21, 1.49,
respectively) hydrides. Isomer shift values are relative to -Fe metal foil.
Fe substitution

Iron

Isomer

Quadrupole

Line

Relative

Fitting

(x)

Sites

shift

splitting

width

Area,

quality

Q)

mm/s

RA (%)

2

mm/s
Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13

Singlet

-0.1502(5)

0.0

0.305(2)

100

0.875444

Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20

Doublet

-0.1388(6)

0.122(3)

0.324(4)

100

0.9960

0.082(4)

0.71(2)

0.24(2)

14.2

1.01396

Doublet B (green) -0.086(7)

0.191(6)

0.29(1)

30.7

Doublet C (blue) 0.222(4)

0.122(4)

0.26(2)

36.7

Doublet D (cyan)

0.27(2)

0.73(4)

0.40(2)

18.4

0.261(5)

0.83(1)

0.32(1)

33.8

Doublet B (green) 0.281(7)

0.30(1)

0.26(3)

24.1

Doublet C (blue) 0.412(5)

0.245(5)

0.29(1)

32.6

Doublet D (cyan) 0.402(8)

0.85(2)

0.23(2)

9.5

Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13H1.21 Doublet A (red)

Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20H1.49 Doublet A (red)
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1.08036

It is interesting to note (Fig. 4.13 (c and d)) that Mössbauer spectra of hydrides fitted with
values. This indicates four different types of local
environments around Fe nuclei
Q

doublets, it is seen that, on hydrogen absorption, the isomer shift increases remarkably. The
increase in isomer shift can be correlated with two factors: (i) an increase in volume with
hydrogenation and (ii) reduction of the s-electron charge density at the Fe nuclei with hydrogen
absorption because of 4s charge transfer from Fe to H resulting in metal hydrogen bond [271,
272]. Singh et al [272] also observed gradual increase in isomer shift for FeTi alloy under
hydriding process. The

values of Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20H1.49 hydride are higher than those of

Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13H1.21 hydride which can be explained in terms of greater Fe substitution and
Q values

associated with four doublets of

Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20H1.49 hydride are larger than those of Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13H1.21 hydride. The higher
EQ value for Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20H1.49 hydride is due to higher EFG around Fe nuclei which reflects
more reduction of local symmetry around iron nuclei by more number of interstitial hydrogen in
this hydride.

4.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, hydrogen absorption properties of Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex (x = 0.00, 0.13, 0.20)
alloys have been investigated. All the three alloys exist as single phase BCC solid solution and
the lattice parameter decreases with increase in Fe content. The maximum storage capacities of
Ti0.67Nb0.33, Ti0.67Nb0.20Fe0.13 and Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloys are 1.76, 2.06 and 2.62 wt.%,
respectively at room temperature. It has been found that Fe improves hydriding kinetics and
therefore on Fe substitution a higher hydrogen storage capacity is reached under the
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experimental conditions used here. The detailed hydrogen absorption kinetics study of
Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 alloy at different temperatures reveals that chemical reaction in the (

)

mixed phase region and three dimensional diffusion of hydrogen in the -phase region are the
two rate determining steps, and Ea values for these two processes are 7.34 and 15.1 kJ/mol,
respectively. Mössbauer investigations of Fe substituted alloys Ti0.67Nb0.33-xFex (x = 0.13, 0.20)
and their related hydrides revealed that both Fe substitution and hydrogen absorption lead to
remarkable increase in isomer shift. The quadrupole splitting also increases on hydrogenation
indicating more asymmetry around iron nuclei after hydrogenation.
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Chapter 5
Hydrogen Storage Properties of Ti-V Based Alloys
Vanadium is a well-known beta isomorphous element and recently, most of the research
on metal hydrides is focused on Ti-V based solid solution alloys with body centered cubic (BCC)
phase structure. Hydrogen diffusion rate in V metal is very high and alloying it with Ti reduces
the rate of diffusion. Interestingly, Ti-V alloy shows higher hydrogen content compared to single
V or single Ti metal. In particular, Ti-V-Cr alloys have shown promising hydrogen storage
properties [246, 273-275]. Earlier studies by our group have confirmed that the alloy with
composition Ti2CrV can absorb ~ 4 wt.% hydrogen at room temperature [129]. To the best of our
knowledge Ti2CrV alloy possesses highest hydrogen storage capacity among all Ti-V based
alloys investigated. However, the alloy suffers from difficult activation and comparatively higher
desorption temperature hindering its practical application as hydrogen storage material [276,
277].
Present chapter presents two different approaches to solve the above mentioned problems
of Ti-Cr-V based alloys namely by Zr substitution and by composite formation. From literature
survey, it was found that Zr is often selected to substitute Ti in Ti-V based BCC solid solutions
to generate a secondary phase. The secondary phase is mainly AB2 type Laves phase which
shows excellent catalytic effect during hydrogen absorption-desorption process [278, 279]. These
alloys are usually known a

BCC

Akiba [246, 280]. In these alloys BCC phase forms a 3D framework with Laves phase at the
grain boundaries [281, 282]. Homma et al. [283] have mentioned that in such alloys, BCC solid
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solution is the main hydrogen absorbing phase whereas the Laves phase acts as penetration path
for hydrogen in the initial stage of hydrogen absorption. Hence, it is expected that the Laves
phase will make activation process easy. Hang et al. [284] have reported that with increase in Zr
content in Ti10V84-xFe6Zrx (x = 1-8) alloys, activation behavior is drastically improved due to
increased abundance of Zr rich Laves phase. It is also evident from the work of Shashikala et al.
[285] that comparatively lower temperature desorption sites arise in Zr containing Laves phase
related BCC solid solutions. However, the effect of Zr substitution on the overall hydrogen
absorption desorption characteristics of Ti-V-Cr alloy needs further investigation to optimize
storage properties and this is the subject matter of present chapter.
In the second approach, instead of promoting Laves phase formation by Zr incorporation,
composite materials containing both BCC Ti2CrV alloy and Zr based Laves Phase compounds
have been prepared and evaluated for hydrogen absorption properties. Such composite materials
may lead to improved hydrogen storage property due to interface effects arising from significant
density of interface boundaries. Yu et al. [286] has reported that Ti-30V-15Mn-15Cr containing
10 wt. % AB5 composite showed higher discharge capacity due to enhanced electrochemicalcatalytic activity from the alloy surface covered with AB5 phase. Similar results have been
reported in other papers also [287-289], where composite formation greatly affects hydrogen
storage properties. Detailed investigation has been done on the effects of alloying LaNi 5 with
Ti0.32Cr0.43V0.25 on its structure and hydrogen storage properties and the results suggest that there
is decrease in plateau pressure as well as hydrogen storage capacities [289]. Hydrogen storage
properties of Ti0.32Cr0.43V0.25 alloy and its composite with TiMn2 shows that the composite
formation decreases the maximum hydrogen storage capacity, though there is decrease in
hydrogen desorption temperature and increase in hydrogen absorption kinetics [290]. It is
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already mentioned that Laves phase related BCC solid solution is a very interesting class of alloy
where the Laves phase acts as catalyst for absorption and desorption of hydrogen. Hence it
would be meaningful to evaluate hydrogen storage properties of Ti2CrV hydrogen storage alloys
by preparing composite with ZrFe2 based Laves phase. ZrFe2 itself shows very little hydrogen
absorption, but certain amount of V incorporation in ZrFe2 phase forms ZrFe2-xVx (x = 0.0-0.2)
solid solution and improves hydrogen storage properties [291, 292]. Keeping this in mind,
influence of ZrFe1.8V0.2 Laves phase on hydrogen storage properties of Ti2CrV alloy has been
investigated by systematically increasing the amount of secondary Laves phase.
The present chapter has been divided into three different sections. First section of this
chapter deals with synthesis of alloys and composite materials, their hydrides and
characterization techniques. The details of experimental results obtained from this study is being
presented in the next section and this will be followed by conclusions of the study

5.1 Experimental details
Alloy samples were prepared by arc-melting the constituent elements in a Zr-gettered
argon atmosphere using a non-consumable tungsten electrode. All the raw materials are having
purity > 99.99%. The alloy ingots were remelted several times in an attempt to homogenize alloy
compositions. Composite materials are prepared by two step arc melting procedure. Particular
alloys were taken in desired ratio and arc melted together. The composites thus prepared, were
wrapped in Ta foil and heated in a quartz tube under vacuum at 400 oC. The quartz tubes were
sealed under vacuum and annealed at 900 oC for 2 days to ensure proper phase formation.
Crystal structures of the alloys, composites and their corresponding hydrides were examined by
XRD (Philips PW1710). Detailed micro-structural characterization and X-ray microanalysis
were carried out using a CAMECA SX 100 electron probe micro-analyzer (EPMA) employing a
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focused electron beam accelerated to voltage of 20 kV. The stabilized beam current was kept at 4
nA and 20 nA for imaging and X-ray analysis, respectively. Prior to structural analysis, small
coupons of alloy/composite samples were mounted in resin and made scratch free by grinding
with various grades of emery paper (coarser to finer ones) and subsequently polished upto mirror
finish using 1 micron sized diamond paste. The polished samples were then cleaned with acetone
in an ultrasonic bath and coated with thin Au film to prevent charge build up. Beam size was
kept at <
obtained. Raw intensity data were rectified for atomic number, absorption and fluorescence using
the PAP method [293].
Hydrogen charging was carried out

IMI

analyzer, Hiden Isochema, HTP1, UK) already discussed in Chapter 2. During hydrogenation,
respective sample was loaded into a gold coated copper reactor and measuring system was
evacuated through a turbo molecular vacuum pump. During activation process, the sample was
heated under diffusion vacuum (10-6 mbar) for 2 h at 673 K. After activation, the sample was
allowed to cool down at working temperature under vacuum. Pressure-composition isotherms
were studied over the temperature range 298-393 K and upto a hydrogen pressure of 20 bar.
Kinetics of hydrogenation was investigated at different temperatures under 5 bar of hydrogen
pressure after one hydrogen absorption-desorption cycle in a homeas mentioned in previous chapter. In the same volumetric set up hydriding- dehydriding cycling
tests were also performed for selected samples. High purity hydrogen (99.999% purity) was used
for PCI measurements, kinetic study as well as for cycling study without any further purification.
Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) study of the hydride samples was carried out
in-situ in the automated hydriding set up using He as the carrier gas with a constant heating rate
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of 5 K/min. Differential Scanning Calorimetric (DSC) study of the hydride samples was
performed using DSC823e Mettler-Toledo instrument under argon flow with a temperature
ramping rate of 10 K/min.
The particle size distribution of the hydrides was determined by laser scattering technique
(CILAS 1064L, France). Morphology of the hydrides was investigated by Scanning Electron
Microscopy (SERON INC South Korea, Model ATS 2100).

5.2 Results and discussions
5.2.1 Effect of Zr substitution on hydrogen storage properties of
Ti2CrV alloy
In this study, the crystal structure, microstructure and hydrogen absorption/desorption
properties of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy have been reported. Thermodynamic as well as kinetic
aspects of hydrogen absorption process have also been studied in detail.

5.2.1.1 X-ray diffraction study
Fig. 5.1 shows the XRD pattern of as prepared Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy. From the
pattern, it is clear that two distinct crystallographic phases, namely C14 Laves phase with MgZn2
type hexagonal structure and Ti-based solid solution phase with BCC structure, coexist in the
alloy. The lattice parameter of the main BCC phase was determined to be a = 3.106 Å which is
larger than that of the unsubstituited alloy as found by Kumar et al. (a = 3.10Å) [129]. This is
due to partial substitution of Ti by larger size Zr (rZr > rTi) in BCC lattice. Lattice parameters of
secondary C14 Laves phase are listed in Table 5.1. In order to further clarify the composition of
the alloy, elemental mapping has been carried out along with back scattered electron (BSE)
imaging. BSE also confirms the existence of two phases in the sample.
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Fig. 5.1 XRD pattern of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy.
Table 5.1 Unit cell parameters of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy before and after hydrogenation.
Composition

Lattice parameter

Unit cell volume

(Å)

(Å3)

BCC

a = 3.106

29.96

C14 Laves phase

a = 5.1, c = 8.353

188.16

Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25H6.98

FCC

a = 4.359

82.82

(1st cycle)

C15 Laves phase

a = 7.712

428.67

Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25H5.46

FCC

a = 4.357

82.71

(15th cycle)

C15 Laves phase

a = 7.519

425.09

Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25

Phases

5.2.1.2 Microstructure
Representative BSE image with atomic number contrast (Fig. 5.2 (a)) reveals that the
alloy microstructure is comprised of two phases designated as grey matrix and white precipitates.
A small fraction of pits introduced during metallographic polishing appears as black dots in the
image. Micron sized white regions (precipitates) are distributed randomly throughout the matrix.
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Upon inspection at higher magnification it is revealed that the white precipitates are actually
clusters of fine dendrites having rod shape morphology (Fig. 5.2 (b)). Such dendrites are
commonly observed in as cast structure of alloys and are formed during solidification.
Furthermore, the white precipitates have a sharp interface with the grey matrix (regions). Similar
two phase microstructures have been reported earlier in Ti10V84-xFe6Zrx (x = 1-8) alloys by Hang
et al. [284]. In order to observe the overall distribution of elements over a wider area (100
100

-ray mapping for Ti, V, Cr and Zr was carried out using wavelength

dispersive spectroscopy (WDS) and is represented in Fig. 5.3.

(a)

(b

White
precipitates

Grey
Matrix

BSE Z

Fine
dendrites

2

BSE Z

Fig. 5.2 Backscatter electron (BSE) image of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy at (a) lower
magnification, (b) higher magnification.
It is evident from X-ray maps that the grey matrix is rich in Ti, V and Cr but depleted in
Zr while the white precipitate mainly contains Zr and Cr. Enrichment of Zr in white precipitates
is thus responsible for giving bright phase contrast in BSE images. These white precipitates are
mainly Zr-Cr based compound containing minor amounts of Ti and V. The grey matrix, on the
other hand is a Ti-V-Cr based solid solution with minor amounts of Zr. Thus the micrstructtural
results are in line with the findings from X-ray diffraction pattern.
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Fig. 5.3 Elemental mapping of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy.

5.2.1.3 Hydrogen storage properties
5.2.1.3.1 Thermodynamics
Fig. 5.4 (a) shows characteristic pressure composition absorption isotherms of the alloy
measured at 298 K, 313 K, and 343 K, respectively.
visible in the absorption isotherms at 298

+

phase corresponds to hydrogen atoms entering

into the solid solution phase. As hydrogen concentration goes on increasing, hydride phase ( )
formation takes place and remains in equilibrium with
formation, hydrogen atoms redistribute into another solid solution phase and the hydrogen
storage capacity get saturated. The equilibrium plateau pressure (Peq) at each temperature is
obtained from the midpoint of absorption isotherm plateau. It is difficult to determine Peq from
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the absorption isotherms specially at elevated temperatures due to their sloping nature. The
isotherm at 298 K shows an equilibrium hydrogen pressure of 0.12 bar. The absorption isotherms
corresponding to higher temperatures show a remarkable decrease in plateau width and increase
in steepness of the plateau. The plateau region in the characteristic PCI diagram corresponds to
miscibility gap where partially immiscible

and

phases coexist. With increase in temperature

mutual solubility of these two phases increases and the miscibility gap decreases. Hence, the
absorption and desorption plateau become narrow and reversible hydrogen storage capacity
decreases with increase in temperature. Apart from plateau width, another important parameter to
elucidate the plateau performance of hydrogen absorption is sloping factor (Sf) which is
commonly expressed as,

Sf reflects the steepness of the plateau. The calculated Sf values along with Peq and maximum
storage capacities (Cmax) at different temperatures are listed in Table 5.2. Gradually increasing Sf
values at elevated temperatures indicate that hydrogen absorption performance deteriorates with
temperature.
The heat of hydride formation ( H) and entropy change ( S) of the alloy can be

at thermodynamic equilibrium.

where, T is the absolute temperature, R is the gas constant, Peq
Hoff plot of lnPeq vs. 1000/T for hydrogen absorption are displayed in Fig. 5.4 (b).
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Fig. 5.4 Hydrogen absorption isotherms (a),

(b) and DSC profile (c) of

Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy. The DSC profile of Ti2CrV hydride is also given as reference in Fig.
5.4(c).
H and S
5.2. These values are in good agreement with

H and

S values obtained by Bibienne et al.

[294]. Value of H for hydrogenation for unsubstituted Ti2CrV alloy is found to be -64.4 kJ/mol
H2 whereas that of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 is -56.33 kJ/mol H2. This indicates that Zr substitution
makes the hydride unstable which is also reflected as remarkably lower value of desorption
temperature for Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy compared to the parent one. Desorption peaks for
hydrides of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 and Ti2CrV are found to be 648 K and 695 K, respectively as
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can be seen from Fig. 5.4 (c). Kumar et al. [129] have found an equilibrium plateau pressure less
than 0.02 atm for hydride of Ti2CrV alloy at room temperature. Comparatively higher plateau
pressure was found for Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy (see Fig. 5.4 (a)). Thus Zr incorporation makes
hydride decomposition easier and increases the plateau pressure about 5 times.
Table 5.2 The hydrogen storage characteristics of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy.
Temperature

Peq(bar)

(K)

Cmax

Cmax

(H/f.u.)

(wt%)

Sf

298

0.12

6.98

3.19

0.39

313

0.376

5.01

2.31

0.52

343

2.39

4.71

2.18

0.66

H

S

(kJ/mol H2)

(J/K/mol H2)

-56.33

-171.56

5.2.1.3.2 Cycling Test
Hydrogen storage materials generally tend to degrade when subjected to repeated
hydrogen absorption desorption cycles [295-297]. The measurement of absorption-desorption
cycles for the alloy shows that hydrogen storage capacity of the alloy decreases by ~ 20% from
its initially activated level upon 15 cycling as can be seen from Fig. 5.5.
Edalati et al. [298] have mentioned formation of lattice defects such as dislocations in the
hydride of Ti-V based systems after 1st hydrogenation cycle. Nakamura et al. [299] suggested
ogen reversibly. Zhou et al. [300] have also considered
that irreversible hydride phase is mainly responsible for hydrogen storage capacity loss in
successive cycles. The hydrogen storage capacity after nth cycle [301] is defined as:
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where,

is the hydrogen storage capacity after one absorption-desorption cycle and

represents degradation rate of the hydride during cycling. Value of

depends on nature of

the alloy as well as on hydriding-dehydriding conditions.
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Fig. 5.5 H2 absorption isotherms (at 298 K) of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy at different cycles. The
inset shows variation of storage capacity as a function of cycling number at 298 K.
The degradation rate of alloy is calculated as 0.019 from equation (5.3) whereas that of
the parent alloy [129] is 0.0296 indicating better cyclic stability of Zr substituted alloy [only 10
cycles were considered for calculation of degradation rate] compared to the parent one. All
hydride-forming metals in Ti-Cr-V based alloys are susceptible to oxide formation even in
presence of low level of oxygen and this is one of the main reasons for deterioration of hydrogen
absorbing capacity [302, 303]. Upon hydrogen absorption-desorption cycles, the alloy is
pulverized into small particles as discussed in the next paragraph and hence probability of oxide
formation enhances. Zr is a better oxygen getter compared to Ti. Hence, Zr preferably reacts with
oxygen and hydrogen absorption by Ti rich BCC phase (main hydrogen absorbing phase in
Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy) remains almost unaffected from oxygen poisoning. Thus, Zr
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substitution improves the cycle life of Ti2CrV alloy. XRD patterns of the alloy hydrides after 1st
and 15th cycle are displayed in Fig. 5.6.
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Fig. 5.6 XRD patterns for the hydrides of

Fig. 5.7 Particle size distribution for

Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy after 1st and 15th

hydrides of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy after

cycles (vertical blue and green lines

1st and 15th cycles.

correspond to FCC and C15 Laves phase,
respectively).
The lattice parameters and cell volumes of the hydrides determined from XRD patterns
are listed in Table 5.1. Upon hydrogenation the BCC phase has been converted into FCC phase
whereas the secondary Laves phase has undergone both phase change and volume expansion.
After 15th cycle, cell volume of matrix remains almost same as that of 1st cycled hydride whereas
the hydrogen content of secondary phase is relatively less. This is clearly visible from the
corresponding peak shift towards higher

angle. Loss of attached hydrogen from secondary

phase in consecutive hydrogen absorption-desorption cycles is also responsible for decrease in
storage capacity after 15cycles. Fig. 5.6 shows generation of extra phase for 15th cycled hydride.
The extra phase can be assigned as TiHx (TiH0.71, PCPDF 40-

-Ti, PCPDF 44-1288) where

0<x<0.71. Bulyk et al. [304] have reported hydrogen induced Cr phase separation in Ti
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containing ZrCr2 intermetallic compound. There is also possibility of oxide phase (CrO3)
[PCPDF 77-0125] formation from the segregated Cr in the 15th cycled hydride.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 5.8 SEM images of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy hydride after (a) 1st cycle and (b) 15th cycle
recorded at 500x and 15000x magnifications.
Particle size distribution of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy hydride after 1st and 15th cycles are
depicted in Fig. 5.7. After 1st hydriding dehydriding cycle most of the hydride particles are in the
size range of 1515th

d
st

cycled and 15th cycled hydrides as shown in Fig. 5.8 further

confirm the decrease in particle sizes on successive hydriding dehydriding cycles. Fig. 5.8
clearly shows some visible cracks on the surface of both the hydrides. These cracks are generated
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due to volume expansion of alloy lattice on hydrogenation and consecutive lattice shrinkage
during hydrogen desorption. The pulverization process breaks the alloy into small particles and
continues over repeated cycles [305].
5.2.1.3.3 Kinetics
Fig. 5.9 shows hydrogenation curves (i.e., the reacted fraction as a function of time) of
Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy measured at 298 K, 373 K, and 473 K under isothermal conditions.
1.0
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298 K, = 0.75 at 110 s
373 K, = 0.86 at 110 s
473 K, = 0.92 at 110 s
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Fig. 5.9 Hydrogen absorption kinetics of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy at different temperatures.
The higher hydrogenation rate in the initial stage can be attributed to the higher driving force due
to large difference between the initial pressure and the equilibrium pressure in the beginning.
After the initial stage, the reaction becomes relatively slower. Absorption kinetics behavior
observed at higher temperatures (373 K and 473 K) is essentially similar to that observed at 298
K, but the initial reaction rate was faster and the time period until saturation was reduced at
higher temperatures. As shown in Fig. 5.9, the reacted fraction

reached 0.75 within 110 s at

298K while during the same time it reached 0.86 and 0.92 at 373 K and 473 K, respectively.
With increase in temperature, the movement of hydrogen atoms will be accelerated, hydrogen
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absorption will be faster; as a result the time required for the saturation of reaction will be
reduced remarkably.

Fig. 5.10 Fitting of hydrogen absorption kinetics of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy at three stages (a)
nucleation and growth (b) 1D diffusion and (c) 3D diffusion.
Further, it is interesting to know the underlying mechanism of hydrogen absorption
reaction of Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy. In the subsequent text, relationship between

and t for

Ti0.45Zr0.05Cr0.25V0.25 alloy is modeled by fitting the kinetics data with different rate equations.
The kinetics data for the initial stage at all three experimental temperatures (298 K, 373 K and
473 K) is found to fit extremely well with KJMA model (see Fig. 5.10). The corresponding R2
values of the linear regression equations are found to be close to 1.The results, thus, indicate that
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alloy-hydrogen reaction predominantly proceeds through nucleation and growth mechanism for
the initial absorption period. However, the kinetics data after initial stage cannot be fitted by this
model, rather they can be fitted satisfactorily using 1D diffusion and 3D Jander diffusion models.
The rate constants along with the best fitting kinetic models have been represented in Table 5.3.
Table 5.3 Rate constants at different temperatures for Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy.
Stages

Best

fitting Temperature (K)

Rate constant (k)

kinetic model
1

2

298

0.0184

373

0.1485

473

0.4081

298
373
473

3

298
373
473

From the model fitting it is very clear that the rate-controlling step shifts from nucleation
and growth towards diffusion with progress of reaction. The variation from 1D to 3D diffusion
mechanism is due to continuous change in geometry resulting from the progress of reaction.
Using the best fitting models, the rate constants

have been determined at three different

temperatures for three different hydriding stages. Associated activation energies have been
calculated using Arrhenius equation. Activation energies of hydrogen absorption for
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Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy are found to be 20.91 kJ/mol, 8.18 kJ/mol and 7.46 kJ/mol for
nucleation and growth, 1D diffusion and 3D diffusion controlled stages, respectively.

5.2.1.4 Summary
From the pressure composition absorption isotherms, the fundamental thermodynamic
parameters for hydride formation have been evaluated. Stability of the hydride is remarkably less
compared to the hydride of unsubstituted alloy Ti2CrV. The nature of pressure composition
absorption isotherms does not change even after 15 hydriding-dehydriding cycles. Zr substituted
alloy shows better cyclic performance compared to its parent alloy. Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy in
the present study shows a maximum hydrogen storage capacity of 3.19 wt.% at 20 bar and 298K.
The alloy reaches 3/4th of the reacted fraction within less than 2 minutes at 298K. Thus, this alloy
seems to be a promising hydrogen storage material with improved desorption behavior, better
cyclic performance and fast enough sorption kinetics.

5.2.2 Effect of composite formation on hydrogen storage properties
of Ti2CrV alloy
A series of composites of Ti2CrV alloy with ZrFe1.8V0.2 Laves phase were prepared and
subjected to XRD, EPMA and hydrogen absorption-desorption studies to address the following
issues:
(1) effect of ZrFe1.8V0.2 Laves phase on crystal and microstructure of Ti2CrV alloy
(2) effect of composite formation on hydrogen storage capacity of Ti2CrV alloy
(3) effect of ZrFe1.8V0.2 Laves phase on characteristic plateau pressure of Ti 2CrV alloy
(4) detailed kinetic analysis of most suitable materials and determination of the effect of
secondary phase on rate constants of different stages, and most importantly
(5) effect of Laves phase on in-situ hydrogen desorption temperature of Ti2CrV alloy.
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The systems studied are:Ti2CrV alloy, Ti2CrV + 5% ZrFe1.8V0.2(composite-1), Ti2CrV + 10%
ZrFe1.8V0.2 (composite-2) and Ti2CrV + 20% ZrFe1.8V0.2 (composite-3).

5.2.2.1 X-ray diffraction study
XRD patterns of annealed Ti2CrV alloy, composite-1, composite-2 and composite-3 are
illustrated in Fig. 5.11.
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Ti2CrV+10%ZrFe1.8V0.2 (c), and Ti2CrV+20%ZrFe1.8V0.2 (d).
Annealed Ti2CrV forms pure body centered cubic (BCC) solid solution with a lattice
parameter of 3.127 Å, which is in line with our earlier study [306]. Small change in lattice
parameter may be due to annealing treatment of the sample. For composite-1 XRD pattern
clearly indicates the existence of two phases. Along with main BCC phase
peaks due to C15 Laves phase (space group Fd3m) can be easily resolved, which indicates that
both BCC phase as well as the C15 phase retain their identity after composite formation. The
5.11.
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Lattice parameter of the main BCC phase of composite-1 is found be 3.129 Å. It can be noted
that the lattice parameter changes only slightly after addition of secondary phase in composite-1.
The lattice parameter of the BCC phase of composite-2 and composite-3 is found to be 3.140 and
3.156 Å, respectively. Increase in peak intensity corresponding to ZrFe2 Laves phase in
composite-3 compared to composite-1 and composite-2 is as expected. In composite-2 and
composite-3 the secondary phase shows lattice parameter of 7.04 and 7.08 Å, respectively. It can
be noted that along with increase in concentration of the secondary phase, there is small but
systematic increase in the cell parameter of the BCC phase. Concentration of the secondary
phase and changes in cell parameters is expected to affect hydrogen storage performances.

5.2.2.2 Microstructure
Representative back scattered electron (BSE) images of annealed Ti2CrV alloy and its
composite with ZrFe1.8V0.2 are presented in Fig. 5.12.

Fig. 5.12 Microstructural analysis of Ti2CrV (a), Composite-1 (b), Composite-2 (c), Composite-3
(d)
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Ti2CrV shows single phase structure [Fig. 5.12 (a)] with no definite phase separation.
Black colored phases are nothing but polishing pits present on the surface. Average chemical
compositions of the matrix determined by Wave length Dispersed Spectrometer (WDS) are
shown in Table 5.4. For all samples, the data were taken at four/five different locations. For
Ti2CrV alloy it can be seen that the elements are almost homogeneously distributed in the alloy.
Average elemental abundance matches well with the expected ones.
Table 5.4 Chemical compositions of Ti2CrV and the composites (mass %).
Alloy

Ti2CrV

Composite-1

Composite-2

Composite-3

Precipitate colour

Gray

Gray

White

Gray

White

Gray

White

Ti

52.08

53.90

33.82

55.34

39.26

57.61

36.02

Cr

24.28

19.44

40.71

16.19

28.29

13.52

19.08

V

23.64

24.29

16.71

25.00

16.12

22.27

23.15

Fe

-

1.93

4.50

2.94

8.22

5.46

12.37

Zr

-

0.49

4.35

0.52

8.11

1.14

9.38

BSE image of composite-1 shows presence of small isolated white phases distributed
within gray matrix. In BSE image intensity of back-scattering electron is proportional to atomic
number of individual elements in the illuminated area. So it is quite obvious that the darker area
(gray) indicates Zr depleted phase, whereas the white portion indicates Zr rich phase. For the
composites, elemental composition has been studied repeatedly both in white and gray phases
and average values are presented in Table 5.4.
The data indicates that gray phase is mostly consisting of Ti, whereas the white phase
largely consists of Zr. Other elements, such as Fe, Cr and V are more or less homogeneously
distributed within the two phases in the composite. With increase in concentration of ZrFe1.8V0.2
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phase microstructure of white phase changes. In composite-2, due to larger area white-colored
region (increased extent of Zr-rich phase), there can be segregation of phase giving rise to
laminar structure. In the BSE profile, one can see that the white phases are distributed in gray
matrix both in rod-like laminar shape with length in the range of 5-30 mm, and in smaller
domains. In composite-3, with further increase in concentration of Zr-rich phase, its morphology
changes to dendrite structure. So a comparison of white phases in composite-1, -2 and -3 clearly
indicates that there is an increase in volume of the white phase as well as degree of networking,
which is consistent with the results from XRD studies.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)
Fig. 5.13 Elemental mapping of Composite-2.
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(c)

(a)

(d)

(b)

(c)

(e)
Fig. 5.14 Elemental mapping of Composite-3.

The output from the proportional counter of a wavelength dispersive (WD) spectrometer
can be used to construct an X-ray image of the sample showing spatial distribution of different
elements in composite structures. Fig. 5.13 & 5.14 show representative spatial distribution of Ti,
Zr, Cr, V and Fe atoms in the two phases of composite-2 and composite-3, respectively. The
images clearly show that concentration of Ti atom is more in gray phase compared to white
phase, though there is certain amount of Ti impurities in white phase also. On the other hand, the
concentration of Zr is more in white phase, which is in line with the elemental analysis. There is
almost homogeneous distribution of Cr and V metal in both the phases; whereas the white phase
is rich in Fe. The results of the microstructural analysis indicate that, the gray phase is mainly Ti150

Cr-V based solid solution. On the other hand, white phase is Zr, Fe and V rich phase with Ti and
Cr impurities. It is quite obvious that during arc melting and annealing treatment, there is
diffusion of certain amount of metal atoms though thee grain boundaries, which gives rise to
these types of impurities. It is also evident from CrK (Fig. 5.14(c)) image that the white phase
contains higher Cr than the gray matrix. This indicates substantial amount of Cr and Ti have
migrated from gray phase to the white phase. However, Zr remains within the white phase only.
This may be due to higher atomic radius of Zr compared to Ti and Cr.

5.2.2.3 Hydrogen storage properties
5.2.2.3.1 Pressure composition isotherm
Pressure composition isotherms of annealed samples of Ti2CrV alloy, composite-1,
composite-2 and composite-3 are obtained to examine the effect of additional phase on plateau
pressure and total hydrogen absorption capacity. In Fig. 5.15 the equilibrium pressures are
plotted with respect to H/formula unit (H/M). Maximum hydrogen storage capacity of Ti 2CrV
alloy is found to be 3.9 wt.% (H/M = 8.0), which is in line with our previous study [306]. In
earlier report, we have got slightly higher hydrogen storage capacity (4.0 wt.%) at room
temperature and 20 bar hydrogen pressure. The slight difference in hydrogen storage capacity
may be due to lower pressure range studied here and the annealing treatment of the sample. As
expected with increase in temperature the total hydrogen storage capacity decreases and the
plateau pressure increases. Hydrogen absorption plateau at 303 K is found to be around 0.01 bar
and it increases to 0.2, 0.8 and 2.1 bar at 343, 373 and 393 K, respectively. It can be seen from
the pressure composition isotherms that the extent of hysteresis increases with increase in
temperature. Hydrogen storage capacities are found to be 3.1 wt.% (H/M = 6.3), 2.8 wt.% (H/M
= 5.7), 2.5 wt.% (H/M = 5.0) at 343, 373, and 393 K, respectively for Ti2CrV.
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Fig. 5.15 Pressure composition isotherm (PCI) of Ti2CrV (a), Composite-1 (b), Composite-2 (c),
and Composite-3 (d). Each PCI has been given both in linear scale and in log scale (y-axis) for
better understanding of variation of hydrogen storage capacity and plateau pressure.
Composite-1, composite-2 and composite-3 show hydrogen storage capacity of 3.7 wt.%
(H/M = 7.7), 3.3 wt.% (H/M = 6.6), and 2.4 wt.% (H/M = 4.9), respectively, at room temperature
and 5 bar hydrogen pressure (Table 5.5). This implies that total hydrogen storage capacity of
Ti2CrV alloy decreases after composite formation with ZrFe1.8V0.2 alloy. This is explained based
on the fact that during composite formation individual atoms diffuse through phase boundary, as
revealed by the EPMA study, leading to small changes in Ti and Cr concentrations in the BCC
phase. This can affect both hydrogen storage capacity and thermodynamics significantly [275].
Again, due to addition of secondary phase the plateau pressure increases, so the amount of
absorbed hydrogen decreases for a nominal pressure of 5 bar. It can be noted that composite-3
shows no plateau and hysteresis at 373 K and 393 K indicating that the plateau pressure is higher
than 5 bar at these temperatures. From hydrogen storage data, it is apparent that due to vast
decrease in the hydrogen storage capacity at room temperature, composite-3 is not suitable for
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hydrogen storage application. Further analyses on hydrogen absorption kinetics were done on
composite-1 and composite-2.
Table 5.5 Hydrogen storage capacities of Ti2CrV alloy and the composites.
Alloy

H/M

Wt%

Temp(K)

Ti2CrV

Composite-1

Composite-2

Composite-3

303

8.3

7.7

6.6

4.8

343

6.4

6.5

5.2

4.2

373

5.7

5.9

4.7

3.6

393

5.0

4.8

4.1

3.4

303

3.9

3.7

3.2

2.4

343

3.1

3.2

2.6

2.0

373

2.8

2.9

2.3

1.8

393

2.5

2.4

2.0

1.7

5.2.2.3.2 Kinetic analysis
For composite-1 hydrogen absorption kinetics has been measured at 303, 373 and 423 K
and the corresponding reacted fractions

are found to be 0.76, 0.90 and 0.97, within two

minutes (Fig. 5.16). Generally during hydriding process, an induction period is encountered
before hydrogen absorption due to the presence of surface oxides layers or adsorbed gas with
alloys. Surface layers inhibit hydrogen absorption until there is a crack formation. For samples of
present study, there is very less or no incubation period as the kinetics data has been taken after
one hydriding-dehydriding cycle. In the process, the alloys get activated and oxide layers get
dissolved into the alloy and this helps to obtain correct kinetics data. It can also be noted that
hydrogen absorption rate of composite-2 is much faster than compositevalues are 0.97, 0.94, 0.92 and 0.89 at 303, 353, 373 and 423 K, respectively in 1 min [Fig. 5.17].
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In the following section, the hydrogen absorption kinetics has been analyzed to get further details
about hydrogen absorption mechanism of composite-1 and composite-2.

Fig. 5.16 Hydrogen absorption kinetics of

Fig. 5.17 Hydrogen absorption kinetics of

composite-1

composite-2 at different temperatures.
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Fig. 5.18 Hydrogen absorption kinetics of composite-1, Chemical reaction (a) & 3-D diffusion.
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For composite-1, total hydrogen absorption kinetics can be fitted with two different
equations for two stages; the first is the hydrogen absorption stage, where chemical reaction
occurs between hydrogen and composite-1, and second step is the hydrogen diffusion stage
through the composite matrix. Mathematical expressions involved in these two steps are (k1t = 1(1- )4) and (k2t = 1-2 /3-(1- )2/3), respectively [Fig. 5.18]. Table 5.6 shows the mathematical
expressions and rate constants of hydrogen absorption reaction at different stages and at different
temperatures for composite-1. With increasing temperature, the rate constants increase for a
single stage. At the same temperature, the rate constants follow the relation k1>k2 at different
stages. It indicates that the chemical reaction occurs in faster rate compared to 3D-diffusion.
Table 5.6 Hydrogen absorption kinetic fitting parameters of composite-1.
Fitting equation kt = 1-(1Temperature ( oC)

4

Rate constant (k1)

R2

-0.75)

0.0027

0.9937

-0.89)

0.0077

0.9918

0.0167

0.9962

-0.91)

Fitting equation (kt=1-2 /3-(1- )2/3)
Rate constant (k2)

R2

-1.0)

1.89X10-4

0.9898

-1.0)

2.25X10-4

0.9969

6.81 X10-4

0.9893

Temperature

-1.0)

For composite-2 also hydrogen absorption kinetics has been fitted [Fig. 5.19]. Here the
initial hydrogen absorption is chemical reaction stage, but in this case hydrogen diffusion occurs
in two different rates. Initially when the alloy concentration is higher, diffusion occurs at a faster
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rate compared to diffusion through hydride rich phase. So in this case, total hydrogen absorption
mechanism has been alienated in three different stages. In initial chemical reaction stage, the
reaction has been fitted with the equation (k1t=1-(1- )4). The rate of chemical reaction stage
found to be faster than composite-1 and as expected, the reaction rate increases with temperature.
Two segments of hydrogen diffusion can be fitted with same rate expression [(k2t=1-2 /3-(1)2/3)] and the diffusion rate gets slower when the matrix becomes hydride rich as can be seen in
Table 5.7. From the apparent rate constants of the reactions, it has been found that both chemical
reaction and diffusion rate are faster for composite-2. The faster hydrogen absorption rate in
composite-2 can be attributed to larger concentration of secondary phase, which introduces more
grain boundaries. Despite the fact that there are differences in hydrogen absorption kinetics of
composite-1 and composite-2, in both the cases the hydrogen absorption rate is quite satisfactory
for practical application.
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Fig. 5.19 Hydrogen adsorption kinetics of composite-2, Chemical reaction (a) & 3-D diffusion.
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Table 5.7 Hydrogen absorption kinetic fitting parameters of composite-2.
Fitting equation Kt = 1-(1Temperature ( oC)

4

Rate constant (k1)

R2

-0.4)

0.0946

0.993

-0.4)

0.1415

0.999

-0.4)

0.1747

0.996

-0.4)

0.1920

0.999

Fitting equation (kt=1-2 /3-(1- )2/3)
Temperature ( oC)

Rate constant (k2)

R2

-0.88)

0.0031

0.991

-0.88)

0.0054

0.979

-0.88)

0.0089

0.999

-0.88)

0.0122

0.992

Fitting equation (kt=1-2 /3-(1- )2/3)
Temperature ( oC)

Rate constant (k3)

R2

-1.0)

8.9X10-4

0.989

-1.0)

0.00121

0.995

0.88-1.0)

0.00155

0.992

-1.0)

0.01218

0.996

5.2.2.3.3 Temperature programmed desorption
Temperature programmed desorption has been studied in-situ without exposing samples
in air atmosphere to compare desorption behavior of different hydrides. In-situ desorption can
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give a better understanding about stability of hydride. The experiment was carried out at a
positive pressure (1.2 bar) of carrier gas (helium) up to 500 K at a heating rate of 5 K/min. Gas
outflow rate was measured with respect to temperature with a mass flow controller and the
results have been presented in Fig. 5.20.

(d) 366.2 K

(C) 418.2 K (b) 433.9 K

(a) 455.5 K

350
400
450
Hydrogen Desorption Temperature (K)

500

Fig. 5.20 In-situ temperature programmed desorption profile of Ti2CrV (a), Composite-1 (b),
Composite-2 (c), Composite-3 (d).
For Ti2CrV alloy, hydrogen desorption starts around 300 K and found to have desorption
peak at 455.5 K. By fitting the peak using Gaussian distribution function, the FWHM is found to
be 39.3 K. In composite-1, as expected, desorption peak temperature comes down at 433.9 K
though the peak becomes broader than Ti2CrV sample with a FWHM of 42.10 K. Due to
presence of higher concentration of additional phase, desorption profile of composite-2 is very
broad. Hydrogen desorption starts from 313 K and the peak temperature is found to be at 418.2
K with FWHM = 54.86 K for composite -2. It is obvious that in presence of additional phase,
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inhomogeneous desorption sites are created in the sample leading to broadening of desorption
peak. With further increase in Zr-rich phase concentration in composite -3, due to phase
segregation (as already seen in EPMA), nature of desorption profile is found to be different. Here
in fact two desorption peaks can be identified. Major low temperature desorption peak is found
to be at 366.2 K with FWHM = 35.53 K, whereas another broad high temperature desorption
peak can be found around 425 K. So from the above study it is apparent that composite-1 is the
most suitable material for hydrogen storage application due to its good hydrogen storage
properties and better hydrogen desorption behavior.

5.2.2.4 Summary
In this study, Ti2CrV alloy and its composite with different concentrations of ZrFe1.8V0.2
alloy were prepared by two stage arc melting route. Microstructure analysis shows coexistence of
two phases in all the composites. With increase in concentration of ZrFe1.8V0.2 alloy, morphology
of Zr rich phase changes from dots to laminar to dendrites. Hydrogen storage capacity and the
plateau pressure are found to be largely dependent on concentration of Zr rich phase. As the
secondary phase concentration increases, hydrogen storage capacity decreases and the plateau
pressure increases. With increase in concentration of Zr-rich phase, corresponding hydrides
become more destabilized. Among the studied composites, Ti2CrV + 5% ZrFe1.8V0.2 has best
hydrogen storage properties with hydrogen storage capacity of 3.7 wt.% at room temperature and
hydrogen desorption peak at 434 K.

5.3 Conclusion
From the above studies, it is concluded that presence of Zr based Laves phase in BCC
matrix of Ti-Cr-V based alloy (no matter how the Laves phase has been incorporated) improves
its hydrogen storage property drastically. The maximum hydrogen storage capacities of Zr
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substituted Ti2CrV alloy (Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 composition) and composite of Ti2CrV alloy
(Ti2CrV + 5% ZrFe1.8V0.2) are found to be 3.19 wt.% and 3.7 wt.% respectively at room
temperature. Presence of Zr rich Laves phase reduces hydrogen uptake of parent Ti 2CrV alloy
slightly, however it improves the desorption temperature remarkably. Ti0.43Zr0.07Cr0.25V0.25 alloy
shows better cyclic stability compared to Ti2CrV alloy.
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Chapter 6
Hydrogen Storage Properties of Zr-Ti-Ni Based
Compounds
Previous studies (described in Chapter 5) have confirmed that presence of Zr based Laves
phase is effective in improving the hydrogen storage behavior of Ti 2CrV alloy. To have a better
understanding of the role of such Laves phases on hydrogen storage properties, detailed studies
were carried out on the hydriding performance of representative Zr based Laves phase
compounds. Since Zr and Ti are good hydride forming elements, they are commonly used as
major components of Laves phase compounds for hydrogen storage applications [292, 307]. It is
necessary, at this stage, to know what are Laves phase compounds and their different structural
features. Laves phase compounds are compact ordered materials and are represented by the
general formula AB2 where the ideal radii ratio, (

) should be ~ 1.225. There are mainly

three types of Laves phase structures: C14 (hexagonal, MgZn2 type), C15 (cubic, MgCu2 type)
and C36 (hexagonal, MgNi2 type). Among them C14 and C15 Laves phase compounds have
been widely studied for hydrogen storage because of easy activation and excellent diffusivity of
absorbed hydrogen [308-310]. The structure is very interesting from the perspective of hydrogen
absorption due to its ability to accommodate hydrogen atoms in its tetrahedrally coordinated
interstices. For both C14 and C15 structures, there are 17 such interstices per AB2 formula unit
namely A2B2 (12 numbers), AB3 (4 numbers), and B4 (1 number) type. The interstices are only
partially populated due to the spatial and electronic limitations during hydrogen filling in these
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sites. As a result, a maximum of 6 hydrogen atoms can be absorbed per AB2 formula unit. In
most of the cases, H atom preferably goes into larger A2B2 interstitial sites followed by AB3 site,
whereas the smallest B4 site remains unoccupied [311]. There are several reports on Zr based
binary Laves phase compounds (C14/C15 structure) such as ZrV2, ZrMn2, ZrCr2 which show
quite good hydrogen storage capacities. For example, theoretical hydrogen storage capacity of
binary compound ZrV2 is reported to be ~ 3 wt.% [2, 312]. However, the stability of their
hydrides is too high for practical application. Extensive efforts have been made to improve
hydrogen storage performance of Zr based binary Laves phase compounds mainly by partial
elemental substitution in either A or B site or both the sites. Previous studies [310, 313-315]
reveal that Ti substitution is effective in reducing the hydride stability and improving hysteresis
behavior of Zr based Laves phase compounds. However, hydrogen storage capacity decreases on
Ti substitution. This can be attributed to decrease of unit cell volume and change in hydrogen
affinity upon Ti substitution [316]. It is important to optimize the Zr/Ti ratio in order to achieve
suitable hydrogen storage properties in C14/C15 Laves phase compounds.
In this chapter, the effect of changing Zr/Ti ratio on the hydrogen storage properties of
ZrTiNi, a Zr based ternary Laves phase compound, has been discussed in detail. The equiatomic
ZrTiNi compound is reported to crystallize in C14 Laves phase structure [317]. Bououdina et al.
[318] inferred from their investigations on ZrMM´(M = Ti/V; M´ = Ni/Co ) alloy systems, that
hydrogen absorption properties of Zr based ternary Laves phase compounds can be tuned by
changing proportion of M and M´. In the present chapter, efforts have been devoted to the study
of hydriding performance of Zr-Ti-Ni based ternary systems for different proportion of Zr and Ti.
The main focus of this chapter is to give a clear picture of the hydrogen absorption
behavior of representative Zr-Ti-Ni system with respect to phase (microstructural) evolution.
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Four compounds with compositions ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni were investigated.
Hydriding kinetics has been thoroughly investigated at different temperatures. In general,
hydrogen absorption reaction consists of several steps [319-321] which include (1) physisorption
of hydrogen molecules, (2) dissociation of hydrogen molecules to hydrogen atoms, (3) surface
penetration of hydrogen atoms, (4) diffusion of hydrogen atoms through the hydride layer, and (5)
hydride formation at the metal hydride interface. The slowest step among the above, known as
rate-determining step (rds), decides the overall kinetics of hydrogen absorption. In the present
study, the rds has been identified through analysis of the experimental kinetics data and
activation energy associated with the hydriding reaction has been determined. This chapter also
gives insight into the mechanism governing hydriding reaction of the Zr-Ti-Ni intermetallic
compounds.

6.1 Experimental
The compounds Zr2-xTixNi (x = 0, 0.3, 0.7, 1.0) were prepared by arc melting the
constituent elements of high purity (>99.99%) in a water cooled copper hearth under argon
atmosphere. The sample buttons were turned over and re-melted 4-5 times to ensure
homogeneity. Both as cast compounds and their hydrides were characterized by X-ray diffraction
(XRD) technique using monochromatic CuK radiation with Si as a standard reference. The as
cast samples were brittle and each sample was ground to fine powder before recording the
powder XRD pattern.
Hydrogen absorption studies were carried out in a fully automated hydrogen storage
setup (IMI analyzer, HIDEN ISOCHEMA, UK, Model HTP1) as already discussed in Chapter 2.
The activation procedure involved heating the sample under diffusion vacuum (10-6 mbar) for 2
hr at 673 K. After activation, the sample was cooled to working temperature under vacuum,
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followed by introduction of hydrogen into reaction chamber. The pressure-composition
isotherms (PCI) were measured in the pressure range of 0.002-5 atm. Experiments on the
hydrogen absorption kinetics of activated samples were carried out in a home-made
type of set up. The kinetics data were recorded after one absorption-desorption cycle, by
following the pressure drop with time at a constant temperature. The hydride samples were
surface passivated at liquid nitrogen temperature using air before being taken out.

6.2 Kinetics measurements (theoretical background)
The classic KJMA model assumes random nucleation and non-directional growth of
nuclei (transformed region) where the sample volume is assumed to be infinite. The
impingement of growing nuclei is also considered in this kinetic model. Under the basic
assumptions of KJMA model, the reacted fraction evolves exponentially with time and is given
by

where, k is the rate constant and n is the so-called Avrami exponent. In order to extract the
kinetic parameters, k and n, Eq. 6.1 can be represented in a much simpler way as follows,

k and n can be easily calculated from the intercept

-logarithmic

vs lnt. The Avrami exponent is an important kinetic parameter in tracing
the reaction mechanism. The parameter n contains two terms and is given by,
)
where, nnis related to nucleation and ngd corresponds to growth mechanism.
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ngd comprises of two terms and expressed as

where d, the dimensionality of the

growth, ranges from 1 to 3 for one dimensional to three dimensional growth. The value of m
indicates whether the growth is interface limited (m = 1) or diffusion controlled (m = 2).
Temperature variation (thermal activation) affects the growth rate significantly and the
nucleation density is also strongly dependent on temperature. Usually the Avrami exponent is not
temperature sensitive but the rate constant k is highly temperature dependent. Using the derived
rate constants k

parent activation energy (Ea) for hydriding

reaction is evaluated from the Arrhenius equation (Eq. 6.4)

where, A is the temperature independent pre-exponential factor, Ris the universal gas constant
(8.314 J mol-1 K-1), and T is the absolute temperature.

6.3 Results and discussions
6.3.1 XRD study of the compounds
Fig. 6.1 shows XRD patterns of as cast ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples.
Nature of phases present in different samples and corresponding unit cell parameters are
summarized in Table 6.1. It has been found that the ZrTiNi compound (Zr/Ti ratio = 1) consists
of hexagonal C14 Laves phase (space group P63/mmc) with MgZn2 type structure. With increase
in Zr/Ti ratio new diffraction peaks appear. These new peaks correspond to C16 phase
characteristic of Zr2Ni compound. It is worth noting that the peak intensity of C14 Laves phase
decreases and that of C16 phase increases with gradual increase in Zr concentration. When all Ti
is replaced by Zr, the C14 Laves phase totally disappears and mainly C16 phase (space group
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I4/mcm) with CuAl2 type structure prevails. For Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples, in
addition to main reflection peaks a few weak peaks are also observed which correspond to NiZr
and Ni10Zr7 secondary phases. The c/a ratio for C14 Laves phase remains constant (c/a = 1.63) on
varying Zr/Ti ratio but the value changes significantly for C16 phase (c/a = 0.808 to 0.819).
Existence of minor phases can be ascribed to the nonarc-melted samples and due to their small amounts they can be ignored.
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Fig. 6.1 XRD pattern for ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni compounds.
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Table 6.1 Lattice parameters, c/a ratios and unit cell parameters of ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni,
Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni compounds.
Samples

Phases

a (Å)

c (Å)

c/a

V (Å3)

ZrTiNi

C14 Phase

5.2050

8.4857

1.63

199.093

Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni

C14 Phase

5.2050

8.4846

1.63

199.070

C16 Phase

6.4830

5.2409

0.808

220.27

C14 Phase

5.2050

8.4824

01.63

199.016

C16 Phase

6.4830

5.2658

0.812

221.32

C16 Phase

6.4830

5.3082

0.819

223.09

Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni

Zr2Ni

6.3.2 Hydrogen absorption properties
Fig. 6.2 presents the pressure composition absorption isotherms for ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni,
Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples. It is found from the isotherms that number of H atoms absorbed
per one molecule of ZrTiNi is 3.10 under 5 bar pressure which results in a gravimetric hydrogen
storage capacity of 1.54 wt.%. With increase in Zr/Ti ratio the plateau pressure was remarkably
decreased. The result is as per the expectation because the atomic size of Zr is larger with respect
to Ti leading to increase in unit cell volume. In addition to the size effect, Zr is having higher
hydrogen affinity compared to Ti as already mentioned at the beginning of this chapter.
According to Pauling scale, electronegativity ( ) of hydrogen is 2.2, therefore Zr with

= 1.33

will have more affinity towards hydrogen compared to Ti which has higher electronegativity ( =
1.54). The greater affinity of Zr towards hydrogen results in higher hydride stability which is
also responsible for the observed decrease in plateau pressure. With the consequent change in
plateau pressure, the absorption capacity is also affected. The hydrogen concentration in
Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni compound is enhanced from 3.10 to 3.25 H/M under 5 bar pressure. However, the
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increase in storage capacity is remarkable for higher Zr containing compound. For example the
compound Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni is found to absorb 4.5 hydrogen atoms per formula unit. This can be
attributed to the increase in unit cell volume as well as to the dominance of C16 phase at higher
concentration of Zr as evidenced from XRD pattern. Zr2Ni with CuAl2 type structure is reported
[283] to absorb higher amount of hydrogen compared to ZrTiNi with MgZn 2 type structure and
in our present study we have also found that it can absorb 4.77 H/M. The gravimetric hydrogen
storage capacities of the ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples at 298 K and 5 bar
pressure are found to be 1.54, 1.52, 1.93 and 1.94 wt.%, respectively at room temperature.

6.3.3 XRD study of the hydrides
XRD patterns of ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples after hydrogenation
are shown in Fig. 6.3. It is inferred that hydride phase ZrTiNiH3.10 possesses the same symmetry
as the parent compound ZrTiNi but the unit cell volume is enhanced as it is clear from shift in
the diffraction peak maxima towards lower angles. The other hydrides Zr1.3Ti0.7NiH3.25,
Zr1.7Ti0.3NiH4.50 and Zr2NiH4.77 also retain the structure of their parent compounds. The first two
hydrides show mixed phase structures containing both C14 and C16 phases whereas the hydride
Zr2NiH4.77 is found to have a single-phase structure (C16 phase) with increased unit cell volume.
It is worth mentioning here that Hara et al. [323] reported hydrogen induced disproportionation
in Zr2Ni alloy. In our present study, to avoid disproportionation of Zr2Ni phase, hydrogen was
introduced into the reaction chamber in small steps upto a pressure of 5 bar. XRD pattern shows
that Zr2Ni retains its structural identity upon hydrogenation which agrees well with the
observation made earlier by Chikdene et al. [324] and Aubertin et al. [325]. Also, the absence of
peaks corresponding to ZrNi and ZrH2 phases [Zr2Ni+ H2 = ZrNi +ZrH2] in the XRD pattern,
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further ascertains that there is no hydrogen induced disproportionation of Zr2Ni sample under the
present experimental conditions.
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6.3.4 Kinetics study of the compounds
In the present study, the kinetics of hydrogen absorption for ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni,
Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples
temperature range from 298 K to 473 K under an initial hydrogen pressure of 5 bar. The
initial pressure was kept same for all the cases because kinetics is affected on changing the
applied pressure. The rate of hydrogen absorption is shown as change of reacted fraction ( )
with time in Fig. 6.4. It is clear from the kinetics plot shown in Fig. 6.4, that increases with
time and will reach a saturation value after certain time duration depending on the rate of
hydriding reaction. ZrTiNi reaches around 40% of the saturation value [ = 0.40] within 5
minutes. The kinetics does not change appreciably for Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni compound. The

value

after 5 minutes increases to 0.45 in case of Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni. The kinetics of hydrogen absorption
at room temperature is found to accelerate remarkably for higher Zr containing compounds.
The figure shows, for Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni, the reacted fraction

reaches 70% of the saturation value

within 5 minutes. Significant increase in absorption kinetics can be attributed to the larger
radius of Zr as compared to that of Ti. With increase in Zr concentration the lattice expands
and the size of the interstitial sites also increases. In addition to the size effect, Zr has higher
hydrogen affinity compared to Ti. As a result, the energy required in accommodating the
hydrogen atoms in the interstitial sites decreases and this facilitates hydrogen absorption
process. This is reflected in the corresponding activation energies for hydriding reaction in
sec. 6.3.6.

6.3.5 Analysis of hydrogen absorption kinetics
Fig. 6.5(a-d) shows the variation of hydriding kinetics with temperature for all the
four samples. A quick look at the plots confirms that there is no incubation period during
hydrogenation of these samples. Although the nature of kinetic plots at higher temperatures
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(373 K and 473 K) is similar to that at 298 K, the reaction rate is faster at elevated
temperatures as expected.
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Fig. 6.5 Kinetics of hydriding reaction for (a) ZrTiNi (b) Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, (b) Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni, and (d)
Zr2Ni samples over the temperature range of 298-473 K.
Fig. 6.6-6.9 presents the KJMA plots of

vs ln(t) for ZrTiNi,

Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples respectively at three different temperatures. The
plots show good linearity with R2 (linearity constant) > 0.99, in the temperature range from
298 K to 473 K, which indicates that KJMA model can satisfactorily describe hydriding
process for the studied samples.
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In case of ZrTiNi, the whole range of kinetics data is fitted with one linear segment.
Kinetic analysis of Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni compound apparently shows similar type of fitting as that of
ZrTiNi, whereas for higher Zr containing compounds the nature of fitting totally changes.
Most surprisingly, the kinetic data of Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples were also fitted with
KJMA model (R2 > 0.99) but three linear segments of different slopes were required for data
fitting. Each of the linear segments represents a different zone of reaction, viz. , (
phases. The slope change is related to different phase transformations, viz. from
and from (

) and
to (

)

) to . For a given initial pressure, the reaction kinetics of Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and

Zr2Ni samples are faster compared to the higher Ti containing compounds. Hence, for these
two samples the hydrogen absorption process in all the three phases namely , (

) and

can be clearly envisaged in the limited time frame of kinetic analysis. For both Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni
and Zr2Ni samples the time span of

phase decreases with increasing temperature indicating

faster nucleation rate at higher temperature.
The Avrami exponents and rate constants derived from the double-logarithmic plot
have been listed in Table 6.2 and Table 6.3, respectively.
Table 6.2 Avrami exponents (n) for ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples.
Avrami Exponent
298K
Composition

373K

473K

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

1st

2nd

3rd

stage

stage

stage

stage

stage

stage

stage

stage

stage

ZrTiNi

0.35

0.37

0.42

Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni

0.38

0.29

0.32

Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni

0.72

0.34

0.19

0.68

0.35

0.12

0.66

0.30

0.17

Zr2Ni

0.60

0.30

0.13

0.57

0.29

0.18

0.56

0.32

0.16
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Table 6.3 Rate constants (k) for ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples. Rate
constants derived by using modified KJMA model is mentioned in parenthesis.
Composition
Temperature

k

ZrTiNi

Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni

Zr1.7Ti0.5Ni

Zr2Ni

298K

1st stage

0.2594

0.3147

0.8530

0.9999

(0.0287)

(0.0301)

(0.7942)

(0.9997)

0.9656

0.7890

(0.8993)

(0.454)

1.1841

0.8714

(2.875)

(0.423)

2nd stage

3rd stage

373K

1st stage

0.5146

0.5390

2.7927

2.0915

(0.1741)

(0.1537)

(4.4300)

(3.569)

2.2956

1.7623

(11.8189)

(6.610)

2.2956

1.7683

(180.14)

(35.251)

2nd stage

3rd stage

473K

1st stage

0.6646

0.6921

3.3398

2.9212

(0.3413)

(0.3279)

(5.7413)

(6.349)

2.7957

1.9883

(22.544)

(9.885)

2.8462

1.8853

(690.56)

(52.621)

2nd stage

3rd stage

For all the samples, Avrami exponents derived in the temperature range from 298 K to
473 K are less than 1 and this can be justified if:
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(a) the growth contribution is negligible (ngd= 0) and this is possible only when growth
rate is significantly faster than the nucleation rate such that the hydriding kinetics is entirely
dominated by nucleation process [326]. Vigeholm et al. also found faster growth rate
compared to nucleation in Mg based systems [327]
(b) both nucleation and growth rates are decreasing with time [328]
(c) an instantaneous nucleation followed by diffusion of hydrogen atom through the
growing nuclei.
Lower value of Avrami exponent was also found by Tien et al during the formation of
magnesium hydride [329

n

temperature only when there is no change in the nucleation mechanism. For Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and
Zr2Ni compounds, Avrami exponents corresponding to the first stage of hydrogenation at
three different temperatures remain almost constant indicating similar type of nucleation and
growth mechanism during the initial stage. This is also valid for second and third stages of
hydrogenation. However,

n

hydrogenation vary significantly, indicating a change in nucleation and growth mechanism.
For the other two compounds with lower Zr content n

does not vary remarkably

with temperature again confirming that Avrami exponents are less sensitive to reaction
temperature.

6.3.6 Activation energies
The values of apparent activation energies for the hydriding reaction, obtained
through the Arrhenius plot are presented in Fig. 6.10. A large number of kinetic studies [97,
330, 331] utilized KJMA model to determine activation energies. However, it is impossible to
separate the effect of reaction order with this approach. The present study shows that with
change in Zr/Ti ratio, reaction order changes as reflected in the corresponding Avrami
exponent values of ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples. Hence the calculation
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of activation energy using standard KJMA model is questionable while comparing the
hydriding kinetics of compounds with different Zr/Ti ratios [332]. The modified KJMA
model is expressed as:

The equation can be rearranged to a linear form as follows:

The intercept would now be nlnk rather than lnk

k

n
temperatures was c

k

shown in Fig. 6.11. The modified rate constants and activation energies are listed in
parenthesis in Table 6.3 and 6.4, respectively.
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Fig. 6.10 Arrhenius plots for the hydriding reaction of ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and
Zr2Ni sampleswhen normal KJMA model is used.
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Fig. 6.11 Arrhenius plots for the hydriding reaction of ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and
Zr2Ni sampleswhen modified KJMA model is used.
Table 6.4 Activation energies (Ea) for ZrTiNi, Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni, Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni and Zr2Ni samples.
Activation energies derived by using modified KJMA model is mentioned in parenthesis.
Ea (kJ/mol)
Cmposition

1st JMA

2nd JMA

3rd JMA

ZrTiNi

6.36 (16.75)

Zr1.3Ti0.7Ni

5.32 (16.42)

Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni

9.31 (13.49)

7.22 (21.89)

5.94(37.15)

Zr2Ni

7.24 (12.48)

6.31 (21.02)

5.28(32.98)

As evident from Table 6.4, there is no correlation between the activation energies of
the samples (determined using classical KJMA model) and relative concentration of Zr and
Ti. However, the activation energies derived by using modified KJMA model show a
decreasing trend with increase in Zr/Ti ratio. For higher Zr containing compounds, the rate of
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reaction increases remarkably and the activation energy (Ea) decreases as already predicted in
sec. 6.3.4.

6.4 Conclusions
Increase in Zr/Ti ratio decreases the plateau pressure of equiatomic ZrTiNi compound
remarkably with a substantial increase in hydrogen uptake (H/M). Crystal structures of the
hydrides with different Zr/Ti ratio imitate those of their parent alloys with a change in lattice
parameters. Upon increasing Zr concentration, the rate of hydrogen absorption increases
considerably. From the kinetic analysis of experimental data it is inferred that variation in
Zr/Ti ratio changes the reaction order (Avrami exponents are different for different
compounds) i.e. the mechanism of hydriding reaction. Among the studied compounds
Zr1.7Ti0.3Ni shows best hydriding performance with room temperature hydrogen uptake of
1.93 wt.%, improved plateau pressure and fast enough kinetics. The modified KJMA model
was successfully employed to explain the observed trend in the activation energies associated
with hydrogenation of the studied compounds. The value of Ea decreases with increase in Zr
concentration and this has been explained in terms of structural modification brought about
by changing Zr/Ti ratio.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Scope
The motivation of this dissertation is to develop basic understanding on hydrogen
storage properties of systems which absorb hydrogen either by physisorption or
chemisorption. Hydrogen storage characteristics of carbon based materials as well as Ti
based BCC alloys and Zr based intermetallic compounds have been studied in detail. Major
conclusions from the hydrogen storage investigations of the studied materials are summarized
below.
Pristine CNT samples used in the present study (Chapter 3), is found to store only
0.056 wt.% hydrogen at room temperature and under 50 bar pressure. However, Pd
incorporated CNTs prepared by polyol method show hydrogen uptake of 0.29 wt.% at 333K.
There is no remarkable improvement of the hydrogen storage capacity when doping is done
by wet impregnation route. This has been explained based on the atomic scale mixing of Pd
nanoparticles and CNTs.
Advanced techniques like

13

C CP MAS NMR and SAXS were employed for the

characterization of turbostratic carbon samples annealed at three different temperatures
(700°C, 800°C and 900°C). It is inferred from these studies that with increase in annealing
temperature, carbon clusters having surface fractal nature with rough surfaces become
smoother with increase in size. Due to smooth and homogeneous surface, the isosteric
enthalpy of hydrogen adsorption remains constant with hydrogen uptake for 900°C annealed
sample. Besides, this sample (among the studied turbostratic carbons) shows highest
hydrogen uptake of 1.25 wt.% at 123 K which is much better compared to Pd doped CNTs
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prepared by polyol route. This is due to relatively higher surface area and smaller pore size
present in the former sample.
Apart from carbon based materials, present study also contributes towards the
improvement of hydrogen storage performance of Ti-Nb and Ti-V based BCC alloy systems
(Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, respectively). Ti-Nb alloy suffers from poor activation due to
oxide layer formation over the alloy surface. Fe substitution improves the activation of Ti-Nb
alloy and enhances the rate of hydrogen absorption. Among the studied alloys in Ti0.67Nb0.33xFex series,

Ti0.67Nb0.13Fe0.20 shows highest hydrogen uptake with fastest hydriding kinetics.

Ti-V based alloy with Ti2CrV composition is reported to show hydrogen storage
capacity ~ 4 wt.% at room temperature. The main disadvantage of this alloy is that it desorbs
at relatively higher temperature. Keeping this in mind, two different approaches have been
tried to reduce the desorption temperature: (i) partial substitution of Ti by Zr and (ii)
composite formation with ZrFe2 based Laves phase. The enthalpies of hydride formation for
Zr substituted and unsubstituted Ti2CrV alloy are found to be -56.33 and -64.4 kJ/mol of H2
which indicates that Zr substitution significantly destabilize the hydride. In case of Ti2CrV +
x (= 5%, 10%, 20%) ZrFe1.8V0.2 composite materials, with increase in Zr rich secondary
Laves phase concentration plateau pressure increases indicating decrease in hydride stability.
Thus, both the approaches are effective in reducing the stability of the hydride which leads to
significant decrease in hydrogen desorption temperature. However, the storage capacity of
Ti2CrV alloy decreases in both the approaches. All the composite materials as well as the Zr
substituted alloy show satisfactory hydriding kinetics.
The detailed kinetic analysis of Ti-Nb-Fe based alloys, Zr substituted Ti2CrV alloy
and Ti2CrV + ZrFe1.8V0.2 composite (through model fitting) reveals that hydrogenation of
these systems involves more than one rate limiting steps. The rate limiting steps during the
hydrogenation are:
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(i)

random nucleation and growth followed by one dimensional and three
dimensional diffusion of H atoms, for Zr substituted Ti2CrV alloy.

(ii)

chemical reaction of H atoms with solid (either alloy or composite) followed by
three dimensional diffusion of H atoms, for Ti-Nb-Fe alloy and Ti2CrV +
ZrFe1.8V0.2 composite system.

Studies on Zr-Ti-Ni based intermetallic compound (Chapter 6) have revealed that with
increase in Zr/Ti ratio the room temperature hydrogen uptake increases and kinetics of
hydrogen absorption also becomes fast. Experimental kinetics data of hydrogenation have
been analyzed employing both classical and modified Kolmogorov-Johnson-Mehl-Avrami
(KJMA) models. Dissimilar values of Avrami exponents for different compounds indicate
that change in Zr/Ti ratio changes reaction order i.e. the mechanism of hydrogen absorption
reaction. The present chapter has shown the importance of introducing modified KJMA
model over the classical one in explaining the activation energies of hydrogenation for Zr-TiNi system.

Future Scope: As an extension of this thesis work it is proposed that further work needs to
be carried out for improving the gravimetric storage capacity of Ti-Cr-V based alloy system.
The presence of Zr based Laves phase improves its desorption behavior but at the cost of its
storage capacity. To increase hydrogen storage capacity they can be alloyed with light metal
hydride such as magnesium hydride (MgH2) which is known to have theoretical hydrogen
storage capacity of 7.6 wt.%. However, MgH2 has some disadvantages such as sluggish
kinetics and very high thermodynamic stability. Doping MgH2 powder with nanocatalysts is
one of the options for accelerating slow kinetics and this will be investigated in future. There
are studies on the hydrogen storage properties of Mg based alloys demonstrating their
abilities to absorb hydrogen at comparatively lower temperatures. Unfortunately, alloying
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causes dramatic degradation of the hydrogen storage capacity of Mg. Thus, only alloying of
Mg and Ti-Cr-V system will not be effective to overcome the obstacles associated with single
Mg or single Ti-Cr-V system. However, a combination of processes like alloying,
nanostructuring and grain refinement on Mg-Ti-Cr-V based systems can lead to improved
hydrogen absorption/desorption properties. Hence, it is proposed to prepare Mg-Ti-Cr-V

nanostructured grains by different techniques and study their hydrogen absorption desorption
performances in future.
As a future work, it is also proposed to study hydrogenation and dehydrogenation
behavior of magnesium carbon composite system to see the synergistic effect of
physisorption and chemisorption on the overall hydrogen storage performance of the
composite. The beneficial effect of carbon additive to the hydrogen storage properties of
magnesium has already been mentioned in Chapter 1. It is also demonstrated that ball milling
leads to destruction of carbon species into stacked graphene layers and the thin layers of
graphene over the growing MgH2 nuclei act as hydrogen transferring interface. As a result the
hydrogen storage performance of Mg-C composite material can be improved. In this thesis, it
has been shown that Pd doped CNTs prepared by polyol route effectively dissociates
hydrogen molecules into hydrogen atoms by spillover mechanism. Hence, it is proposed that,
if a composite of Mg and Pd doped CNT is formed, the active hydrogen atoms generated by
spillover mechanism can be easily transferred to the surface of Mg through the graphene
layers as schematically depicted in Fig. 7.1. Subsequently magnesium hydride will be formed
and the graphene layer will reduce the probability of oxidation and agglomeration of Mg
particles in successive hydrogenation dehydrogenation cycles.
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Fig. 7.1 Schematic of hydrogen absorption by composite of Mg and Pd doped C.
Again, all the interstitial hydrides suffer from poor thermal conductivities. This aspect has
not been addressed in the present thesis. The heat associated with hydrogenation
dehydrogenation of the alloys need to be removed efficiently for employing them as practical
hydrogen storage materials in storage tanks. Composite of Mg-based hydrogen storage
materials with graphite has shown significant improvement of thermal conductivity along
with fast dynamics of hydrogen uptake and release [333]. Like graphite, CNTs are also
reported to have high thermal conductivities. Moreover, CNTs being lightweight are not
supposed to deteriorate the storage capacity of Mg-CNT composites.
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